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Abstract 
Bilateral landings are a common daily activity, yet the effect of restricted ankle dorsiflexion 
range of motion (DF ROM) on landing mechanics is not well established. The purpose of this 
thesis was to investigate the effects of ankle DF ROM restriction on bilateral drop-landing 
performance. In Chapter 3, the trigonometric calculation method for establishing tibia angle 
during the weight-bearing lunge test (WBLT) reliably measured ankle DF ROM for both 
single-limb and the between-limb differences. Chapter 4 provided reliability data for 
kinematic and kinetic measures of bilateral drop-landings from drop heights equal to 50%, 
100% and 150% of a maximal countermovement jump (CMJ), which supported interpretation 
of the subsequent studies. Chapter 5 investigated the relationship between ankle DF ROM 
and bilateral drop-landing performance from three heights (50%, 100% and 150% CMJ). 
Although several moderate to large relationships were identified between ankle DF ROM 
and kinematic measures of landing mechanics, drop height did not moderate these 
correlations. Chapter 6 identified differences in measures of landing performance between 
individuals with functionally restricted and normal ankle DF ROM. The restricted group were 
unable to increase ankle dorsiflexion at peak flexion following a fatiguing task, relative to the 
normal group. However, between-group differences reported in this chapter may represent 
measurement error and demonstrated little functionally relevance. In the final data chapter, a 
4-week combined mobility and strength-training intervention was found to improve WBLT 
performance more than a strength-training only intervention, resulting in greater ankle plantar 
flexion at initial contact, ankle dorsiflexion at peak flexion, and sagittal plane ankle joint 
displacement during bilateral drop-landings. Performing ankle mobility exercises, in 
combination with a strength-training, facilitated greater reliance on the ankle joint during 
landing tasks, while strength-training alone placed greater emphasis on the hip to attenuate 
landing forces.  
Key words: ankle dorsiflexion, landing, joint mechanics, mobility, fatigue, weight-bearing 
lunge test
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Bilateral landings commonly occur in court sports (Lian et al., 1996; McClay et al., 1994), 
team sports (Bloomfield, Polman and O'Donoghue, 2007) and winter sports (Bere et al., 
2014). Similarly, activities of daily living and occupational tasks require bilateral landings be 
performed by non-athlete populations (Knapik et al., 2003). During bilateral landings, 
individuals are exposed to peak vertical ground reaction forces (vGRF) equating to multiples 
of bodyweight, which must be attenuated throughout the lower extremity to diminish injury 
risk (Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000). In order to dissipate these forces across larger joint 
surface areas, simultaneous flexion at the ankle, knee, and hip joints following impact with 
the ground must occur (Yeow, Lee and Goh, 2011; Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000). This 
movement strategy allows the performer to gradually decelerate their centre of mass over a 
greater range of motion, effectively managing exposure to peak vGRF (Zhang, Bates and 
Dufek, 2000). 
 
When suboptimal movement strategies are employed during landing tasks, injury risk 
increases (Carlson, Sheehan and Boden, 2016; De Bleecker et al., 2020; Weiss and Whatman, 
2015). Owing to the knee joint role as the primary shock absorber during landings (Devita 
and Skelly, 1992; Yeow, Lee and Goh, 2009), knee joint pathologies are associated with 
landings (Weiss and Whatman, 2015), either occurring as part of a traumatic episode 
(Waldén et al., 2015) or developing over time resulting in overuse injury (Boling and Padua, 
2013). Two injuries commonly related to the performance of landing tasks are anterior 
cruciate ligament injury (i.e. traumatic) and patellofemoral pain syndrome (i.e. overuse) 
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(Weiss and Whatman, 2015). As each pathology results in prolonged disability (Blønd and 
Hansen, 1998; Simon, Grooms and Docherty, 2019), landing strategies that emphasise the 
safe attenuation of vGRF are critical to preserve an individual’s short- and long-term health.  
 
A number of prospective studies have identified biomechanical variables in landing technique 
that elevate injury risk (De Bleecker et al., 2020; Weiss and Whatman, 2015). A consistent 
finding across the literature is the role ‘stiff’ landing strategies have on increasing injury risk 
(Boling et al., 2009; Boling et al., 2019; Hewett et al., 2005; Leppänen et al., 2016; Padua et 
al., 2015). Individuals who subsequently incur an anterior cruciate ligament injury have been 
shown to generate approximately 20% greater peak vGRF and display 10.5° less peak knee 
flexion angles during bilateral landings (Hewett et al., 2005). The axial compression at the 
knee joint caused by increased peak vGRF with diminished knee flexion results in greater 
anterior tibiofemoral translation, as the posteriorly declined tibial slope causes the femoral 
condyle to glide posteriorly relative to the tibial plateau as the joint is compressed (Meyer 
and Haut, 2005). As a result, a positive relationship (r = 0.51) has been identified between 
peak vGRF and anterior shear forces at the tibiofermoral joint during bilateral landings (Yu, 
Lin and Garrett, 2006). Therefore, individuals exposed to high peak vGRF when the knee 
joint is less flexed will experience greater loading to the anterior cruciate ligament due to the 
structural architecture of the tibiofemoral joint that may cause tissue failure (Laughlin et al., 
2011). 
 
Another potential mechanism responsible for increasing anterior cruciate ligament strain 
during landings is the altered quadriceps function and activation when reduced knee flexion 
at initial ground contact and at the moment of peak flexion is demonstrated. Decreased knee 
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flexion angle has been shown to increase the patellar tendon-tibial shaft angle (Beynnon and 
Fleming, 1998), causing a contraction of the quadriceps to increase anterior tibiofemoral 
shear forces and, in turn, loading on the anterior cruciate ligament (DeMorat et al., 2004). 
Importantly, this function of the quadriceps diminishes as knee flexion increases (Draganich 
and Vahey, 1990). To compound the strain imposed upon the anterior cruciate ligament by 
the quadriceps when a ‘stiff’ landing strategy is employed, reduced knee flexion angles at 
initial ground contact (r = -0.38) and peak flexion (r = -0.68) is also significantly correlated 
with greater quadriceps activation (Walsh et al., 2012). Therefore, reduced knee flexion at 
initial ground contact and peak flexion during landings may elevate anterior cruciate ligament 
injury risk, secondary to an increased patellar tendon-tibial shaft angle and greater activation 
of the quadriceps muscle. 
 
The hamstring musculature is an important synergist to the anterior cruciate ligament in 
resisting anterior tibiofemoral translation (Withrow et al., 2008). However, when landings are 
performed with less knee flexion, the architecture of the hamstring musculature precludes 
them from buttressing the tibiofemoral anterior shear forces (Pandy and Shelburne, 1997), 
with the line of pull of the hamstrings being more orthogonal relative to the tibia (Herzog and 
Read, 1993). Reduced knee flexion throughout the landing cycle consequently diminishes the 
effectiveness of the hamstrings in supporting the anterior cruciate ligament for managing the 
anterior shear forces present during landings (Laughlin et al., 2011; Podraza and White, 
2010). Additionally, while activity of the quadriceps increases when stiffer landing strategies 
are adopted, activation of the hamstring shows no difference (Walsh et al., 2012). Therefore, 
the quadriceps-to-hamstrings ratio imbalance during a landing associated with decreased knee 
flexion is compounded by the reduced capability of the hamstrings to support the anterior 




Assessment of knee flexion angle at initial ground contact and peak flexion is also an 
important consideration when establishing risk for overuse injuries. Military cadets who 
perform bilateral landings with < 20° knee flexion at initial ground contact have been shown 
to have twice the risk of developing patellofemoral pain syndrome (Boling et al., 2019). 
Additionally, decreased peak knee flexion angles during bilateral landings have also been 
shown to be a risk factor for patellofemoral pain syndrome within a similar prospective study 
(Boling et al., 2009). Decreased sagittal plane knee joint displacement during landings causes 
the dissipation of joint reaction forces across a reduced contact area, resulting in greater 
patellofemoral joint stress (Olbrantz et al., 2017). As patellofemoral joint stress during 
dynamic activities is a contributing factor for the development of patellofemoral pain 
syndrome (Brechter and Powers, 2002; Farrokhi, Keyak and Powers, 2011; Powers et al., 
2017), landings that incorporate sufficient knee joint displacement have the potential to 
reduce overuse injury risk (Olbrantz et al., 2017). Therefore, strategies that employ greater 
sagittal plane knee joint displacement may reduce the risk of overuse injuries from occurring. 
 
Greater peak knee abduction angle (commonly described as knee valgus) during bilateral 
landings is associated with increased anterior cruciate ligament (Hewett et al., 2005) and 
patellofemroal pain syndrome (Holden et al., 2017) injury risk within prospective study 
designs. Knee valgus increases lateral tibiofemoral compression, while decreasing the axial 
load on the medial side of the joint (Boden et al., 2010). As a result, altered tension in the 
medial and lateral collateral ligaments allow tibiofemoral joint rotation to occur that causes 
the lateral tibial condyle to translate anteriorly relative to the femoral condyles and increase 
anterior cruciate ligament strain (Markolf et al., 1995). Therefore, landings performed with 
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greater knee valgus increase the risk of anterior cruciate ligament injury (Kiapour et al., 
2015). 
 
Excessive knee valgus also increases patellofemoral joint stress (Lee, Morris and Csintalan, 
2003) and has been identified as a risk factor for the development of patellofemoral pain 
syndrome during bilateral landings (Holden et al., 2017; Myer et al., 2010). Knee valgus is 
associated with femoral internal rotation in closed-chain activities (McLean, Huang and Van 
Den Bogert, 2005), causing the patella to displace and tilt laterally (Powers, 2003; Powers et 
al., 2017). Consequently, the lateral facet of the patellofemoral joint compresses against the 
lateral femoral condyle, while the contact area on the medial side of the joint decreases (Liao 
et al., 2015). Due to this imbalance in load sharing, valgus collapse during landing tasks 
contributes to overuse pathologies at the patellofemoral joint by elevating joint stress 
secondary to decreased articular contact surface area. 
 
Given the importance of knee joint kinematics in drop landing injury risk, the ankle joint can 
play an important role in minimising the load that proximal joints are exposed to during 
landings following ground contact. With the ankle joint contacting the ground in a plantar 
flexed alignment, forefoot contact allows the plantar flexor muscles (e.g. gastrocnemius-
soleus complex) to initiate the deceleration of the centre of mass prior to heel contact, 
dampening the shock absorption demands for the knee and hip joint (Kovács et al., 1999; 
Rowley and Richards, 2015). In support of the ankle joint’s role in ensuring safe landing 
strategies, Boden et al. (2009) found athletes who subsequently incurred an anterior cruciate 
ligament injury during landings exhibited significantly less ankle plantar flexion at initial 
ground contact when compared to control athletes performing similar manoeuvres that did 
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not result in injury (10.7° and 22.9°, respectively). Following heel contact with the ground, 
ankle dorsiflexion is also required to facilitate the necessary knee and hip flexion for effective 
shock absorption (Yeow, Lee and Goh, 2011). Accordingly, a statistical trend (P = 0.07) for 
reduced ankle joint displacement during bilateral landings has been identified prospectively 
as a risk factor for anterior cruciate ligament injury in athlete populations (Leppänen et al., 
2017). Therefore, the ankle joint may have a direct role in ensuring safety during landings by 
contacting the ground in a plantar flexed position to act as the initial shock absorption 
mechanism, prior to accessing sufficient dorsiflexion that enables ample sagittal plane knee 
and hip joint displacement. 
 
The hip joint also contributes to minimising injury risk during landings. Increased hip flexion 
angle at the moment of peak flexion during bilateral landings is correlated with reduced 
external knee flexion and abduction moments (Dingenen et al., 2015), the latter being 
associated with both anterior cruciate ligament injury (Hewett et al., 2005) and patellofemoral 
pain syndrome (Myer et al., 2010). Coordination strategies that employ additional hip flexion 
during bilateral landings also result in reduced peak vGRF and quadriceps activation 
(Blackburn and Padua, 2009). As a consequence, decreased sagittal plane hip joint 
displacement during bilateral landings has been identified as a risk factor for traumatic knee 
injuries (Leppänen et al., 2017). Therefore, landings incorporating sufficient sagittal plane 
hip joint displacement minimises injury risk by supporting the ankle and knee joints in safely 
attenuating vGRF. 
 
Another factor suggested to increase injury risk is asymmetries in landing strategies (Hewett 
et al., 2010; Pappas and Carpes, 2012; Schot et al., 1994) and commonly occurs during 
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bilateral landing tasks in uninjured (Pappas et al., 2012; Schot, Bates and Dufek, 1994) and 
injured populations (Meyer et al., 2018). Individuals with large inter-limb asymmetry in peak 
vGRF during bilateral landings may excessively load one leg, thereby increasing the potential 
risk for traumatic (Hewett et al., 2010) and overuse injury (Schot, Bates and Dufek, 1994). 
Inter-limb asymmetries in force profiles during bilateral landings are particularly important 
metrics among post-rehabilitated athletes and non-athletes alike. For example, Paterno et al. 
(2007) found that a group of female athletes who had returned to sport two years after 
anterior cruciate ligament reconstructive surgery demonstrated side-to-side vGRF 
asymmetries during a drop vertical jump. Asymmetries were in favour of the uninvolved limb 
and resulted in a mean difference of 0.5 x bodyweight in peak vGRF, representing a mean 
asymmetry index score of 14.3%. Likewise, between-limb differences in lower extremity 
joint angles at initial contact and peak knee flexion during bilateral drop-landings have been 
identified in patients six-months following anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction (Meyer 
et al., 2018). 
 
Collectively, the research evidence discussed above suggests that coordination strategies may 
exist that minimise injury risk during bilateral landings. Importantly, peak vGRF should 
remain under a tolerable threshold that prevents excessive loading be imposed on any single 
anatomical structure (Hewett et al., 2005; Leppänen et al., 2016). To achieve this objective, 
the ankle joint should contact the ground in a plantar flexed position to allow the lower limb 
musculature time to attenuate vGRF (Boden et al., 2010; Rowley and Richards, 2015). This 
should occur with moderate amounts of knee flexion to reduce anterior cruciate ligament 
loading (Laughlin et al., 2011) and decrease the risk of developing patellofemoral pain 
syndrome (Boling et al., 2019). Following ground contact with the rearfoot, the ankle joint 
should dorsiflex to facilitate sagittal plane knee and hip joint displacement, resulting in the 
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dissipation of joint reaction forces over greater joint surface areas (Olbrantz et al., 2017), 
while diminishing peak vGRF (Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000). This motion should happen 
whilst preventing the excessive frontal and transverse plane motion of the lower extremity 
that results in valgus collapse. Figure 1.1 provides a demonstration of sagittal plane joint 







Figure 1.1. Sagittal plane lower extremity alignment at (A) initial ground contact and (B) 
peak flexion. 
 
Assessment of landing technique allows practitioners to establish an individual’s coordinative 
competency, potentially identifying individuals who would benefit from the prescription of 
an exercise programme designed to mitigate injury risk (Myer et al., 2007). While three-
dimensional (3D) motion capture is considered the gold standard, two-dimensional (2D) 
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video analysis is commonly used in practice to measure kinematic variables associated with 
bilateral drop-landing performance, allowing for the assessment of landing mechanics on a 
larger scale (de Oliveira et al., 2019; Puig-Diví et al., 2019). Additionally, portable force 
platforms are widely accessible for clinical use in determining the kinetic consequences of 
the coordination strategies employed during landings. Prior to identifying differences or 
changes following intervention in kinematic and kinetic variables associated with bilateral 
drop-landing performance, reliability of testing measures must be reported. Reliability of 2D 
video analysis for calculating lower extremity joint angles at initial ground contact and the 
moment of peak flexion is yet to be quantified during bilateral drop-landings. Additionally, 
no data exists surrounding sagittal plane joint displacement for the ankle, knee and hip, as 
well as the influence drop height has on the reliability of 2D video analysis for bilateral drop-
landings. Similarly, given that variables such as peak vGRF, time to peak vGRF and loading 
rate during landings have been associated with injury risk (Bisseling et al., 2008, Hewett et 
al., 2005; Radin et al., 1991), the inherent error related with these measures must also be 
identified. 
 
Restrictions in ankle dorsiflexion range of motion (DF ROM) are commonly reported in the 
literature among healthy individuals (Dill et al., 2014; Fong et al., 2011; Dowling, 
McPherson and Paci, 2018; Malloy et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2019). Limited ankle DF ROM 
may act as an organismic constraint during landing activities, resulting in the emergence of 
suboptimal movement strategies. As the knee joint’s capacity to flex during landings is a 
primary function used for shock absorption (Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000), the ankle joint 
facilitates knee flexion through concurrent dorsiflexion as a strategy to manage vGRF (Yeow, 
Lee and Goh, 2009). Theoretically, a restriction in ankle DF ROM would prevent the forward 
displacement of the knee joint and limit knee flexion from occurring. This suggestion is 
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supported by evidence that ankle DF ROM positively correlates with peak knee flexion 
(Dowling, McPherson and Paci, 2018; Malloy et al., 2015) and sagittal plane knee joint 
displacement (Fong et al., 2011) during landings. Furthermore, studies have reported a 
negative relationship between ankle DF ROM and peak vGRF in both healthy (Fong et al., 
2011) and previously injured (Hoch et al., 2015) populations. However, the relationship 
between ankle DF ROM and peak vGRF is not consistent (Malloy et al., 2015; Whitting et 
al., 2013). Whilst this has been partly attributed to differences in landing tasks (Dill et al., 
2015), at present, it remains unclear why contradictory findings exist between studies.  
 
For individuals with restricted ankle DF ROM, modifications in coordination strategies at 
various time points during landings may provide an opportunity to prevent excessive loading 
of the musculoskeletal system. At initial ground contact, acutely altering lower extremity 
joint angles has been highlighted as a strategy to effectively dissipate forces (Blackburn and 
Padua, 2009; Rowley and Richards, 2015), with greater ankle plantar flexion at initial contact 
resulting in lower peak vGRF and loading rates (Rowley and Richards, 2015). Landing with 
greater ankle plantar flexion at initial contact potentially offsets deficits in dorsiflexion at 
peak flexion to maintain total sagittal plane joint displacement. This strategy may offer 
individuals with reduced ankle DF ROM a solution to maintaining peak vGRF at a 
manageable level. However, there are some associated risks with adopting this strategy, as 
landing with greater ankle plantar flexion at initial contact can increase the risk of injuring 
ankle and knee ligaments. This occurs as increased ankle plantar flexion at initial ground 
contact results in excessive supination of the foot (Wright et al., 2000) and reduced knee 
flexion (Rowley and Richards, 2015), replicating the injury mechanism for an inversion ankle 
sprain (Terada and Gribble, 2015) and anterior cruciate ligament injury (Laughlin et al., 
2011) respectively. Therefore, if restrictions in ankle DF ROM result in the ankle contacting 
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the ground with greater ankle plantar flexion, ankle DF ROM may be a modifiable risk factor 
for lower extremity injury.  
 
Although there have been a number of investigations examining the relationship between 
ankle DF ROM and knee joint kinematics for landing tasks, few have studied the effects of 
ankle mobility restrictions on hip joint performance. During bilateral drop-landings, eccentric 
work performed by the hip joint musculature increases as a function of drop height, 
indicating that greater demands for force attenuation resulted in elevated hip joint 
contribution for maintaining peak vGRF below a tolerable threshold (Zhang, Bates and 
Dufek, 2000). Indeed, cueing of ‘softer landings’ elicited the same effect on eccentric work 
done by the hip (Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000). Collectively, these findings demonstrate 
that the hip joint is a major contributor to the dissipation of forces during landing tasks. 
Therefore, it is possible that, in the presence of reduced ankle DF ROM, the hip joint has the 
capacity to offer a compensation strategy that effectively attenuates peak vGRF. Consistent 
with this suggestion, hip flexion angle at initial ground contact increases in the presence of 
reduced ankle joint angular displacement during bilateral landings (Begalle et al., 2015), a 
coordination strategy known to lower peak vGRF (Blackburn and Padua, 2008). Given that 
restricted ankle DF ROM results in reduced ankle joint displacement during landings 
(Dowling, McPherson and Paci, 2018), there is a feasible relationship between ankle DF 
ROM and hip joint kinematics. 
 
At present, little evidence exists regarding compensations in landing mechanics caused by 
restricted ankle DF ROM and the interaction of factors associated with bilateral landing 
performance under varying conditions. As sagittal plane joint displacement at the ankle, knee 
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and hip have been shown to significantly rise when landing from greater drop heights (Zhang, 
Bates and Dufek, 2000; McNitt-Gray, 1991), restrictions in ankle DF ROM may present as a 
more compelling constraint when landing from greater elevations, resulting in increased 
demand for compensatory strategies. Additionally, no studies to date have investigated the 
influence of fatigue on landing mechanics for individuals with ankle hypomobility. Exercise-
induced fatigue has been shown to cause changes in landings mechanics at initial ground 
contact that are comparable to those identified for individuals with restricted ankle DF ROM 
(Weinhandl, Smith and Dugan, 2011). Additionally, peak ankle dorsiflexion (Madigan and 
Pidcoe, 2003) and knee flexion angles (McNeal, Sands and Stone, 2010) have been shown to 
increase when landings are performed in a fatigued state. However, an ankle DF ROM 
restriction may prevent this adaptive strategy from being accessed and as a result, individuals 
with ankle hypomobility may be limited in their ability to alter their landing strategy when 
fatigued. Collectively, this evidence suggests that landings performed from elevated drop 
heights or in the presence of exercise-induced fatigue, may present as a greater challenge to 
individuals with restricted ankle DF ROM, potentially increasing injury risk.  
 
Suboptimal landing mechanics caused by restricted ankle DF ROM may be modifiable. 
Exercise-based interventions aimed at improving ankle flexibility have been shown to 
increase ankle DF ROM in ≤ 4-weeks (Aune et al., 2019; Jeon et al., 2015; Nakamura et al., 
2017). For individuals with ankle DF ROM restriction, increased ankle mobility may offer an 
opportunity to improve landing mechanics by enhancing the potential for sagittal plane joint 
displacement at the ankle, knee and hip. In turn, compensations in coordination strategies 
caused by restricted ankle DF ROM may become redundant, resulting in reduced injury risk 
during landing tasks. However, to date, no studies have investigated the effect an exercise 




1.2 Aims of the thesis 
Taking in to account the literature summarised in the preceding Preface and subsequent 
Literature Review, the specific aims of the thesis were to: 
1) Establish a reliable method for identifying ankle DF ROM, with special consideration 
towards determining the reliability for inter-limb asymmetries in ankle DF ROM. 
 
2) (i) Establish the reliability of kinematic and kinetic measurements during bilateral 
drop-landing performance from varying drop heights. (ii) Establish the reliability of 
measures for inter-limb asymmetries in landing performance. 
 
3) Determine the relationship between ankle DF ROM and landing mechanics during 
bilateral drop-landings from varying drop heights. 
 
4) Evaluate the effect of acute exercise-induced fatigue on landing mechanics for 
individuals identified with limitations in ankle DF ROM.  
 
5) Evaluate the effectiveness of an intervention designed to improve ankle DF ROM and 
its effect on landing mechanics. 
 
1.3 Thesis structure 
The primary focus of this thesis was to further the understanding of ankle DF ROM 
assessment techniques and their relationship to selected aspects of landing mechanics. To 
accomplish this, the thesis was structured to; firstly, provide the reader with background 
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understanding of lower-limb assessment techniques and selected biomechanical principles of 
landing tasks, via critical review and synthesis of the extant literature, leading to the 
development of research questions. Chapter 2, therefore, presents a review of the available 
literature. To address the identified knowledge gaps, Chapters 3 to 7 comprise a series of 
original investigations that, collectively, present the empirical data of the thesis. Specifically, 
Chapter 3 establishes the reliability for a measure of ankle DF ROM and inter-limb 
asymmetries for ankle DF ROM. This chapter presents preliminary normative data for the 
magnitude of inter-limb asymmetries in ankle DF ROM for a healthy adult population. 
Chapter 4 presents reliability data for kinetic and kinematic measures associated with 
bilateral drop-landing performance from drop heights equating to 50%, 100% and 150% of 
countermovement jump (CMJ) height. Chapters 3 and 4 provide the theoretical foundation by 
presenting the associated measurement error for all variables from which the remaining 
chapters are interpreted. Chapter 5 establishes the relationship between ankle DF ROM and 
bilateral drop-landing performance from drop heights equating to 50%, 100% and 150% of 
CMJ height using variables deemed reliable from the preceding chapters. Chapter 6 identifies 
differences in landing mechanics between groups of recreational athletes with or without a 
restriction in ankle DF ROM and presents between-group differences for compensations in 
landing strategies when acutely fatigued. Finally, Chapter 7 examines the changes in landing 
mechanics during bilateral drop-landings when ankle DF ROM is improved following the 
performance of a 4-week intervention aimed to increase ankle mobility. A summary of 
findings and concluding discussion, including practical implications, limitations and 
suggestions for future research are presented in Chapter 8.  
 
1.4 Ethical procedures and considerations 
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Prior to data collection for each investigation, an ethics application was submitted and 
approved by the University of Cumbria Research Ethics Panel (see Appendix 1 for evidence 
of ethics approval). All participants were verbally informed prior to their involvement of the 
risks associated with the experimental procedures. Any participant with a history of lower 
extremity surgery or had lower extremity injury six-months prior to testing was excluded 
from data collection. Participants were also provided with an information sheet outlining the 
purpose and procedures of the investigation (Appendix 2), along with a detailed explanation 
for their right to withdraw, the handling of data collected and the methods used for research 
data to be reported. Additionally, prior to data collection all participants completed a 
Participant Consent Form (Appendix 3) and Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire 
(Appendix 4) that were approved by the University of Cumbria Research Ethics Panel. 
 
All data were collected at the University of Cumbria Lancaster campus. A certified first-aider 
was present for all testing and training sessions. During testing sessions, participants were 
familiarised with the testing procedures prior to data collection. To ensure the safe execution 
of the strength and mobility exercises by all participants, training sessions (Chapter 7) were 
supervised by an Accredited Member of the UK Strength and Conditioning Association with 











2.1 Anatomy of the ankle joint and rearfoot 
The tibia, fibula and the trochlear surface of the talus form the ankle joint, anatomically 
defined as the talocrural joint. Distally, the tibia broadens from the shaft resulting in tibial 
plafond and the medial malleolus covering the majority of the dome of the talus and the 
medial facet of the talus (Pretterklieber, 1999). As such, the tibia acts as the primary source 
for transferring loads distally to the foot complex, while providing medial stability to the 
ankle. Laterally, the slender shaft of the fibula travels distally to form the lateral malleolus 
and articulate with the lateral facet of the talus (Pretterklieber, 1999). In contrast to the tibia, 
the relatively smaller contribution of the fibula to the articulation results in less capacity for 
the transference of forces across the joint due to its narrower structure (Brockett and 
Chapman, 2016). However, because of the length of the lateral malleolus and its more distal 
articulation with the talus, it does provide a high degree of meaningful frontal plane stability 
for the ankle joint (Van Den Bekerom et al., 2008).  
 
Owing to the described structure of the talocrural joint, it is often referred to as the “mortise” 
joint, as it possesses a strong resemblance to the carpenter’s mortise joint. Classified as a 
synovial uniaxial modified hinge joint, the ankle joint possesses primarily one degree of 
movement, allowing for plantar flexion and dorsiflexion in the sagittal plane (Brockett and 
Chapman, 2016; Palastanga, Field and Soames, 2006). Motion in the frontal and transverse 
plane at the ankle joint is further limited by the collateral ligaments located on the lateral and 
medial aspect of the articulation (Palastanga, Field and Soames, 2006). Laterally, inversion 
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motion is checked at the ankle by the lateral collateral ligaments, comprised of the anterior 
and posterior talofibular ligament and the calcaneofibular ligament (Brockett and Chapman, 
2016; Palastanga, Field and Soames, 2006). Medially, the deltoid ligament group, formed by 
the tibionavicular ligament, the anterior and posterior tibiotalar ligaments, and the 
tibiocalcaneal ligament, provides passive stability for the ankle joint by limiting eversion 
motion (Brockett and Chapman, 2016; Hertel, 2002; Palastanga, Field and Soames, 2006). 
 
Although not regarded as part of the ankle joint anatomically, the tibia and fibula articulate to 
form the distal tibiofibular joint proximal to the ankle joint. This articulation is stabilised by 
the anterior and posterior tibiofibular ligaments. This joint is further reinforced and bound 
together through the interosseous membrane, which connects the shafts of the tibia and fibula 
and acts as an attachment site for many of the muscles that are located in the lower leg. This 
joint possesses minimal movement and is commonly classified as a synarthrosis joint (Norkus 
and Floyd, 2001; Palastanga, Field and Soames, 2006). Functionally, this articulation 
provides the ankle complex with structural stability.  
 
Distal to the ankle joint, the concave undersurface of the talus and the superior convex 
surface of the calcaneus form the subtalar joint through the articulation of the posterior, 
middle and anterior facets (Neumann, 2010; Palastanga, Field and Soames, 2006). The 
subtalar joint is classified as a synovial plane joint, allowing for sliding of joint surfaces 
across each of the three facets (Palastanga, Field and Soames, 2006). The motion provided by 
the subtalar joint allows for the foot to move primarily in the frontal and transverse plane 
through eversion and inversion, as well as abduction and adduction, respectively (Lewis, 
Kirby and Piazza, 2007). As such, the combined subtalar joint motion of eversion and 
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abduction are major components of pronation, while subtalar joint inversion and adduction 
contribute to supination (Lewis, Kirby and Piazza, 2007; Neumann, 2010). Pronation causes 
‘unlocking’ of the talonavicular and calcaneocuboid joints (collectively known as the 
midtarsal joint), resulting in a mobile and adaptable structure ideal for adjusting to uneven 
terrain and shock absorption (Blackwood et al., 2005). Conversely, supination leads to 
‘locking’ of the midtarsal joint, producing a rigid structure for the transfer of forces during 
propulsion (Blackwood et al., 2005). 
 
Muscles that cross the ankle joint anterior to the axis of rotation contribute to dorsiflexion of 
the ankle (Neumann, 2010). Such muscles include the tibialis anterior, extensor digitorum 
longus and extensor hallucis longus. Likewise, the gastrocnemius, soleus, flexor digitorum 
longus, flexor hallucis longus, tibialis posterior, peroneus longus and peroneus brevis cross 
the ankle joint posterior to the mediolateral axis of rotation and are therefore, plantar flexors 
of the ankle joint (Neptune, Kautz and Zajac, 2001; Sutherland, Cooper and Daniel, 1980). 
These muscles function synergistically as plantar flexors at the ankle joint, while the 
gastrocnemius also crosses the knee joint with its origination on the posterior aspect of the 
femoral condyles. As such, the gastrocnemius also acts as a knee flexor (Fleming et al., 
2001).  
 
2.2 Osteokinematics and arthrokinematics of the ankle complex 
The mediolateral axis of rotation for the ankle joint passes through both the medial and lateral 
malleolus (Neumann, 2010). As the lateral malleolus is located inferiorly and posteriorly 
relative to the medial malleolus, the axis of rotation diverges marginally away from the 
sagittal plane (Singh et al., 1992). As a consequence, the mediolateral axis of rotation 
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deviates in the frontal and transverse plane 10˚ and 6˚, respectively (Neumann, 2010). This 
results in dorsiflexion being combined with minor, yet significant, amounts of abduction and 
eversion, while plantar flexion occurs in combination with adduction and inversion (Singh et 
al., 1992; Neumann, 2010;). 
 
When describing ankle joint motion, consideration should be given to the unobservable 
rolling, gliding and spinning of the articular surfaces relative to each other (Loundon and 
Bell, 1996). These arthrokinematic motions allow for a joint segment to display the visible 
osteokinematic movements. During open-chain ankle dorsiflexion, the convex talus rolls 
forward as it simultaneously glides in a posterior direction relative to the concave mortise 
formed by the tibia and fibula (Loundon and Bell, 1996; Palastanga, Field and Soames, 2006; 
Neumann, 2010). As per the convex-concave relationship (Edmond, 2016), this 
arthrokinematic motion is reversed during closed-chain activities, with the concave tibia 
rolling anteriorly while simultaneously gliding in an anterior direction to allow for ankle 
dorsiflexion to occur (Loundon and Bell, 1996; Neumann, 2010; Palastanga, Field and 
Soames, 2006). During both open- and closed-chain movements, full ankle DF ROM is 
achieved with a 1–4 mm spread of the distal tibiofibular joint that allows for the wider 
anterior trochlea of the talus to achieve its posterior glide within the talocrural joint (Loudon 
and Bell, 1996). Simultaneously, the distal fibula must also glide in a posterior-superior 
direction for the mortise to widen (Delahunt et al., 2013). This mechanism of spreading the 
distal tibiofibular joint not only allows for ankle dorsiflexion to occur, but also acts to tension 
the interosseous membrane and tibiofibular ligaments resulting in greater joint stability to 




2.3 Techniques for measuring ankle dorsiflexion range of motion 
Traditionally, ankle DF ROM has been measured passively with the knee in either a flexed 
and extended position (Mosely and Adams, 1991). Manipulating knee joint alignment allows 
practitioners to determine potential structures that may be limiting ankle DF ROM 
(Baumbach et al, 2014). This is due to the biarticular gastrocnemius muscle crossing both the 
ankle and the knee joint, with an extended knee position lengthening the gastrocnemius 
muscle proximally, causing it to become the primary regulator of ankle DF ROM (Baumbach 
et al, 2014). With the knee flexed > 20˚, the gastrocnemius muscle slackens and the length of 
the uniarticular plantar flexors (e.g. soleus, tibialis posterior, flexor digitorum longus and 
flexor hallucis longus) and joint capsule become the determining factor in ankle DF ROM 
(Baumbach et al, 2014). When considering knee alignment as part of the testing procedures 
for measurements of ankle DF ROM, the functional tasks an individual is required to perform 
should be a factor. For example, during squatting (Swinton et al., 2000) or landing (Zhang, 
Bates and Dufek, 2000), the knee flexes > 20° prior to peak ankle dorsiflexion being reached. 
As such, testing ankle DF ROM with a bent knee would likely be more relevant and provide 
greater insight for the capacity of the ankle joint to dorsiflex during these movements. 
 
To measure passive ankle DF ROM, a goniometer is used, with the central axis aligned with 
the lateral malleolus and the stationary arm aligned with the fibula shaft (Martin and McPoil, 
2005). The mobile arm can be aligned with either the head of the fifth metatarsal (van 
Gheluwe et al., 2002) or the lateral midline of the foot (Dill et al., 2014). Measuring ankle 
dorsiflexion ROM using the technique outlined has been shown to possess good reliability, 
with intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) for intra-rater reliability > 0.90 (Mecagni et al., 
2000; Diamond et al., 1989; Clapper and Wolf, 1988; van Gheluwe et al., 2003) and standard 
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error of measurement (SEM) values between 0.6° (van Gheluwe et al., 2002) and 2.0° 
(Diamond et al., 1989). As a result, passive range of motion testing presents as an acceptable 
means for measuring ankle DF ROM (Martin and McPoil, 2005). 
 
Although ankle DF ROM can be reliably assessed using passive measurement techniques, 
measures of passive ankle DF ROM do not provide a strong representation of the functional 
capabilities of the ankle joint to dorsiflex during closed-chain activities (Rabin and Kozol, 
2012). Consequently, passive measures of ankle DF ROM show a poor association with 
lower extremity coordination patterns during functional activities representing daily actions 
(Dill et al., 2014). As an alternative option, measuring ankle DF ROM can also be 
accomplished using the weight-bearing lunge test (WBLT), which is simple to administer, 
requires minimal palpation skills and provides greater validity for functional ankle DF ROM 
(Dill et al., 2014; Rabin and Kozol, 2012). The WBLT is performed with the participant 
standing in a split stance facing a bare-wall, with the back foot heel elevated and both hands 
against the wall to maintain balance. The forward leg is aligned to be perpendicular to the 
wall, with either the greater toe (Langarika-Rocafort et al., 2017) or second toe (Rabin and 
Kozol, 2015) in line with the centre of the calcaneus. The participant is instructed to move the 
knee of the forward leg towards the wall while maintaining contact between the heel and the 
ground. In order to control for a neutral subtalar joint alignment, the participant is instructed 
to make contact with the centre of the patella against a vertical line marked on the wall 
perpendicular to the foot alignment (Konor et al., 2012). To establish an objective value to 
represent ankle DF ROM during the WBLT, practitioners can measure a variety of distances 
or angles at the maximum point of dorsiflexion, prior to heel lift. These include: 
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• Toe-wall distance using a standard tape measure: the distance between the greater toe 
and the wall (Bennell et al., 1998). 
• Tibia angle relative to vertical using either an inclinometer or goniometer: the 
inclinometer is positioned 15 cm below the tibia tuberosity (Bennell et al., 1998). The 
goniometer is aligned with the ground (stationary arm) and the shaft of the fibula 
(mobile arm) (Konor et al., 2012). 
• Achilles tendon angle relative to vertical using an inclinometer: the inclinometer is 
placed 7.5 cm from the most distal portion of the heel vertically along the Achilles 
tendon (Langarika-Rocafort et al., 2017). 
• Tibia angle relative to vertical using the heel-wall distance (horizontal distance 
between the calcaneal tuberosity and the wall) and the knee-ground distance (vertical 
distance between the contact point of the anterosuperior edge of the patella against the 
wall and the ground): tibia angular displacement from vertical is calculated using 
trigonometric function (tibia angle = 90 – arctangent [knee-ground distance/heel-wall 
distance]) (Pope, Herbert and Kirwan, 1998). 
 
Comparing ankle DF ROM using the goniometer technique for measuring passive ankle DF 
ROM and the WBLT technique using an inclinometer to measure tibia angle, Rabin and 
Kozol (2012) found the two techniques provided significantly different values (passive ankle 
DF ROM = 24.6 ± 5.0° and WBLT = 49.3 ± 5.9°). In their analysis, the two tests shared a 
moderate association (r = 0.64), with passive ankle DF ROM explaining only 36–40% of the 
variance for the WBLT. When measuring moments applied to the ankle during each 
measurement method, the WBLT involved a moment 3–4 times greater than the passive ankle 
DF ROM test (58.9 N∙m vs. 16 N∙m) explaining the variance in outcome measures between 
tests (Rabin and Kozol, 2012). Therefore, passive ankle DF ROM fails to provide the ankle 
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joint with sufficient forces to access full range of motion. As a result, the WBLT provides a 
more accurate indication as to the ankle joint’s capacity to dorsiflex under load as is the case 
during landing tasks.  
 
Supporting the findings of Rabin and Kozol (2012), Dill et al. (2014) compared the passive 
ankle DF ROM test against the WBLT for detecting restrictions in ankle DF ROM that 
negatively affected lower extremity kinematic strategies during functional activities in 40 
healthy recreational athletes. Participants were assigned to either a limited or normal group 
using an arbitrary threshold based on their passive ankle DF ROM and again on their 
performance for the WBLT. Participants were deemed limited for passive ankle DF ROM 
when possessing ≤ 5° and normal if possessing ≥ 15° ankle DF ROM. Using an inclinometer 
to measure tibia angle for the WBLT, limited ankle DF ROM participants were ≤ 43° and 
normal ≥ 44°. Interestingly, the same participants did not comprise both groups, with only 
70% remaining in the same group (limited or normal) when allocation procedures were 
changed between testing measures. No differences were found between-groups for lower 
extremity kinematics during overhead squat, single-leg squat and a jump-landing task using 
passive ankle DF ROM to distinguish ankle mobility. However, participants with WBLT 
scores of ≤ 43° displayed significantly lower ankle and knee joint displacement in the sagittal 
plane during the overhead squat and single-leg squat. Therefore, although techniques to 
measure passive ankle DF ROM may be reliable (Mecagni et al., 2000; Diamond et al., 1989; 
Clapper and Wolf, 1988; van Gheluwe et al., 2003), values derived from these tests do not 
provide an accurate representation of the ankle joint’s capacity to dorsiflex during 




When determining the concurrent validity of the WBLT as a representative measure of ankle 
DF ROM, Hall and Docherty (2017) found that toe-wall distance (r = 0.74) and tibia angle 
measured using an inclinometer (r = 0.76) were positively correlated with 2D motion video 
analysis. Likewise, Smith et al. (2019) measured tibia angle during the WBLT using an 
inclinometer for 20 healthy participants, with concurrent validity determined using digital 
radiographs measuring talar rotation and tibial inclination as the gold standard. Mean ankle 
DF ROM for tibia angle using the inclinometer was 35.7 ± 6.4°, while the average tibia 
inclination from radiographs was 36.9 ± 7.6°. The two methods were positively correlated (r 
= 0.94), whilst at the point of maximum dorsiflexion during the WBLT, 91.8% of the motion 
were provided by ankle joint motion, with the remaining 8.2% of the movement occurring at 
distal joint segments within the foot complex. Given that neighbouring joint segments 
contributed only a small proportion of motion, the WBLT can be considered as a valid 
measure of ankle DF ROM. 
 
Intra-rater reliability for the WBLT was first established by Bennell et al. (1998) using the 
toe-wall distance and an inclinometer to measure tibia angle in 13 healthy participants. With 
seven days between testing sessions, ICCs for the toe-wall distance and tibia angle were 0.97 
and 0.98, respectively. The SEM reported for the toe-wall distance and tibia angle were 0.4 
cm and 1.4˚, respectively. Bennell et al. (1998) concluded that both measurement methods 
could be reliably applied to collect objective values representing ankle DF ROM during the 
WBLT. Konor et al. (2012) investigated the within-session reliability for measuring ankle DF 
ROM using the WBLT in 20 healthy participants, comparing toe-wall distance and tibia angle 
measured using both the inclinometer and goniometer. Intra-rater reliability produced ICC 
values of 0.98–0.99, 0.96–0.97 and 0.85–0.96 for toe-wall distance, digital inclinometer and 
goniometer, respectively. SEM values were similar to those reported by Bennell et al. (1998) 
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for toe-wall distance and tibia angle using the inclinometer, ranging from 0.4–0.6 cm and 
1.3–1.4˚, respectively (Konor et al., 2012). However, the SEM values for tibia angle using the 
goniometer were higher than those reported for the inclinometer, ranging between 1.8–2.8˚ 
(Konor et al., 2012). As a result, Konor et al. (2012) proposed that the inclinometer might be 
a more sensitive tool for measuring tibia angle during the WBLT. In a systematic review, 
Powden, Hoch and Hoch (2015) presented intra-rater reliability for measures of tibia angle 
and toe-wall distance in healthy populations. Twelve studies met the eligibility criteria, with 
ICC for intra-rater reliability ranging from 0.65 to 0.99 for all measures of ankle DF ROM. 
Pooled, minimal detectable change (MDC) values for toe-wall distance and tibia angle were 
1.9 cm and 4.7° respectively. As such, the authors concluded that the WBLT demonstrated 
sufficient sensitivity to clinically detect changes in functional ankle DF ROM. 
 
Another method to calculate tibia angle is the trigonometric calculation method first 
described by Pope, Herbert and Kirwan (1998). As previously described, this method requires 
the heel-wall distance and knee-ground distance to calculate the tibia angle relative to vertical 
at the maximum point of ankle dorsiflexion. Langarika-Rocafort et al. (2017) compared the 
intra-rater reliability for the measurements of WBLT performance using the toe-wall 
distance, Achilles tendon angle, tibia angle using an inclinometer and trigonometric 
calculation method with 25 healthy athletes. Across two testing sessions separated seven days 
apart, ICCs ranged from 0.87 to 0.95 for all methods (Langarika-Rocafort et al., 2017). 
However, the relative reliability appeared to be superior (ICC > 0.90) for toe-wall distance 
and the trigonometric calculation method compared to the measurements taken using the 
inclinometer (ICC < 0.90) (Langarika-Rocafort et al., 2017). Furthermore, the trigonometric 
calculation method produced lower SEM (1.2°) and MDC (3.3°) values compared to tibia 
angle (SEM = 2.2°, MDC = 6.0°) and Achilles tendon angle (SEM = 2.3°, MDC = 6.3°) 
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measured using an inclinometer, indicating smaller measurement error associated with the 
test (Langarika-Rocafort et al., 2017).  Therefore, WBLT performance measured using the 
trigonometric calculation method may be more reliable than other techniques measuring tibia 
angle during the test. 
 
Inter-limb asymmetries in ankle DF ROM are most commonly reported as between-limb 
differences in test scores (Hoch and McKeon, 2011; Rabin and Kozol, 2015). However, 
reliability of between-limb differences in ankle DF ROM is yet to be reported. As two 
measurements (e.g. right and left limb) are required for the calculation of asymmetry, the 
measurement error associated with bilateral differences for ankle DF ROM during the WBLT 
will likely be greater than the error of measuring a single-limb. At present, there is a lack of 
evidence as to the reliability of measuring between-limb differences using potentially 
sensitive methods of determining ankle DF ROM, such as tibia angle using the trigonometric 
calculation method. 
 
2.4 Restricted ankle dorsiflexion range of motion and possible causes 
Restrictions in ankle DF ROM are commonly reported in injured populations (Reid, 
Birmingham and Alcock, 2007). Localised damage to structures surrounding the ankle joint 
limits range of motion due to the symptoms associated with the pathology (Reid, Birmingham 
and Alcock, 2007). However, following return to sport or physical activity, limitations in 
ankle range of motion may persist even after symptoms have ceased (Cross et al., 2002). A 
systematic review investigating the epidemiology of ankle injuries amongst elite and 
recreational athletes found that ankle injuries are the second most common injury across 70 
sports, with a weighted percentage of 11.2–20.8% contribution to total injuries incurred, of 
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which ankle sprains accounted for 33.0–73.0% of all ankle injuries (Fong et al., 2007). The 
majority of ankle sprains involve pathology of the lateral collateral ligaments (anterior 
talofibular, calcaneofibular and posterior talofibular ligaments) and result from an inversion 
mechanism during tasks such as changing direction or landings (Ferran and Maffuli, 2006). 
Lateral ankle sprains may cause a loss of gastrocnemius and soleus extensibility (Youdas et 
al., 2009), tightness of the talocrural posterior capsule (Mattacola and Dwyer, 2002), 
positional faults of the fibula (Hubbard and Hertal, 2008) and reduced posterior glide of the 
talus relative to the ankle mortise (Denegar, Hertel and Fonseca, 2002). As a result, lateral 
ankle sprains have been shown to decrease ankle DF ROM as a by-product of reduced 
musculotendinous extensibility and disrupted arthrokinematics. Consistent with this 
suggestion, Hoch et al. (2012) found a significant reduction in toe-wall distance during the 
WBLT for individuals diagnosed with chronic ankle instability when compared to healthy 
participants (mean difference = 1.74 cm, Cohen’s d effect size (ES) = 0.52). Furthermore, the 
loss of ankle DF ROM following the lateral ankle sprain impaired the performance of 
functional activities in the injured group. Similarly, Crosbie, Green and Refshauge (1999) 
found individuals who had incurred a lateral ankle sprain presented with reduced ankle DF 
ROM, causing reduced contralateral step length during jogging. Consequently, individuals 
who suffered a lateral ankle sprain resulting in a passive measure of ankle DF ROM of < 4° 
were significantly more asymmetrical in step length than participants with > 4° (Crosbie, 
Green and Refshauge, 1999). Therefore, the current body of literature suggests that the 
occurrence of an ankle injury may cause deficits in ankle DF ROM.  
 
Limited ankle DF ROM may also occur in the absence of injury possibly due to functional 
demands that are imposed on the ankle complex. Rabin and Kozol (2015) identified inter-
limb asymmetry in ankle DF ROM among 64 male military recruits with no history of ankle 
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or foot injury two years prior to data collection. Using the WBLT to measure between-limb 
differences for ankle DF ROM, the non-dominant limb was found to present with 
significantly greater ankle mobility than the dominant limb (mean difference = 5.8°, ES = 
0.83). Based on their previous work establishing a single-limb measurement error for the 
WBLT (see Rabin and Kozol, 2012), 45 of the 64 participants (70%) presented with a side-
to-side difference in favour of the non-dominant limb that exceeded the MDC value of 4.5°. It 
was suggested that as none of the participants presented with an injury, the likely cause of the 
large side-to-side discrepancies was due to differences in functional demands between the 
two sides. Although limb dominance has not been consistently reported to affect ankle DF 
ROM (see Lopes et al., 2018), Rabin and Kozol (2015) proposed the non-dominant limb has 
a greater role in balance and stability, which requires it to possess greater ankle mobility than 
the dominant limb.  
 
To identify whether changes in mobility occur in response to the demands placed on the 
ankle joint, variations in ankle DF ROM have been investigated following competition in 
professional football players. Wollin, Thorborg and Pizzari (2017) examined the acute effects 
of match play on range of motion measures immediately post-match as well as 24, 48 and 72 
h post-match in youth international players. Determined using toe-wall distance during the 
WBLT, ankle DF ROM decreased following the match, with mean differences ranging from -
0.5 cm to -1.0 cm. However, the findings were not statistically significant and as such, fail to 
demonstrate acute adaptations in ankle DF ROM following competition. In a similar design, 
Moreno-Pérez et al. (2019) investigated changes in ankle DF ROM using the toe-wall 
distance established during WBLT immediately following a match and 48 h post-match in 
professional male footballers over 12 matches. Compared to pre-match values, ankle DF 
ROM increased in the dominant limb (i.e. kicking leg) immediately following match play 
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(mean difference = 0.5 cm, ES = 0.16), though no significant increase was observed in the 
non-dominant limb. While these findings support the suggestion that a task’s functional 
demands may impair ankle DF ROM, it is questionable whether such small differences are 
detectable using the WBLT. Although Moreno-Pérez et al. (2019) reported acute adaptations, 
the mean differences did not surpass the MDC values commonly reported for the WBLT 
within the literature (Powden, Hoch and Hoch, 2015). As such, the WBLT may not be 
sufficiently sensitive to identify acute changes in ankle DF ROM following competition.  
 
Whilst acute adaptations in ankle DF ROM reported following competition may be 
questionable, chronic adaptations to functional demands in ankle mobility have been 
observed. In the same investigation previously described, Moreno-Pérez et al. (2019) also 
recorded ankle DF ROM during pre-season, mid-season and post-season. Across the course 
of the season, each professional player completed an average 30.8 ± 9.9 games. When 
comparing pre-season values to mid-season and post-season, significant reductions in ankle 
DF ROM were observed for the dominant (mid-season: mean difference = -0.6 cm, ES = 
0.25; post-season: mean difference = -1.1 cm, ES = 0.43) and non-dominant limb (mid-
season: mean difference = -0.7 cm, ES = 0.25; post-season: mean difference = -0.9 cm, ES = 
0.33), respectively. It was proposed that chronic musculotendinous adaptations might have 
occurred due to the eccentric muscular contractions regularly performed by the ankle 
musculature during acceleration, deceleration, change of direction and landing tasks over the 
course of the season. As high-intensity, eccentric muscle actions have been shown to increase 
musculotendinous stiffness (Seymore et al., 2017), ankle DF ROM could consequently 
decrease (Moreno-Pérez et al., 2019). Therefore, chronic loading placed on the ankle 




2.5 Regional interdependence and ankle dorsiflexion range of motion 
The concept of regional interdependence was first introduced in literature describing the 
musculoskeletal injury examination process (Wainner et al., 2007). The premise of regional 
interdependence is that during a clinical examination, seemingly unrelated impairments at 
separate anatomical regions have the potential to cause a primary complaint (see Cheatham 
and Kreiswirth, 2014; Sueki, Cleland and Wainner, 2013; Vaugh, 2008; Wainner et al., 
2007). Although clinical assessments should include a principle focus on the local area 
relevant to the injury, regional interdependence suggests clinicians should widen their scope 
of assessments to incorporate neighbouring regions that may identify potential deficiencies in 
physical qualities that could contribute to the pathology (Cheatham and Kreiswirth, 2014; 
Sueki, Cleland and Wainner, 2013; Vaughn, 2008; Wainner et al., 2007).  
 
When assessing movement, regional interdependence has also been applied as a model that 
can support practitioners in identifying the primary cause of suboptimal movement patterns 
(defined as a movement strategy with reduced efficiency and effectiveness, or a strategy that 
may increase injury risk) (Cook et al., 2014). In this context, a neighbouring joint complex 
may cause suboptimal joint alignment at another segment during functional movement tasks 
(Howe and Cushion, 2017). For example, poor thoracic spine posture may disrupt shoulder 
kinematics during overhead activities (Barrett et al., 2016; Young et al., 1996). Likewise, 
abnormal hip mechanics can negatively affect knee kinematics during functional movements 




Consistent with the regional interdependence model, restrictions in ankle DF ROM have been 
shown to affect knee, hip and spine mechanics during closed-chain activities. Ota et al. 
(2014) showed acute limitations in ankle DF ROM through the application of a custom-made 
brace resulted in increased knee varus moments during gait in healthy individuals. Likewise, 
Mauntel et al. (2013) identified a group of recreational athletes with medial knee 
displacement had significantly less ankle DF ROM when compared to athletes with no 
medial knee displacement (mean difference between groups = 4.7°, ES = 0.70). During 
squatting, limited ankle DF ROM has also been shown to reduce squat depth by decreasing 
sagittal plane knee flexion (Kim et al., 2015). Furthermore, when ankle DF ROM is 
restricted, increased peak knee valgus angle (Macrum et al., 2012), elevated hip torque (Fry, 
Smith and Schilling, 2003) and greater spinal flexion (List et al., 2013) have all been 
observed during bilateral squatting. Therefore, in support of the regional interdependence 
model, limitations in ankle DF ROM may cause suboptimal coordination patterns throughout 
the lower extremity during functional activities in order to compensate for ankle joint 
hypomobility.  
 
2.6 Ankle dorsiflexion range of motion and ankle kinematics during landings 
As the ankle joint supports lower extremity strategies to dissipate forces during landings 
(Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000), restrictions in ankle DF ROM have the potential to cause 
altered landing mechanics (Mason-Mackay, Whatman and Reid, 2017). During landings, 
sagittal plane coupling between the ankle, knee and hip joint occurs that manipulates the 
vertical location of centre of mass to allow for the effective dissipation of vGRF. 
Theoretically, limited ankle dorsiflexion contribution during landings may constrain the 
capacity of the knee to flex by preventing the forward rotation of the proximal tibia (Dill et 
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al., 2014; Fong et al., 2011). As the centre of mass must maintain its location over the base of 
support to prevent falling, knee flexion without concurrent ankle dorsiflexion directs the 
centre of mass to travel posteriorly relative to the base of support. If knee flexion were to 
continue without concomitant ankle dorsiflexion, the centre of mass would move outside of 
the base of support, resulting in a loss of balance. As maintaining balance is a prerequisite for 
an effective landing strategy, restricted ankle DF ROM may limit ankle joint contribution and 
prevent neighbouring joints in the lower extremity from flexing (i.e. knee and hip). 
 
To challenge this theoretical hypothesis, it must first be established whether limited ankle DF 
ROM results in reduced ankle dorsiflexion during landings. Dowling, McPherson and Paci 
(2018) found a positive relationship between ankle DF ROM and ankle dorsiflexion during 
landings. In their investigation, participants performed the WBLT followed by single-leg 
drop jumps from a drop height of 0.14 m, with data for ankle DF ROM and lower extremity 
kinematics during landings collected using 3D motion capture. Peak ankle dorsiflexion angle 
during the single-leg drop jump positively correlated with WBLT performance for the 
dominant (r = 0.58) and non-dominant limb (r = 0.61), whilst similarly, ankle DF ROM was 
associated with sagittal plane ankle joint displacement during the landing task for the 
dominant (r = 0.38) and non-dominant limb (r = 0.42). Hoch et al. (2015) found comparable 
relationships between ankle DF ROM measured with the WBLT and ankle joint motion 
during a single-leg drop-landing from a 0.40 m drop height in participants suffering chronic 
ankle instability, supporting the association between ankle DF ROM and its influence on 
ankle joint contribution during landings. Collectively, these findings suggest that ankle DF 
ROM is related to ankle joint motion during landings, in that those with greater initial joint 




While the above results describe the association between ankle DF ROM and ankle landing 
mechanics, these findings have not been consistently reported. For example, Fong et al. 
(2011) found a non-significant relationship (r = 0.15) between a straight knee passive ankle 
DF ROM and ankle joint displacement during a bilateral jump-landing task from a 0.30 m 
drop height. Dill et al. (2014) also investigated the influence of ankle DF ROM on ankle joint 
kinematics during a similar jump-landing task using the methods previously described (see 
section 2.3). No significant differences were found between groups for ankle joint 
displacement during the jump-landings, with a trivial ES reported (ES = 0.04). These 
conflicting findings with regards to ankle DF ROM and its influence on ankle joint 
kinematics during landings may be explained by the different variables analysed between 
studies. Unlike Dowling, McPherson and Paci (2018), Fong et al. (2011) and Dill et al. 
(2014) exclusively investigated the effects of ankle DF ROM on ankle joint displacement (as 
opposed to peak ankle dorsiflexion angle) during landings. As ankle joint displacement 
accounts for both ankle joint angle at initial ground contact and peak ankle dorsiflexion, it 
may be that in an attempt to maintain ankle joint contribution, those with restricted ankle DF 
ROM land with greater ankle plantar flexion at initial ground contact, in turn, preserving 
ankle joint displacement.  
 
Increasing ankle plantar flexion at initial ground contact to sustain joint displacement is 
effectively illustrated by Dowling, McPherson and Paci (2018), where no significant 
relationship between ankle DF ROM and ankle joint angle at initial ground contact was found 
for either the dominant (r = -0.10) or non-dominant (r = -0.07) limb during a single-leg drop 
jump. However, as previously highlighted, the same investigation reported a positive 
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relationship between ankle DF ROM and ankle joint displacement. As such, it is likely that 
the participants presenting with reduced ankle DF ROM for Fong et al. (2011) and Dill et al. 
(2014) compensated by contacting the ground with greater ankle joint plantar flexion. 
Interestingly, participants with ankle DF ROM restriction did not adopt this strategy for 
Dowling, McPherson and Paci (2018). One potential explanation for these differences is the 
landing tasks used. Both Fong et al. (2011) and Dill et al. (2014) had participants perform the 
bilateral jump-landings from a drop height of 0.30 m, whereas Dowling, McPherson and Paci 
(2018) used a drop height of 0.14 m for the single-leg drop jump. With increased drop heights 
resulting in greater time in the air, landing tasks from higher elevations may permit 
participants additional time to alter ankle alignment prior to ground contact. This preparatory 
strategy is also consistent with the anticipated increase in vGRF when landing from greater 
drop heights. This allows participants to maintain ankle joint displacement through contacting 
the ground with greater ankle plantar flexion. Indeed, ankle joint angle at initial contact and 
ankle joint displacement are related (r = 0.95), thus, greater plantar flexion angles at initial 
contact increase ankle joint displacement (Begalle et al., 2015). Therefore, ankle DF ROM 
may affect peak ankle dorsiflexion angle, although ankle joint displacement can be 
maintained with alterations in ankle joint alignment prior to ground contact. As such, 
individuals with restricted ankle DF ROM may attempt to maintain sagittal plane ankle joint 
displacement during bilateral drop-landings by increasing ankle plantar flexion at initial 
ground contact as a compensatory strategy. 
 
Some reports have questioned the relationship between ankle DF ROM and peak ankle 
dorsiflexion during landings, as described by Dowling, McPherson and Paci (2018). Whitting 
et al. (2011) investigated the effect of ankle DF ROM limitations on landing mechanics using 
an independent groups design. In their study, ankle DF ROM using the WBLT was 
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determined for 48 physically active males, with participants ranked from the highest to lowest 
with regards their ankle DF ROM. The 15 middle-ranked participants were excluded from 
data analysis to establish a distinctive division for the high and low ankle DF ROM groups. 
Following the performance of a single-leg drop-landing from a 0.32 m and 0.72 m drop 
height, no differences were found between groups for peak ankle dorsiflexion angle. An 
explanation for the lack of difference between groups in sagittal plane ankle kinematics may 
be the technique used for group allocation. Peak ankle dorsiflexion during the landing task 
was considerably lower than ankle DF ROM capacity (measured via the WBLT) for both 
groups. It is likely both groups had sufficient ankle DF ROM to complete the landing task, 
without needing to compensate during the single-leg drop-landings. Studies investigating 
landing mechanics in individuals with restricted ankle DF ROM should therefore consider the 
landing task demands before performing group allocation for participants. This may be 
accomplished by diagnosing participants as being restricted in ankle DF ROM based on 
whether they possess sufficient ankle DF ROM to perform activities relevant to the task being 
investigated.  
 
Changes in frontal plane foot mechanics may occur during landings when restricted ankle DF 
ROM is present. Although both groups in the study by Whitting et al. (2011) possessed 
sufficient ankle DF ROM to perform the drop-landing task, frontal plane compensations were 
observed at the foot complex for the low DF ROM group. Subtalar joint eversion angle at the 
moment of peak ankle dorsiflexion during the single-leg drop-landing was significantly 
greater for the low DF ROM (14.3 ± 5.0˚) compared to the high DF ROM group (10.1 ± 
6.1˚). Furthermore, this was consistent for both drop heights. Although there are a number of 
possibilities to explain why those with restricted ankle DF ROM compensated their 
movement in this way, it is possible that this strategy allows for additional knee joint 
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displacement to facilitate the attenuation of landing forces. Subtalar joint eversion has been 
shown to “unlock” the midtarsal joint by aligning the longitudinal and oblique axis of rotation 
of the talonavicular and calcaneocuboid joints parallel to each other (Blackwood et al., 2005). 
This results in a mobile foot that permits midtarsal and forefoot dorsiflexion to occur 
(Blackwood et al., 2005), while aiding shock absorption, secondary to foot pronation (Pratt, 
1989). As midtarsal and forefoot dorsiflexion would contribute to rotating the proximal tibia 
forwards, a certain amount of knee flexion would, theoretically, be maintained to support the 
attenuation of vGRF. However, increased subtalar joint eversion elevates the strain 
distribution towards the medial portion of the Achilles tendon (Lersch et al., 2012), 
potentially contributing to elevated risk for the development of tendinopathy (Lorimer and 
Hume, 2014). Accordingly, ankle DF ROM has been identified as a modifiable risk factor for 
mid-portion Achilles tendinopathy in a six-month prospective study of 70 healthy male 
military recruits (Rabin, Kozol and Finestone, 2014). 
 
In summary, restriction in ankle DF ROM is associated with reduced peak ankle dorsiflexion 
angles during landing tasks (Dowling, McPherson and Paci, 2018) but not necessarily ankle 
joint displacement (Fong et al., 2011; Dill et al., 2015). This may be due to individuals with 
restricted ankle DF ROM increasing plantar flexion angle at the ankle at initial ground 
contact to preserve joint displacement values. At present, little evidence exists correlating 
ankle DF ROM to initial contact angles at the ankle joint during bilateral landings.  
 
2.7 Ankle dorsiflexion range of motion and knee kinematics during landings 
Sagittal plane knee flexion possesses a primary role in reducing injury risk during landings. 
Reduced peak knee flexion angles during bilateral landings has been shown to increase peak 
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vGRF (Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000), external knee flexor moments (Devita and Skelly, 
1992), quadriceps activation (Blackburn and Padua, 2009) and anterior shear forces at the 
tibiofemoral joint (Chappell, Kirkenall and Garrett, 2002). With each of these variables being 
associated with knee ligament injury (Griffin et al., 2000), reduced peak knee flexion may 
lead to greater injury risk (Walsh et al., 2012). As such, reduced knee flexion during landings 
has been identified as a mechanism for anterior cruciate ligament injuries (Krosshaug et al., 
2007). 
 
Ankle DF ROM has been associated with knee joint kinematics during a variety of landing 
tasks. During bilateral jump-landings, a positive relationship has been reported between ankle 
DF ROM and knee joint displacement (r = 0.46) (Fong et al., 2011) and peak knee flexion 
angle (r = 0.39) (Malloy et al., 2015), indicating limitations in ankle DF ROM are associated 
with less sagittal plane knee joint displacement. The relationship between ankle DF ROM and 
knee joint kinematics during single-leg drop jumps were investigated by Dowling, 
McPherson and Paci (2018), with knee flexion angle at initial contact (r = 0.33), peak knee 
flexion angle (r = 0.52), and knee joint displacement (r = 0.29) all significantly positively 
correlated with WBLT performance for the dominant limb. These findings indicate that 
individuals with restricted ankle DF ROM perform landings by contacting the ground with 
the knee in a more extended position to compensate for the lack of available peak knee 
flexion. This results in a somewhat diminished effect for ankle hypomobility on knee joint 
displacement during landings, with individuals possessing ankle DF ROM restriction pre-
empting their limitations by compensating ahead of ground contact. This is similar to the 




As the knee joint’s capacity to flex during landings is a primary factor in the attenuation of 
vGRF (Yeow, Lee and Goh, 2009), reduced knee flexion results in stiffer landing strategies 
that increase peak vGRF (Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000). With restricted ankle DF ROM 
reducing the ability of the knee to flex during landings, ankle DF ROM has been negatively 
correlated with peak vGRF (r = -0.41) (Fong et al., 2011). However, the relationship between 
ankle DF ROM and peak vGRF during landings has not been consistently identified (Malloy 
et al., 2015; Whitting et al., 2011). A possible explanation for these inconsistent findings may 
be due to the compensations observed in the frontal plane. Fong et al. (2011) identified a 
negative association between ankle DF ROM and peak vGRF, but found no relationship 
between measures of ankle DF ROM and knee valgus displacement (r = -0.29). However, 
Malloy et al. (2015) identified a significant correlation between ankle DF ROM and peak 
knee abduction angle (r = 0.36), but no association with peak vGRF. It has been suggested 
that during landing activities, frontal plane compensations in the lower extremity may be 
employed to enable individuals with restricted ankle DF ROM to access a movement strategy 
that allows for the continued lowering of the centre of mass to attenuate peak vGRF (Mason-
Mackay, Whatman and Reid, 2017). Restricted ankle DF ROM may increase knee valgus as a 
consequence of subtalar joint motion reported by Whitting et al. (2011). Subtalar joint 
eversion results in tibial rotation, which displaces the knee joint medially causing knee valgus 
(Rodrigues et al., 2015). Although this offers an individual with restricted ankle DF ROM an 
opportunity to manage peak vGRF during landings, a disadvantage to this strategy would be 
the potential for excessive loading on the passive structures supporting the knee joint (Salsich 
and Perman, 2007; Stärke et al., 2013; Yu and Garrett, 2007). As a result, prospective studies 
have identified individuals demonstrating high amounts of knee valgus during landing tasks 
are at greater risk for incurring anterior cruciate ligament injury (Hewett et al., 2005; Padua et 
al., 2009) and patellofemoral pain syndrome (Holden et al., 2017). If restrictions in ankle DF 
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ROM do impact frontal plane knee alignment, addressing the hypomobility may be a key 
consideration for reducing knee injury risk in populations regularly performing landing tasks. 
 
In conclusion, restriction in ankle DF ROM is positively associated with peak knee flexion 
angle during landings (Fong et al., 2011; Malloy et al., 2015). This occurs as ankle DF ROM 
restriction limits the forward linear displacement of the knee joint, preventing the available 
knee flexion range of motion from being accessed. To compensate for the lack of peak knee 
flexion angle, individuals may land with the knee in an extended position at initial ground 
contact in an attempt to maintain sagittal plane knee joint displacement values (Dowling, 
McPherson and Paci, 2018). Additionally, as ankle DF ROM is significantly associated with 
knee abduction angle during landings (Malloy et al., 2015), greater dynamic knee valgus may 
be employed to allow for the continued lowering of the centre of mass. Although these 
compensatory strategies have the potential to be beneficial for preventing peak vGRF from 
becoming excessive, the elevated injury risk for passive structures surrounding the knee joint 
likely offsets any advantages this strategy offers. 
 
2.8 Ankle dorsiflexion range of motion and hip kinematics during landings 
Greater peak hip flexion angles during landings have been proposed to reduce the risk of 
anterior cruciate ligament injury (Griffin et al., 2000) by supporting the attenuation of peak 
vGRF and optimising muscle activation strategies at the knee (Blackburn and Padua, 2008; 
Blackburn and Padua, 2009). Blackburn and Padua (2009) investigated the impact of 
increasing peak hip flexion angles during bilateral drop-landing performance from a drop 
height of 0.60 m in which participants performed landings using their preferred strategy and 
following instructions to “actively flex the trunk during landing”. There was an increase in 
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peak hip flexion during the cued condition alongside a reduction in peak vGRF and 
electromyographic amplitude in the quadriceps. Furthermore, when individuals are cued to 
perform ‘soft’ landings resulting in reduced peak vGRF, sagittal plane hip joint displacement 
and work performed by the hip extensor musculature significantly increases (Zhang, Bates 
and Dufek, 2000). As such, when individuals incorporate large amounts of hip flexion into 
their landing strategy, peak vGRF significantly diminish. Therefore, the hip joint’s ability to 
flex supports the successful management of landing forces. 
 
Restrictions in ankle DF ROM may also impact hip joint kinematics during landing tasks. 
Ankle DF ROM has been found to positively correlate (r = 0.36) with sagittal plane hip joint 
displacement during bilateral jump-landings (Fong et al., 2011). Similarly, Dowling, 
McPherson and Paci (2018) found a small yet significant positive relationship between 
WBLT performance and hip angle at the moment of peak knee flexion (r = 0.25), as well as 
sagittal plane hip joint displacement (r = 0.30) during single-leg drop jumps. A potential 
mechanism for limitations in ankle DF ROM influencing hip kinematics is the sagittal plane 
coupling that occurs in the lower extremity during landing tasks. Yeow, Lee and Goh (2011) 
examined the sagittal plane coordination pattern between the ankle, knee and hip joints 
during bilateral drop-landings from a drop height of 0.60 m. An exponential relationship was 
identified between the knee and hip joints, indicating that the hip flexes at a greater rate 
relative to the knee. It was suggested that this strategy might have been selected by 
participants to allow for the transfer of power from distal to proximal joints, as to include the 
large hip joint musculature to assist with the dissipation of shock. As limitations in ankle DF 
ROM may inhibit knee flexion from occurring during landings, sagittal plane hip flexion may 




Leporace et al. (2018) investigated the relationship between ankle DF ROM using the WBLT 
and the knee-to-hip flexion ratio during a single-leg vertical hopping test.  No correlation was 
found between WBLT performance and knee-to-hip ratio, indicating restrictions in ankle DF 
ROM do not influence the sagittal plane coupling of the knee and hip joints. As ankle 
hypomobility limits sagittal plane knee joint displacement during landings, reduced hip 
flexion angle at the moment of peak flexion also occurs as a consequence (Dowling, 
McPherson and Paci, 2018). Therefore, in order to preserve the sagittal plane coupling of the 
lower extremity joints during landings (Leporace et al., 2018), restricted ankle DF ROM 
likely diminishes sagittal plane knee and hip joint contribution. 
 
In summary, ankle DF ROM restriction alters hip joint involvement during landings. This 
likely occurs as the sagittal plane coupling of knee and hip flexion is a stable feature of 
landing technique. As restricted ankle DF ROM is associated with decreased peak knee 
flexion angle and knee joint displacement during landings, hip flexion capacity concurrently 
diminishes (Dowling, McPherson and Paci, 2018; Fong et al., 2011). 
 
2.9 Ankle dorsiflexion range of motion and inter-limb asymmetries during bilateral 
landings 
Inter-limb asymmetries in landing mechanics have been previously found during bilateral 
landing tasks in healthy (Edwards et al., 2012; Harry et al., 2017; Niu et al., 2011; Pappas and 
Carpes, 2012) and injured populations (Paterno et al., 2007). Differences in between-limb 
performance during bilateral landings have been speculated to contribute to the development 
of overuse injury (Schot, Bates and Dufek, 1994), with the limb subjected to larger peak 
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vGRF at greater risk due to the higher loading (Bressel and Cronin, 2005; Harry et al., 2017). 
Schot, Bates and Dufek (1994) identified mean asymmetries in peak vGRF during bilateral 
drop-landings from 0.60 m of 14.8% in ten healthy adults. Although differences were not 
statistically different, Harry et al. (2018) found the average bilateral differences in peak 
vGRF to be 2.81 N·kg-1 during bilateral drop-landings from drop heights equivalent to 
participants’ maximum CMJ height. Inter-limb asymmetries have also been found for joint 
displacement during bilateral drop-landing tasks. Pappas and Carpes (2012) observed 
between-limb differences for sagittal plane ankle, knee and hip joint displacement during 
bilateral drop-landings from 0.40 m for male recreational athletes of 3.4˚, 3.6˚ and 2.1˚, 
respectively. Although the prevalence of asymmetries during bilateral landings in healthy 
populations is apparent, it is currently unclear what factors cause inter-limb asymmetries in 
landing mechanics. 
 
Inter-limb asymmetries in ankle DF ROM have been reported in healthy populations (Rabin 
et al., 2015), with evidence showing asymmetries in ankle DF ROM negatively affecting 
performance in change of direction tasks (Gonzalo-Skok et al., 2015). While ankle DF ROM 
has been shown to negatively influence landing mechanics (Fong et al., 2011; Malloy et al., 
2015; Dowling, McPherson and Paci, 2018), evidence for between-limb differences in ankle 
DF ROM causing asymmetries in landing mechanics is limited. It may be that compensatory 
strategies for unilateral restrictions in ankle DF ROM cause inter-limb asymmetries in peak 
vGRF and kinematic measures of landing performance. Consistent with this hypothesis, 
Crowe et al. (2019) investigated the effect of inter-limb asymmetries in ankle DF ROM on 
vertical force symmetry during bilateral squatting. Participants with < 5° inter-limb 
asymmetry on the WBLT performed three bodyweight squats to below parallel in barefoot, 
with and without a 10° forefoot wedge under the right foot aimed to acutely limit ankle DF 
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ROM for the right side only. Asymmetries in vertical force were calculated for the upper half 
and lower half of the descent and ascent phases of the squat for each participant using the 
impulse-momentum relationship. The wedge condition increased inter-limb vertical force 
asymmetry for each phase of the movement (ES = 0.7–1.1). As the lower extremity joint 
angles during the upper phases of the squat are similar to those observed during landings, it 
was suggested that inter-limb asymmetries in ankle DF ROM could also affect symmetry 
during landing tasks (Crowe et al., 2019). However, whether asymmetry in ankle DF ROM 
has the potential to cause asymmetry in landing mechanics is currently unknown. 
 
2.10 Ankle dorsiflexion range of motion and drop height during landings 
Investigations establishing the relationship between ankle DF ROM and landing mechanics 
during bilateral landings have used arbitrary drop heights ranging from 0.30 m (Fong et al., 
2011; Dill et al., 2014) to 0.46 m (Sigward et al., 2008). As greater knee extensor strength has 
been associated with reduced knee joint displacement during landings (Fisher et al., 2016; 
Howard et al., 2011; Nagai et al., 2013), the use of an arbitrary drop height fails to consider 
other variables that may determine the landing strategy adopted, such as jump performance 
and lower extremity strength. To overcome this concern, Malloy et al. (2015) individualised 
drop height relative to each participant’s maximal CMJ height, finding a significant 
correlation between ankle DF ROM and a number of variables associated with landing 
mechanics. However, in many sporting activities, jump height will vary as a function of the 
task, with some sport skills requiring landing from heights that far exceed an individual’s 
maximal CMJ height. For example, performing a CMJ with an arm swing (Slinde et al., 
2008) or with a run-up that precedes the jump (Young, Wilson and Byrne, 1999) results in 
jump heights of 114% and 122% of CMJ height, respectively. Therefore, establishing the 
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influence that drop height may have on the relationship between ankle DF ROM and landing 
mechanics will help practitioners assess injury risk when exposing an individual with 
restricted ankle DF ROM to landing activities that exceed their jump height. 
 
Elevation in drop height has shown to increase the sagittal plane displacement for the ankle, 
knee and hip joints (Nordin and Dufek, 2017). This occurs as a coping mechanism for the rise 
in peak vGRF that is present when landing from greater drop heights (McNitt-Gray, 1991; 
Yeow, Lee and Goh, 2009). During bilateral drop-landings, Zhang, Bates and Dufek (2000) 
found that between drop heights of 0.32 m and 1.03 m, ankle, knee and hip peak flexion 
angles increased by 4˚, 12˚ and 25˚, respectively. Increases in peak flexion angles contribute 
to greater sagittal plane joint displacement, supporting the increased energy absorption 
demands associated with landings from greater drop heights (Yeow, Lee and Goh, 2010). As 
restricted ankle DF ROM causes a decrease in peak flexion angles for the ankle, knee and hip 
joints during landing tasks (Dowling, McPherson and Paci, 2018; Fong et al., 2011; Malloy et 
al., 2015), individuals with ankle hypomobility may lack the capacity to adjust their 
coordination strategy to allow for a lower descent of the centre of mass when landing from 
elevated drop heights. As a result, injury risk may increase when landing from greater drop 
heights, due to a diminished capacity to access increased flexion at the knee and hip joints 
required for the management of landing forces. 
 
Ankle plantar flexion angle at initial contact has also shown to increase when landing from 
higher drop heights (Whitting et al., 2007). Altering initial contact angle is, therefore, also an 
important strategy for increasing joint displacement to cope with the increased peak vGRF 
associated with elevated drop heights (Begalle et al., 2015; Rowley and Richards, 2015). 
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Individuals with restricted ankle DF ROM may increase ankle plantar flexion angle (see 
section 2.6) while decreasing knee flexion angle (Dowling, McPherson and Paci, 2018) at 
initial contact as a strategy to maintain ankle and knee joint displacement during landings. As 
such, it may be that these individuals exhaust this compensation strategy at lower drop 
heights, removing their capacity to adjust initial contact angles to cope when landing from 
greater drop heights. With restrictions in ankle DF ROM already limiting ankle, knee and hip 
peak flexion angles during landings (Dowling, McPherson and Paci, 2018; Fong et al., 2011; 
Malloy et al., 2015), a diminished ability to alter initial contact angles could potentially result 
in excessive forces, beyond what is expected as drop height rises. The influence of drop 
height on the relationship between ankle DF ROM and sagittal plane landing mechanics is yet 
to be investigated. 
 
In the frontal plane, peak knee valgus angles may also increase with greater drop height. 
Yeow, Lee and Goh (2009) showed a rise in drop height from 0.30 m to 0.60 m for bilateral 
drop-landings significantly increased knee abduction angles at the moment of peak knee 
flexion in 18 recreational male athletes. As restricted ankle DF ROM is associated with 
greater knee valgus during bilateral landing (Malloy et al., 2015; Sigward, Ota and Powers, 
2008), elevations in drop height could exaggerate this compensation. This may result in 
greater injury risk for individuals with restricted ankle DF ROM when landing from higher 
drop heights. Whether drop height increases the relationship between ankle DF ROM and 
measures of peak knee valgus is, however, yet to be established. 
 
2.11 Ankle dorsiflexion range of motion and fatigue during landings 
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Neuromuscular fatigue, which is defined as the inability for the neuromuscular system to 
maintain mechanical work for a given task (Fousekis, Tsepis and Vagenas, 2012), has been 
demonstrated as a risk factor for lower extremity injury (Ekstrand, Hägglund and Waldén, 
2011). Neuromuscular fatigue caused by exercise results in an acute accumulation of 
metabolites, impaired excitation-contraction coupling and a decrease in stretch-reflex 
sensitivity that reduces muscle stiffness (Gathercole et al., 2015). In response to these 
changes in physiological status, fatigue decreases muscle strength (Maffiuletti et al., 2007), 
movement control (Chappell et al., 2005), proprioception (Skinner et al., 1986), muscle 
reaction times (Hakkinen and Komi, 1986) and balance – both static (Howard, Cawley and 
Losse, 1998) and dynamic (Johnston et al, 2018). As these qualities underpin optimal landing 
performance, fatigue has the potential to negatively affect landing mechanics and, 
subsequently, increase injury risk (Coventry et al., 2006; Ortiz et al., 2010; Thomas, McLean 
and Palmieri-Smith, 2010).  
 
When performing movement tasks in a fatigued state, the neuromuscular system must 
reorganise the coordination pattern to offset functional deficits in performance caused by 
fatigue, while successfully accomplishing the outcome goal (James, Scheuermann and Smith, 
2010). Increased injury risk during landing tasks, as a result of prior fatiguing exercise, is 
likely due to the inability to adopt alternate coordination strategies that effectively 
compensate for diminished performance of physical qualities. During landings, investigations 
have shown that fatigue acutely increases peak ankle dorsiflexion (Madigan and Pidcoe, 
2003), knee flexion (McNeal, Sands and Stone, 2010) and sagittal plane knee joint 
displacement (James, Scheuermann and Smith, 2010) in healthy populations. These short-
term adaptations in coordination strategy reduce peak vGRF during landings, compensating 
for the acute decline in force production caused by diminished muscle stiffness (Smith, Sizer 
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and James, 2009). This has been proposed to occur as a protective mechanism to reduce 
injury risk by decreasing musculotendinous loading during landings when exhaustion is 
present (Zadpoor and Nikooyan, 2012). Theoretically, limitations in ankle DF ROM may 
impact the landing strategies adopted by an individual during states of fatigue, due to the 
positive correlation of ankle DF ROM with peak ankle dorsiflexion and knee flexion angles 
during landings (Dowling, McPherson and Paci, 2018; Fong et al., 2011; Hoch et al., 2015; 
Malloy et al., 2015). Individuals with restrictions in ankle DF ROM may be unable to access 
greater sagittal plane ankle and knee joint displacement when fatigued, resulting in a failure 
to increase pliability during landings as a strategy to decrease peak vGRF. As a result, peak 
vGRF may remain unchanged or even increase at a time when the neuromuscular system’s 
ability to produce high forces required to decelerate the centre of mass is compromised. 
Therefore, restricted ankle DF ROM has the potential to elevate injury risk when performing 
landings in a fatigued state, by impairing muscle function and, thus, preventing coordination 
strategies that are necessary to attenuate vGRF during demanding dynamic tasks. 
 
Altering joint angles at initial ground contact presents another adaptation in coordination 
strategy that may support the attenuation of peak vGRF when performing landings while 
acutely fatigued. At initial ground contact, increases in ankle plantar flexion (mean difference 
= 10.6°, ES = 1.27) and reduced knee flexion (mean difference = 7.0°, ES = 1.06) have been 
shown to occur when performing bilateral landings in a fatigued state (Weinhandl, Smith and 
Dugan, 2011). These changes allow for increased sagittal plane joint displacement at the 
ankle and knee (Begalle et al., 2015) that facilitate lower peak vGRF (Rowley and Richards, 
2015). As individuals with restrictions in ankle DF ROM have been shown to compensate by 
increasing ankle plantar flexion and reducing knee flexion angles at initial ground contact 
(Dowling, McPherson and Paci, 2018; Fong et al., 2011), it is feasible further exploitation of 
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this strategy will be inaccessible for these individuals when fatigue is induced. As a 
consequence, failure to adapt the pre-landing strategy when fatigued may result in elevated 
injury risk, secondary to suboptimal management of landing forces (Zadpoor and Nikooyan, 
2012). Alternatively, the combination of restricted ankle DF ROM and the presence of 
neuromuscular fatigue may cause an individual to contact the ground during a landing with 
additional ankle plantar flexion and knee extension, a position associated with the mechanism 
of ankle (Wright et al., 2000) and knee ligament injury (Boden et al., 2010) respectively. At 
present, the effects of fatigue on lower extremity joint angles at initial ground contact in 
populations presenting with restricted ankle DF ROM requires investigation. 
 
In the frontal plane, fatigue may elevate the injury risk at the knee joint during landings by 
increasing knee valgus (Hewett et al., 2005; Renstrom et al., 2008). McLean et al. (2007) 
found that male and female athletes demonstrated greater peak knee abduction angle during 
bilateral drop jumps performed from a 0.50 m drop height following a fatigue protocol 
consisting of step-ups. This is consistent with Pappas et al. (2007), who found greater peak 
knee valgus angle during bilateral drop-landings from a 0.40 m drop height after the 
performance of a high volume of jump exercises. Similarly, Dickin et al. (2015) found peak 
knee valgus angle increased during bilateral drop jumps following the performance of a 
fatigue protocol used to induce a 20% deficit in CMJ height. Theoretically, increases in peak 
knee valgus caused by fatigue may be exaggerated when ankle DF ROM is present. As both 
restrictions in ankle DF ROM (Malloy et al., 2015) and the presence of fatigue (Dickin et al., 
2015; McLean et al., 2007) have been shown to increase peak knee valgus angle, individuals 
with restricted ankle DF ROM may further compound knee valgus when performing landings 
in a fatigued state. At present, no evidence exists regarding the relationship between ankle DF 




The effects of fatigue have been shown to be task dependant and that should be considered 
during the conception of study design (James, Scheuermann and Smith, 2010). Potentially 
due to a lack of representative task design, studies that have induced fatigue in a single 
muscle group (Hollman et al., 2012) or with unrelated movement patterns (James, 
Scheuermann and Smith, 2010), demonstrate a diminished effect on kinematic variables 
associated with landing performance. As such, fatigue protocols that incorporate the stretch-
shortening cycle through repetitive jumping actions induce deficits in muscle stiffness that 
offer the optimal conditions to investigate the effects of lower extremity fatigue on landing 
performance (Edwards et al., 2014). Furthermore, as movements relying on the stretch-
shortening cycle commonly occur during sport (Bloomfield, Polman and O'Donoghue, 2007; 
Lian et al., 1996; McClay et al., 1994), activities of leisure (Maté-Muñoz et al., 2017) and 
occupational tasks (Knapik et al., 2003), it would be more ecologically valid to induce fatigue 
using tasks that incorporate the stretch-shortening cycle (Edwards et al., 2014).  
 
One factor often unrecognised in laboratory-based studies of fatigue is the individuality of the 
onset and time-course of performance decrements during physical tasks. For example, several 
investigations have used an arbitrary (fixed across participants) prescription of exercise to 
induce fatigue (e.g. Brazen et al., 2010; James, Scheuremann and Smith, 2010). This 
approach can be problematic, as it does not account for the inter-individual variance in 
performance changes as a function of time during a fatiguing task. As a result, this approach 
fails to control for the level of fatigue that has been induced, which should be regarded as a 
necessity when establishing the effects of fatigue on landing mechanics. In turn, the lack of 
control for the magnitude of fatigue induced may act as a confounding variable when 
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analysing the effects of fatigue on landing mechanics in different populations. An alternative 
approach has been to control for the level of induced fatigue during performance by 
monitoring each individual until a ~ 20–30% reduction of maximum performance (such as 
CMJ height) has occurred (Edwards, Steele and McGhee, 2010; Edwards et al., 2017; Weeks, 
Carty and Horan, 2015; Weinhandl, Smith and Dugan, 2011). Therefore, research that is 
designed to produce fatigue through the implementation of an exercise protocol, should 
attempt to standardise the level of fatigue induced for each participant prior to retesting 
landing mechanics. 
 
2.12 Reliability for kinetic measurements associated with bilateral landing performance 
Reliability in testing procedures is defined as the consistency of a measurement (Riemann 
and Lininger, 2018) and is important to establish for all outcome variables to facilitate 
interpretation of data. In the sports and exercise sciences, this is important, as statistically 
significant changes in test results may, in fact, be the result of misinterpreted measurement 
error (i.e. variability) (Atkinson and Nevill, 1998). To account for the associated error, an 
‘analytical goal’ can be pre-defined, which is typically chosen based on the minimally 
important change in the testing variable. As such, when deciding if a variable is reliable for 
testing purposes, practitioners can look to determine if the error is less than typical changes 
observed following commonly applied interventions. For example, studies identifying intra-
rater reliability for measuring tibia angle during the WBLT typically produce MDC values of 
4.7° (Powden, Hoch and Hoch, 2015). This value represents the boundaries for error, 
providing 90–95% confidence (depending on the calculation used) that changes outside of 
this value should be regarded as ‘real’ (Riemann and Lininger, 2018). Using the WBLT 
example, changes in performance following stretching and mobilisation programmes 
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generally exceed 4.7° (Aune et al., 2019; Jeon et al., 2015), indicating that the WBLT is a 
reliable tool for detecting changes in ankle DF ROM following chronic interventions. As this 
method for analysing data can support clarification of findings (Atkinson and Nevill, 1998), 
this method of interpretation will be used throughout this thesis to enhance the depth of the 
analysis. 
 
Given the practical and clinical importance of kinetic variables, such as peak vGRF, time to 
peak vGRF and loading rate, including their reported association with injury risk factors 
during bilateral landing (Bisseling et al., 2008; Hewett et al., 2005; Zadpoor and Nikooyan, 
2012), it is important to understand the inherent error (or lack thereof) associated with such 
testing procedures. To date, reliability of kinetic measures of jump-landing tasks have 
focused on the propulsive phase of bilateral jumping (Hori et al., 2009; Markovic et al., 2004; 
Slinde et al., 2008), with limited reliability data for the kinetic factors associated with 
bilateral drop-landings in healthy populations.  
 
The reliability of force-time data has been investigated in bilateral landing tasks where the 
landing is immediately followed by a jump (i.e. drop jumps). Ortiz et al. (2007) found a mean 
of four trials were required to maximise ICC values for peak vGRF during a 0.40 m bilateral 
drop jump (ICC = 0.93). The SEM for normalised peak vGRF when using the mean value of 
four trials was reported as 0.28 N·kg-1. This value was lower than when calculating 
normalised peak vGRF using a single trial (0.57 N·kg-1) and three trials (0.40 N·kg-1). During 
bilateral landings from a stop-jump task, Milner, Westlake and Tate (2011) reported the 
relative reliability for within-session (ICC = 0.63) and between-session (ICC = 0.96) 
reliability as large and near perfect, respectively. Schwartz et al. (2017) investigated the 
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reliability of force-time measures associated with single-limb tests during the landing phase 
of a bilateral CMJ. Relative reliability for the dominant and non-dominant limb were reported 
as very large, with ICC ranging from 0.76–0.78 and 0.85–0.86 for peak vGRF and time to 
peak vGRF, respectively (Schwartz et al., 2017). Values of absolute reliability were also 
reported, with SEM for peak vGRF ranging from 355–394 N (not normalised to body mass), 
while SEM for time to peak vGRF was 0.006 s (Schwartz et al., 2017). These findings 
support the reliability of force-time measures associated with landings; however, they lack 
direct application to bilateral drop-landings due to differences in the performance of each task 
(Collings et al., 2019). 
 
Specific to the performance of bilateral drop-landings in healthy populations, James et al. 
(2007) reported relative reliability as very large for bilateral measures of peak vGRF (ICC = 
0.77) and loading rate (ICC = 0.87) from a drop height of 0.61 m. Similar to Ortiz et al. 
(2007), James et al. (2007) found four trials were required to achieve performance stability 
for these measures when seeking a maximum ICC value. Using a within-session design, 
Walsh et al. (2006) reported near perfect reliability for peak vGRF (ICC = 0.98) and time to 
peak vGRF (ICC = 0.92) following a bilateral drop-landing from a 0.31 m box. However, 
both James et al. (2007) and Walsh et al. (2006) measured peak vGRF bilaterally without 
considering the force-time variables associated with single-limb performance outcome 
measures during bilateral drop-landings. Although researchers have attempted to identify 
changes in a single-limb measure of normalised peak vGRF during bilateral drop-landings 
following an intervention (Czasche et al., 2017), there is limited evidence for the reliability of 
this variable. Furthermore, reliability of measures of inter-limb asymmetries associated with 
bilateral drop-landing performance has not been established in healthy populations. Research 
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is required to quantify the error associated with kinetic measures of bilateral drop-landing 
performance from varying drop heights. 
 
2.13 Validity and reliability for kinematic measurements associated with bilateral landing 
performance 
Although 3D motion capture is regarded as the gold standard, in practice 2D video analysis is 
much more widely accessible to practitioners. Evidence relating to the validity and reliability 
of kinematic variables used to quantify bilateral drop-landing performance is scarce. This 
section will provide a summary of findings using a variety of landing tasks.  
 
Frontal plane projection angle (FPPA), a frontal plane representation of knee valgus/varus 
angle at the knee in the deepest landing position, is commonly employed to assess frontal 
plane landing mechanics using 2D video analysis. During bilateral landings, McLean et al. 
(2005) reported a very large relationship between 2D video analysis and a 3D motion capture 
system (r = 0.80). This value is similar to the association found by Myer et al. (2011) (r = 
0.87) and Belyea et al. (2015) (r = 0.69) during drop jumps performed from a 0.31 m box. 
Additionally, FPPA measured using 2D video analysis during drop jumps is negatively 
correlated with knee abduction moments (r = -0.59), indicating lower FPPA values 
(representing greater knee valgus) increase external knee abduction moments during landings 
(Mizner et al., 2012). It would appear, therefore that despite the 2D FPPA measurement being 
unable to fully capture the tri-planar nature of knee valgus, 2D video analysis can be a valid 





For various landing tasks, 2D video analysis has been shown to be a reliable tool for 
measuring FPPA (Dingenen et al., 2005; Miller and Callister, 2009; Mizner et al., 2012; 
Munro, Herrington and Carolan, 2012). At present, however, reliability for FPPA has not 
been evidenced for bilateral drop-landing performance. To support the use of FPPA when 
quantifying landing mechanics, FPPA presents as a reliable measure during many landing 
tasks. Herrington (2014) reported FPPA during single-leg drop-landings from a 0.30 m drop 
height to possess MDC of 3.1˚. However, these values are considerably lower than those 
reported by Munro, Herrington and Carolan (2012) for bilateral drop jumps from a 0.28 m 
drop height. SEM for FPPA was 3.0˚, while MDC value was reported as 8.3˚ for between-
session reliability. As these values are less than the changes reported during bilateral landings 
following adherence to a well-designed exercise programme (> 10˚) (Herrington, Munro and 
Comfort, 2015), FPPA appears to possess sufficient sensitivity to detect changes in frontal 
plane knee kinematics following a chronic intervention. For relative reliability, ICCs ranged 
from very large (ICC = 0.89) to near perfect (ICC = 0.91) for male and female participants 
respectively. These values are similar to what has been presented elsewhere in the literature 
for FPPA during unilateral and bilateral landing tasks (for example, see Strensrud et al., 
2010). Although FPPA presents as a reliable tool for measuring frontal plane knee mechanics 
during a variety of landing tasks, this has yet to be shown during bilateral drop-landings.  
 
Researchers investigating the validity and reliability of 2D analysis have typically focussed 
less on sagittal plane measurement variables that impact load dissipation during landings, 
such as initial contact angles, joint displacement for the ankle, knee and hip joints or inter-
limb asymmetries in lower extremity coordination patterns (e.g., see Begalle et al., 2015; 
Chappell et al., 2005; Pappas and Carpes, 2012; Rowley and Richards, 2015). For measures 
of ankle joint kinematics during bilateral drop-landings, 2D video analysis is yet to be 
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validated against 3D motion capture. For functional tasks, Schurr et al. (2017) found a large 
relationship (r = 0.51) for ankle joint displacement during single-leg squatting. Similarly, 
ankle joint angle measured using 2D video analysis at the bottom of a bilateral squat has 
shown to average a 3.1° difference when compared to 3D motion capture (Krause et al., 
2015). During running, ankle joint angle at toe-off during running measured using 2D video 
analysis has been shown to have a 1° difference with 3D motion capture, while at touchdown 
this difference was 4° (Mousavi et al., 2020). These findings have led to 2D video analysis 
being seen as a valid tool for measuring ankle joint mechanics during a variety of 
fundamental movement patterns (Krause et al., 2015; Mousavi et al., 2020; Schurr et al., 
2017). Although this evidence is limited due to the differing demands of each task, 2D video 
analysis does appear to provide a valid measure of ankle joint angle during functional 
activities. 
 
The validity of 2D video analysis has been established for knee and hip joint kinematics 
during landing tasks. Myer et al. (2011) compared 2D video analysis against 3D motion 
capture for measures of sagittal plane knee joint displacement during bilateral landings, 
reporting a positive relationship (r = 0.95) with a mean difference of 3.0°. Belyea et al. 
(2015) also found a positive relationship between measurement tools for hip flexion angle at 
initial ground contact (r = 0.48) and peak flexion (r = 0.51), while 2D measures of sagittal 
plane hip joint displacement were also positively correlated with 3D motion capture (r = 
0.73). Additionally, Dingenen et al. (2015) reported a negative relationship between peak hip 
flexion angle measured using 2D video analysis with knee joint moment during bilateral drop 
jumps, indicating greater peak hip flexion angles result in reduced knee flexion joint 
moments. The same investigation found peak hip flexion angle was also negatively correlated 
with knee abduction moments, illustrating the hip joints contribution to facilitating the safe 
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attenuation of vGRF during landings. In summary, knee and hip joint kinematics observed 
using 2D video analysis have been shown to provide a valid measure of landing performance. 
 
Investigations to determine the reliability of 2D video analysis for measuring sagittal plane 
joint angles have used bilateral drop jumps from a drop height of 0.30 m (Beardt et al., 2018; 
Dingenen et al., 2015; King and Belyea, 2015). Amongst these investigations, SEM values 
for measures of joint angle at initial ground contact and peak flexion are reported to be < 2.5˚, 
while relative reliability ranges between 0.71–1.00. As interventions to alter landing 
mechanics result in modifications to joint angles at specific time points that far exceed the 
values of measurement error presented in the literature (e.g. Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000), 
2D video analysis likely possesses the sensitivity to detect clinically meaningful changes in 
landing mechanics following acute (i.e. fatiguing protocol) and chronic (i.e. training 
programme) interventions. Although evidence suggests 2D analysis to be suitable for reliably 
measuring lower extremity joint alignment at various time points during landings, 
investigations are required to quantify the error associated with measuring sagittal plane joint 
kinematics during bilateral drop-landings. 
 
To date, reliability of 2D kinematic measures has been established for bilateral vertical drop 
jumps with drop heights of approximately 0.30 m (Dingenen et al., 2015; King and Belyea, 
2015; Miller and Callister, 2009; Mizner et al., 2012; Munro, Herrington and Carolan, 2012). 
However, normative data for CMJ height suggests that many athletes have the potential to 
regularly perform bilateral landings that will exceed a 0.30 m drop height (Wisløff et al., 
2003). Given that greater drop heights result in greater joint excursions for the ankle, knee 
and hip joints in the sagittal plane (Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000), the reliability of 
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kinematic measurements should be established for bilateral landings across various heights. 
Furthermore, when performing landings from varying drop heights relative to CMJ 
performance, the magnitude of variability in kinematic variables associated with bilateral 
drop-landing performance has been shown to differ. Nordin and Dufek (2017) investigated 
the variability in the performance of bilateral drop-landings from 20%, 60%, 100%, 140% 
and 180% of maximum CMJ height using 3D motion capture analysis. Reduced variability, 
expressed as standard deviations and coefficient of variation (CV%), was observed for peak 
joint angles when landing from greater drop heights for the ankle, knee and hip joints in the 
sagittal plane, indicating variability decreased as drop height increased relative to CMJ 
performance. As such, it is likely that the error related to measurements of bilateral drop-
landing performance decrease as drop height increases. However, researchers have yet to 
investigate the effect of drop height on force-time and 2D video analysis variables associated 
with bilateral drop-landing performance with reference to clinically relevant changes.  
 
2.14 Strategies to increase ankle dorsiflexion range of motion 
A version of this section has been published in The Sport and Exercise Scientist and the 
printed version can be found in Appendix 6. 
 
Limitations in ankle DF ROM can be caused by a lack of extensibility in myofascial tissues 
surrounding the ankle joint (Medeiros and Martinin, 2018) or disruption in ankle joint 
arthrokinematics (Delahunt et al., 2013; Loudon and Bell, 1996). A variety of exercise-based 
strategies have been reported to restore ankle DF ROM in individuals with restricted motion 
(Aune et al., 2019; Jeon et al., 2015; Medeiros and Martinin, 2018). Interventions that are 
aimed at altering the flexibility of the plantar flexor muscles and related connective tissue 
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include different forms of stretching (Medeiros and Martinin, 2018), strengthening (Aune et 
al., 2019; Mahieu et al., 2008) and self-massage (Aune et al., 2019) exercises or some 
combination of each modality. 
 
Static stretching of the ankle plantar flexors involves lengthening the muscles until a 
sensation of stretching is reached, and then holding this position for sustained periods (Behm, 
2018). Although a variety of forms of stretching can be prescribed, the effect of static 
stretching on the ankle plantar flexors has been most commonly investigated (Medeiros and 
Martinin, 2018). The advantage of this technique is that minimal equipment and expertise is 
required and stretches can be employed without assistance. Additionally, evidence for 
chronic effects of static stretching on flexibility is greater when compared to other techniques 
such as proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation or ballistic stretching (Thomas et al., 2018). 
As such, static stretching appears to be a suitable modality to increase flexibility. 
 
Nakamura et al. (2012) found static stretching performed by healthy males for a total duration 
of 2 minutes daily over 4-weeks significantly increased ankle DF ROM. In a follow-up 
investigation, Nakamura et al. (2017) showed that static stretching of the ankle plantar flexors 
for a total duration of 2 minutes, three times a week for 4-weeks significantly increased ankle 
DF ROM whereas a control group showed no change. These findings have been consistently 
reported across similar studies irrespective of measurement technique (see Blazevich et al., 
2014; Johanson et al., 2006; Johanson et al., 2008; Peres et al., 2002). Together these findings 
suggest that small doses of static stretching for the ankle plantar flexors results in significant 




The frequency of stretching between investigations varies, with the performance of static 
stretching being prescribed ranging between three times per week (Nakamura et al., 2017), 
and seven times per week (Blazevich et al., 2014; Johanson et al., 2006; Johanson et al., 
2008; Nakamura et al., 2012). Collectively, research suggests that the frequency of stretching 
does not influence gains in flexibility, assuming that the minimum volume threshold is 
surpassed (Thomas et al., 2018). For example, Marques et al. (2009) reported that static 
stretching of the hamstring muscles, performed for a total duration of 60 s, three times per 
week, resulted in significant increases in active knee extension test performance. However, 
no differences were found between groups performing static stretching three times per week, 
compared to five times per week (Marques et al., 2009). In a review on programming 
considerations associated with stretching to increase flexibility, Thomas et al. (2018) 
identified 5 minutes in total duration over the course of a week was required to increase 
flexibility, with no greater gains found when time exceeded this duration. Furthermore, no 
differences were found in flexibility when the total time spent stretching was divided into 
shorter (< 60 s), moderate (60–120 s) or longer durations (> 120 s). These findings appear to 
apply to the ankle plantar flexors, with a meta-analysis establishing no difference between 
protocols using higher volumes of stretching within a study duration (> 5000 s) compared to 
shorter volumes (< 3000 s) for increasing ankle DF ROM (Medeiros and Martini, 2018). As 
such, it appears that static stretching performed three times per week for a total weekly 
duration 5 minutes is sufficient to increase ankle DF ROM. 
 
Eccentric strength-training may also be employed to induce chronic gains in flexibility 
(Nelson and Brandy, 2004; Potier, Alexander and Seynnes, 2009). Eccentric strength-training 
involves the active lengthening of the musculotendinous unit under loaded conditions and can 
facilitate increases in flexibility through the addition of sacromeres in series (Mahieu et al., 
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2008; Potier, Alexander and Seynnes, 2009). For the ankle plantar flexors, Mahieu et al. 
(2008) found an eccentric strengthening exercise performed daily for 6-weeks resulted in 
significant increases in ankle DF ROM during the WBLT. Of note, ankle DF ROM when 
tested with both an extended (mean difference from baseline = 6.0°) and flexed knee (mean 
difference from baseline = 5.6°) alignment increased significantly, with no difference 
between testing positions. These findings suggest that performance of eccentric strength 
exercises increases flexibility of both the biarticular and uniarticular plantar flexors equally, 
rendering a specific protocol to target each muscle group unnecessary. Additionally, the same 
investigation found passive resistive torque of the plantar flexors significantly decreased from 
16.4 ± 0.8 N·m to 12.7 ± 0.6 N·m, suggesting structural adaptations in muscle occurred as a 
result of the intervention. Using the same exercise protocol over a 4-week duration, Aune et 
al. (2019) found academy football players’ significantly improved WBLT performance by 
5.1°. This value exceeded the 2.0˚ MDC value established for the WBLT measurement 
technique (Aune et al., 2019). Therefore, performing eccentric strength-training for the ankle 
plantar flexors provides a suitable stimulus for improving ankle DF ROM and should be 
included in a well-rounded mobility intervention. 
 
Self-massage, also known as self-myofascial release, can be prescribed to increase flexibility 
(Behm and Wilke, 2019). Devices such as foam rollers, custom-made balls and roller sticks 
are specialised equipment that are used to self-induce acute and chronic changes in range of 
motion (Beardsley and Škarabot, 2015). Halperin et al. (2014) found a significant 
improvement in WBLT performance following self-massage with a roller stick for three sets 
of 30 s at a perceived pain level of 7 out of 10 to the calf muscles that was comparable to 
static stretching. Similarly, de Souza et al. (2019) found an increase in ankle DF ROM during 
the WBLT for both the non-dominant and dominant limb following 2 sets of 10 repetitions 
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for the calf muscles using a roller stick. When the dosage for self-massage was doubled, no 
additional acute gains in ankle DF ROM were found beyond the increases observed following 
the 2 sets of 10 repetition protocol. Collectively, this evidence demonstrates the application 
of self-massage can result in acute increases in ankle DF ROM. 
 
An advantage of self-massage over other modalities to improve flexibility is the lack of 
influence on various performance measures. Although static stretching results in improved 
flexibility (Medeiros and Martinin, 2018), it also causes an acute negative impact on the 
performance of athletic activities, such as sprinting (Winchester et al., 2008), jumping 
(Bradley, Olsen and Portas, 2007) and tasks that require maximal strength (Bacurau et al., 
2009). Likewise, eccentric strength exercises induce fatigue that may negatively affect 
performance acutely (Sakamoto et al., 2010). However, self-massage leads to acute increases 
in flexibility that is comparable to static stretching, without impairing performance (Halperin 
et al., 2014). As flexibility exercises are traditionally performed as part of a structured warm-
up routine, employing self-massage exercises may be a logical approach to increasing 
mobility prior to training, without causing losses in performance. 
 
There is a lack of research investigating the chronic effects of self-massage to increase ankle 
DF ROM. Aune et al. (2019) examined the effects of self-massaging the plantar flexor 
musculature on WBLT performance. Four weeks of daily self-massage of the calf muscles for 
3 sets of 60 s using a foam roller resulted in increased performance in the WBLT (mean 
difference = 2.6°) that exceeded error associated with the testing procedures (MDC = 2.0°). 
However, the observed increase did not reach statistical significance (P = 0.09). The authors 
proposed that the lack of significance might have occurred due improper technique, as the 
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execution of foam rolling was not monitored during the study. To support this suggestion, 
Smith et al. (2019) investigated the effects of self-massage on ankle DF ROM following the 
performance of 12 supervised sessions consisting of foam rolling the ankle plantar flexors for 
3 sets of 30 s over a 6-week period in healthy university-aged participants. Ankle DF ROM 
measured during the WBLT increased by 7.9° following the intervention (ES = 3.1), 
indicating self-massage with appropriate technique can be prescribed as a modality for 
healthy individuals to stimulate chronic improvements in ankle DF ROM.  
 
Disrupted joint arthrokinematics may also cause restricted ankle DF ROM (Fujii et al., 2010). 
Ankle DF ROM increased after manual joint mobilisation in both previously injured (Collins, 
Teys and Vicenzino, 2004; Delahunt et al., 2013; Green et al., 2001) and healthy populations 
(Howe, 2017; Guo et al., 2006). Mulligan (1993) suggested that the limited ability of the talus 
to posteriorly glide relative to the tibia and fibula reduces ankle DF ROM, secondary to a 
disruption in joint arthrokinematics. This is supported by evidence that talar positional faults 
are common among people with chronic ankle instability (Wikstrom and Hubbard, 2010), 
with studies showing joint mobilisations increase posterior talar glide after treatment 
(Vicenzino et al., 2006). Furthermore, mobilisations aimed at improving ankle joint 
arthrokinematics have shown a significant positive relationship between improved WBLT 
performance and increases in posterior glide following treatment (Vicenzino et al., 2006). 
However, whether improved arthrokinematics following mobilisation explains the increased 
ankle DF ROM observed during post-intervention testing is unclear (Kosik and Gribble, 
2016), with other mechanisms such as modulation of the central and peripheral nervous 
system also suggested as a mechanism for improved function following mobilisation 




Although manual therapy is outside the remit of many professionals and logistically 
challenging to perform regularly, self-mobilisation is often recommended for individuals with 
limited ankle DF ROM (Cosby and Grindstaff, 2012). In support of this recommendation, 
Jeon et al. (2015) showed that a stretching technique, using a strap positioned to improve the 
posterior glide of the talus while concurrently stretching the plantar flexor musculature, 
increased ankle DF ROM after a 3-week intervention that was performed five times per week 
in healthy participants. Although arthrokinematic changes after the intervention were not 
measured, differences in ROM during the WBLT were greater in the group performing 
stretches with a strap (mean difference from baseline = 5.1°, ES = 0.9) compared with a static 
stretching only group (mean difference from baseline = 1.3°, ES = 0.3). These findings are 
comparable to other studies investigating the effects of mobilisations on ankle DF ROM in 
injured populations (e.g., see Vicenzino et al., 2006). This evidence indicates that 
mobilisation of the ankle joint can be achieved using a self-mobilisation technique. 
 
There is a need to establish whether chronic improvements in ankle DF ROM lead to altered 
coordination strategies. Only scant evidence currently exists to indicate whether chronic 
alterations in range of motion for any joint segment also result in alterations to coordination 
strategies when performing functional movements. Moreside and McGill (2013) found 
increases in passive hip range of motion following a 6-week intervention did not result in a 
change in the performance of active standing hip extension, a standing twist movement or 
lunging. It was suggested that an additional focus on performing the functional tasks 
alongside the mobility programme might have led to integration of the improved flexibility 
into the movement patterns assessed. Such an interpretation is consistent with the findings 
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reported by Lephart et al. (2007), where flexibility exercises combined with general strength-
training increased swing mechanics and measures of golf performance in recreational golfers. 
The programme was performed alongside golf practice, meaning it is likely that combining 
flexibility exercises with general strength-training, whilst practicing the sport, afforded 
participants the opportunity to integrate their improved range of motion into the specific sport 
skill. 
 
In practice, practitioners rarely prescribe exercises to increase joint range of motion in 
isolation when a mobility restriction has been identified. More commonly, flexibility 
exercises to remove mobility restrictions are performed in combination with general strength 
exercises aimed at improving physical qualities that underpin the performance of daily 
activities and athletic skills. Therefore, for individuals with restricted ankle motion, 
researchers should seek to establish the effects of improving ankle DF ROM on landing 
mechanics following a combined mobility and general conditioning intervention. 
 
2.15 Conclusion 
Ankle DF ROM contributes to efficient energy dissipation during moderately demanding, 
everyday tasks, such as bilateral landings. However, restrictions in ankle DF ROM could 
impair the ability to effectively dissipate forces. Given the implied clinical relevance of the 
ankle DF ROM to movement efficiency, it is important to firstly identify the most suitable 
and reliable tests, which is currently uncertain. At present, reliability for kinematic and 
kinetic variables is not available within the literature to facilitate the interpretation of bilateral 
drop-landing performance. Whilst there is some empirical evidence to support the notion that 
restrictions in ankle DF ROM result in suboptimal landing mechanics, a more detailed 
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understanding of lower-limb kinetics and kinematics is necessary. Furthermore, it is 
important to determine whether inter-limb asymmetries in ankle DF ROM relate to landing 
mechanics, aspects of which are known to correlate with injury risk. Establishing the 
influence of task constraints, including drop height, on the relationship between ankle DF 
ROM and landing mechanics will also help to understand whether landing forces moderate 
this relationship. Indeed, based on the literature review of this thesis, it is feasible that the 
loading associated with the landing task influences the effect of the restriction on landing 
mechanics. This understanding would provide practitioners with more information when 
assessing risk for individuals performing landing tasks from various drop heights. 
Additionally, compensations in coordination strategies during landings caused by local 
muscle fatigue are similar to those observed in individuals with restricted ankle DF ROM. As 
such, it is possible that existing restrictions in ankle DF ROM may limit the landing strategy 
options for those individuals, resulting in greater injury risk when landing in a fatigued state. 
Based on the preceding literature review, it is apparent that ankle DF ROM can be 
chronically increased in as little as 3-weeks. However, the effects of increased ankle DF 
ROM on landing mechanics is currently not known but could potentially contribute to 





Reliability for inter-limb asymmetries in ankle dorsiflexion range of motion during the 
weight-bearing lunge test 
 
A version of this Chapter has been published in International Journal of Sports Physical 
Therapy and the printed version can be found in Appendix 7. 
 
3.1 Introduction 
During bilateral landings, ankle DF ROM is required for efficient energy dissipation (Fong et 
al., 2011; Yeow, Lee and Goh, 2011). Limited ankle DF ROM has been reported to affect 
lower-limb force profiles during landings, as ankle DF ROM restriction has been shown to 
correlate with greater peak vGRF caused by stiffer landing strategies (Fong et al., 2011). As a 
result, individuals with limited ankle DF ROM may exhibit movement strategies with gross 
technical errors during bilateral (Fong et al., 2011; Dill et al., 2014; Macrum et al., 2012) and 
unilateral (Dill et al., 2014; Mauntel et al., 2013) squatting and landing tasks, as well as 
during gait (Ota et al., 2014). Reduced ankle DF ROM during weight-bearing has been 
identified as being a modifiable risk factor for many lower limb injuries, with weight-bearing 
ankle DF ROM of 34° being associated with 2.5 times greater injury risk in military recruits 
(Pope, Herbert and Kirwan, 1998). Limitations in weight-bearing ankle DF ROM has also 
been shown to present as a risk factor for hamstring strains in Australian football athletes 
(relative risk = 2.32) (Gabbe et al., 2006). Furthermore, elite junior basketball players with 
weight-bearing ankle DF ROM values < 36.5° possess an 18.5% to 29.4% risk of developing 
patella tendinopathy within a year (Backman and Danielson, 2011). This risk is significantly 
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greater than the 1.8% to 2.1% for players with > 36.5° ankle DF ROM (Backman and 
Danielson, 2011). Therefore, restrictions in weight-bearing ankle DF ROM may increase 
injury risk through the development of mechanical compensations during athletic activities.  
 
Unilateral restrictions in ankle DF ROM may result from injury to the rearfoot complex and 
have been identified using the WBLT (toe-wall distance) in patients with a history of 
unilateral ankle sprain (mean difference between injured and uninjured limb = -3.4 cm) 
(Reid, Birmingham and Alcock, 2007). Furthermore, inter-limb asymmetries in ankle DF 
ROM have been suggested to occur in response to the functional demands placed on the 
ankle complex (Moreno-Pérez et al., 2019; Rabin et al., 2015). As such, athletes with a 
history of lower-leg injury or those exposed to asymmetrical loading might have an inter-
limb asymmetry in ankle DF ROM. Although current literature does not provide a clear 
understanding of the influence inter-limb asymmetries may have on an athlete’s performance 
(Bishop, Turner and Read, 2018), asymmetries in ankle DF ROM have been negatively 
correlated with performance deficits during change of direction tests (r = -0.52) (Gonzalo-
Skok et al, 2015). Therefore, asymmetries in ankle DF ROM may have implications for the 
performance of athletic movements and should be established in healthy populations during 
initial screening. 
 
However, research investigating normative values for weight-bearing ankle DF ROM has 
provided conflicting evidence regarding the extent of asymmetries (Cosby and Hertel, 2011; 
Hoch and McKeon, 2011; Gonzalo-Skok et al, 2015; Rabin et al., 2015). Cosby and Hertel 
(2011) showed only a 0.8˚ difference in weight-bearing ankle DF ROM using a lunge test 
with a bent knee. Similarly, Konor et al. (2012) found no difference between left and right 
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sides during the WBLT in healthy adults. However, normative data from Hoch and McKeon 
(2011) demonstrated inter-limb asymmetries for ankle DF ROM in healthy participants 
frequently reached 1.5 cm when measuring toe-wall distance. Furthermore, Rabin et al. 
(2015) identified greater ankle DF ROM for the non-dominant leg exceeding 10° in 23% of 
male military recruits. Together, these findings suggest that more evidence is required 
indicating the prevalence of asymmetries is ankle DF ROM for healthy populations. 
 
Better delineation of relative ankle DF ROM symmetry as measured in a weight-bearing 
position has several potential clinical and research purposes. Clinically, this information 
could be used to inform the course of treatment during the rehabilitation process or while 
prescribing interventions to increase ankle DF ROM. Furthermore, it is common practice to 
perform bilateral comparisons when assessing deficits in ankle DF ROM, which might lead to 
diagnostic errors if symmetry is assumed but not present. Without prior assessment and 
knowledge of normative ankle DF ROM asymmetries, the rehabilitation programme for an 
athlete with an asymmetry could be misjudged through a lack of consideration for the 
functional demands placed on the ankle joint.  
 
In order to identify asymmetries in ankle DF ROM that are relevant to functional activities, it 
has been suggested that using an active weight-bearing assessment provides the most valid 
representation of ankle DF ROM capacity during dynamic tasks such as squatting and 
landing (Dill et al., 2014; Whitting et al., 2011). As such, the WBLT has been the subject of 
many recent investigations (Konor et al., 2012; Langarika-Rocafort et al., 2017; Powden, 
Hoch and Hoch, 2015). However, a number of different measurement methods can be used to 
quantify ankle DF ROM during the WBLT, including measuring tibia angle with either a 
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standard goniometer or inclinometer (Konor et al., 2012; Langarika-Rocafort et al., 2017), 
Achilles tendon angle with an inclinometer (Langarika-Rocafort et al., 2017), or the toe-wall 
distance measured using a tape measure (Bennell et al., 1998; Langarika-Rocafort et al., 
2017). In an attempt to establish the most reliable method to measure ankle DF ROM during 
the WBLT, Langarika-Rocafort et al. (2017) compared five commonly used techniques; heel-
wall distance, toe-wall distance, tibia angle, Achilles tendon angle and a trigonometric angle 
derived from heel-wall distance and knee-ground distance. The trigonometric calculation 
method had the highest between-session intra-rater reliability (ICC = 0.95, SEM = 1.18˚) 
compared to measurements of tibia angle (ICC = 0.87, SEM = 2.17˚) and Achilles angle (ICC 
= 0.87, SEM = 2.28˚) (Langarika-Rocafort et al., 2017). The trigonometric calculation 
method may present as a more reliable tool for clinicians to establish ankle DF ROM during 
the WBLT.  
 
While the between-session intra-rater reliability of the trigonometric calculation method has 
been established (Langarika-Rocafort et al., 2017), the within-session intra-rater reliability 
has yet to be determined. Furthermore, the extent of inter-limb asymmetries in a young, 
healthy, and active cohort has yet to be established. The aims of this study, therefore, were: i) 
to establish values of ankle DF ROM asymmetry, ii) identify the influence of leg dominance 
on ankle DF ROM and iii) to determine the within-session, intra-rater reliability of the 
trigonometric calculation method during the WBLT in healthy and recreationally active 
participants for both a single-limb and the symmetry values measured. 
 
3.2 Methods 
3.2.1 Study design 
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Participants reported to the laboratory for a single testing session. Testing was conducted by 
the lead investigator who had 10 years’ experience measuring ankle DF ROM using the 
WBLT and an accredited member of the British Association of Sport Rehabilitators and 
Trainers. Prior to data collection, all participants completed a pre-exercise questionnaire and 
provided written informed consent. Following the recording of height and body mass, 
participants reported their dominant leg, defined as their preferred leg for kicking a ball. 
Ankle DF ROM for both legs was then measured using the WBLT with no prior warm-up 
using a randomised counterbalanced design. Following a 10 minute rest, participants were re-




Using the findings of Rabin et al. (2015) for inter-limb asymmetries for ankle DF ROM 
between the dominant and non-dominant limb (ES = 0.83), a representative analysis to 
determine the appropriate sample size was performed. Calculations indicated that to achieve 
80% statistical power, a minimum of 39 participants were required to detect inter-limb 
asymmetries. A total of 50 participants volunteered for the study (28 men, 22 women, age = 
22 ± 4 years, height = 1.73 ± 0.11 m, body mass 71.5 ± 15.1 kg). All participants self-
reported to be physically active, defined as regularly performing at least 30 minutes of 
moderate intensity physical activity 3 times per week for at least 6 months prior to testing 
(Mauntel et al., 2013). Participants were excluded if they had a history of a lower extremity 
surgical procedure or injury to the lower extremity in the six-months prior to testing. Ethical 





In order to measure the heel-wall distance (see Figure 3.1), a 0.70 m tape measure was fixed 
to the floor, perpendicular to the wall used for testing. Measurements of knee-ground distance 
were obtained with a 0.70 m tape measure fixed vertically to the wall and perpendicular to 
the tape measure on the ground (see Figure 3.1). A longitudinal line was marked down on 
each of the scales for testing purposes. Prior to performing the test, participants were 
provided with a demonstration and standardised instructions. Participants then completed 
three familiarisation trials for each leg before performing three trials on each limb, with the 
mean value from the three attempts from each foot being used for data analysis.  
 
To ensure neither the participant nor investigator could target a specific outcome on 
subsequent attempts, no markings were made on the tape measure that would indicate the 
previous attempt. Following a 10 minute break participants were re-tested using the same 
procedures on both legs to establish within-session reliability. The results were recorded on a 
separate sheet to blind the investigator from previous distances and participants were not 
informed of their previous scores. For all participants, leg order was randomised for both trial 
1 and 2. The testing procedures and measurements used for the trigonometric calculation are 





Figure 3.1. Participant performing the WBLT with example distances and calculation. 
Abbreviations: GK, ground-knee distance; HW, heel-wall distance; TA, trigonometric angle. 
 
Participants began the test by facing a bare wall, with the greater toe of the test leg positioned 
against the wall. The greater toe and the centre of the heel were aligned using the marked line 
on the ground. Participants were instructed to place the non-test foot behind them, with the 
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heel raised and at a distance that they felt helped maximise their performance on the test. This 
position was established during familiarisation. In order to maintain balance, participants 
were asked to keep both hands firmly against the wall throughout. The participants were then 
instructed to slowly lunge forward by simultaneously flexing at the ankle, knee and hip on the 
test leg in an attempt to make contact between the centre of the patella and the vertical 
marked line on the wall. No attempt was made to control trunk alignment. Subtalar joint 
position was controlled by keeping the test foot in the standardised position and ensuring the 
patella contact with the vertical line was accurate (Konor et al., 2012).  
 
The aim of the test was for the participant to get their heel as far away as possible from the 
wall, while making contact between the patella and the wall and maintaining firm pressure 
between the heel and the ground. Throughout the test, the investigator was positioned behind 
the participant in a low crouched position in order to visually monitor heel lift. Heel lift was 
defined as the visual elevation of the calcaneus, resulting in a greater ground surface area 
observed under the rearfoot. Any elevation of the heel during the test was regarded as a failed 
attempt and feedback was provided to the participants regarding their inability to prevent the 
heel from rising.  
 
Upon successful completion of an attempt, where contact between the patella and the wall 
was made with no change in heel position relative to the ground, participants were instructed 
to move the test foot further away from the wall by approximately 0.5 cm. Although 
participants were not restricted to the number of attempts they were permitted at a given 
distance, no more than three attempts were performed by any participant. At the last 
successful attempt, the distances between the heel and the wall, and the distance between the 
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anterosuperior edge of the patella and the ground were recorded to the nearest 0.1 cm. Tibia 
angle for each attempt was calculated with the heel-wall and ground-knee distances, using the 
trigonometric function outlined by Langarika-Rocafort et al. (2017) (DF ROM = 90 – 
arctangent [knee-ground distance/heel-wall distance]). Inter-limb differences for ankle DF 
ROM were calculated by subtracting the left value from the right value. A positive value 
indicated the right had greater joint displacement for the corresponding segment and vice 
versa for a negative value. 
 
3.2.4 Statistical analysis 
The assumption of normality for data sets was checked and confirmed using the Shapiro-
Wilk test. Normative data for the inter-limb mean difference for ankle DF ROM from the first 
test was graphically presented using a frequency-distribution histogram. An independent t-
test was performed to establish the difference between the dominant and non-dominant limb 
for ankle DF ROM during the WBLT using the data from the first test. ES were calculated for 
each comparison, with 0.20 being considered small, 0.50 moderate and 0.80 or greater large 
(Cohen, 1988).  
 
The within-session intra-rater reliability for single-limb measurements of ankle DF ROM and 
inter-limb differences in ankle DF ROM was initially assessed using a paired samples t-test to 
calculate systematic bias between trial 1 and 2 (Atkinson and Nevill, 1998). To examine for 
heteroscedastic errors, the relationship between the mean values between tests and the 
difference between repeat tests was evaluated using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. 
Relative reliability was determined using ICC as described by Hopkins (2016) and reported 
with 95% confidence intervals, with ICCs interpreted as follows: 0.01–0.3 poor, 0.3–0.5 
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moderate, 0.5–0.7 large, 0.7–0.9 very large, and > 0.9 nearly perfect (Hopkins, 2016). 
Absolute reliability was calculated using the CV% (SD / mean *100), the 95% limits of 
agreement (LOA), SEM (SD√1-ICC) (Atkinson and Nevill, 1998) and MDC (SEM*1.96*√2) 
(Riemann and Lininger, 2018). All statistical tests were performed using SPSS® statistical 
software package (v.24; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA), with the a-priori level of significance 
set at P < 0.05. ICC and CV% were calculated using a customised spreadsheet (Hopkins, 
2015). Due to the between-limb differences for asymmetries in ankle DF ROM being interval 
data, CV% was not calculated. 
 
3.3 Results 
Forty-one participants (82%) reported their dominant leg to be their right, with the remaining 
nine participants (18%) reporting their left leg as dominant. WBLT values are summarised in 
Table 3.1. The mean difference for inter-limb asymmetries in ankle DF ROM from the first 
test was -0.8˚ ± 3.0˚ (Figure 3.2). Mean WBLT values for the dominant and non-dominant 
limb were 36.5 ± 4.5˚ and 36.5 ± 4.3˚, respectively. No statistical difference (P = 0.862) was 







Figure 3.2. Inter-limb differences measured from the WBLT (n = 50). Positive values 
indicate greater ankle DF ROM for the right limb and vice versa for a negative value. Zero 
values indicate no difference.  
 
The within-session reliability of the WBLT is summarised in Table 3.2. There were no 
systematic biases or heteroscedasticity found for the WBLT using the trigonometric 
calculation method between trials for either a single measure of ankle DF ROM or ankle DF 
ROM asymmetry (P > 0.05). The relative reliability was established as nearly perfect for 
within-session reliability for a single measure (ICC = 0.98) and inter-limb asymmetries in 
ankle DF ROM (ICC = 0.94). All values representing relative and absolute reliability are 





















Inter-limb mean difference (°)
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Table 3.1. Asymmetry within the WBLT for dominant-to-non-dominant limb comparison (n = 50). 
Ankle dorsiflexion Range of motion (˚) (mean ± SD) Difference (˚) (95% confidence interval) Effect size 
Dominant side 36.5 ± 4.5 
-0.1 (-1.0, 0.8) 0.02 
Non-dominant side 36.5 ± 4.3 
 
Table 3.2. Within-session intra-rater reliability for the WBLT using the trigonometric calculation method for testing ankle DF ROM for a single-
limb and ankle DF ROM between-limb difference (n = 50). For ankle DF ROM inter-limb differences, positive values indicate greater ankle DF 
ROM for the right limb and vice versa for a negative value. 











Ankle DF ROM 0.1 0.98 (0.97, 0.99) 0.1 ± 1.8 1.7 (1.5, 2.0) 0.6 1.7 




The primary aim of this study was to establish values for the inter-limb asymmetries of ankle 
DF ROM during the WBLT among healthy recreationally active individuals. Of all 
participants, 44% presented asymmetries in ankle DF ROM exceeding the MDC of 2.3° 
found in this investigation (Table 3.2), with 8% of participants demonstrating an inter-limb 
asymmetry greater than 5°, with the largest asymmetry being 8.8°. Therefore, with 44% of 
this sample having asymmetry values greater than the MDC, these findings suggest that the 
clinician should not assume symmetry without conducting thorough a-priori assessments. 
 
This data supports the findings of Hoch and McKeon (2011) and Rabin et al. (2015), by 
identifying the existence of inter-limb asymmetries in ankle DF ROM during the WBLT in 
healthy populations. Using the toe-wall distance during the WBLT, Hoch and McKeon 
(2011) reported that 68% of participants exhibited an asymmetry of 1.5 cm or less, with some 
participants approaching asymmetries of approximately 3 cm. Using the conversion 
calculation suggested by Konor et al. (2012) where 1 cm in toe-wall distance corresponds 
with approximately 3.6˚ of ankle DF ROM, 32% of the sample in Hoch and McKeon (2011) 
demonstrated ankle DF ROM asymmetries of > 5.4°, with some participants approaching 
asymmetries of 10.8°. This is similar to that of Rabin et al. (2015), where 64 healthy male 
military recruits possessed a bilateral mean difference of 5.8° in favour of the non-dominant 
leg during the WBLT. Equally, 23% of participants had asymmetries > 10° (Rabin et al., 
2015). Although the findings from this Chapter support the notion that bilateral differences 
are present in healthy populations, this data indicate that the magnitude of inter-limb 
asymmetry for ankle DF ROM is likely less than previously reported. These findings identify 
a much smaller mean asymmetry in comparison to previous investigations (Hoch and 
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McKeon, 2011; Rabin et al., 2015), with 56% of the population in this Chapter possessing 
inter-limb asymmetries on the WBLT of less than the MDC of 2.3°. Furthermore, none of the 
participants who volunteered for this study exceeded an asymmetry of 10°, with the greatest 
asymmetry recorded being 8.8° between limbs.  
 
One possible reason for not observing a similar magnitude in asymmetry may be the method 
used to measure ankle DF ROM. Both measurement methods adopted by Hoch and McKeon 
(2011) and Rabin et al. (2015) used to record ankle DF ROM during the WBLT (toe-wall 
distance and tibia angle using an inclinometer, respectively) have been shown to possess a 
greater MDC for a single-limb than the 1.7˚ found in this investigation (Table 3.2) 
(Langarika-Rocafort et al., 2017). As the MDC represents the boundaries of measurement 
error (Riemann and Lininger, 2018), it is possible that the testing procedures used by both 
Hoch and McKeon (2011) and Rabin et al. (2015) may have contributed to the level of inter-
limb asymmetry observed. For example, the MDC for the measurement method used by 
Rabin et al. (2015) has been reported to be > 6.0˚ for testing a single-limb (Langarika-
Rocafort et al., 2017). Although it is unclear why the trigonometric calculation method 
provides greater reliability than other measurements of ankle DF ROM during the WBLT, it 
may be that measuring distances produces superior repeatability than measurements or 
calculations of angles. This suggestion is supported by Langarika-Rocafort et al. (2017), 
where ICC values for all distances associated with the trigonometric calculation method were 





To date, as far as can be ascertained through reviewing the literature, no previously published 
investigation has established the within-session intra-rater reliability for measuring 
asymmetries in tibia angle during the WBLT. The findings reported in this Chapter indicate 
that the error in measurement for inter-limb differences in ankle DF ROM (MDC = 2.3˚) is 
greater than the error associated with testing a single-limb (MDC = 1.7˚). Measurements of 
tibia angle using an inclinometer for single-limb ankle DF ROM during the WBLT have 
previously been shown to possess MDC values > 6.0˚ (Langarika-Rocafort et al., 2017). As 
the data reported in this Chapter showed greater error to be associated with measures of inter-
limb asymmetries in ankle DF ROM, the mean inter-limb difference of 5.8˚ in ankle DF 
ROM (measured as tibia angle using an inclinometer) reported by Rabin et al. (2015) may 
represent error in the measurement technique that is compounded by testing both limbs. 
Although previous investigations have reported intra-rater MDC values as low as 3.2˚ when 
measuring tibia angle for a single-limb (Powden, Hoch and Hoch, 2015), none have 
established the reliability for measuring asymmetry. Therefore, it remains possible that the 
difference between the findings of Rabin et al. (2015) and that reported in this Chapter is due 
to measurement error associated with the techniques employed to establish inter-limb 
differences in ankle DF ROM.  
 
Within this study, the MDC for a single-limb measurement for ankle DF ROM during the 
WBLT was identified as 1.7°, with a SEM of 0.6° (Table 3.2). These values for reliability are 
lower than reported for alternative measurement methods of tibia angle during the WBLT, 
with MDC and SEM values ranging between 3.1˚ to 6.4˚ and 1.0˚ to 2.4˚, respectively 
(Powden, Hoch and Hoch, 2015). Although all reported methods for measuring ankle DF 
ROM during the WBLT have been identified as having very large reliability (all ICC > 0.7) 
(Powden, Hoch and Hoch, 2015), Langarika-Rocafort et al. (2017) demonstrated that the 
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trigonometric calculation method used in this study possessed the highest intra-rater 
reliability and smaller MDC value in comparison to four other measurement methods. Based 
on the results reported in this Chapter, and those reported by Langarika-Rocafort et al. 
(2017), it is proposed that the trigonometric calculation method should be used when 
measuring ankle DF ROM asymmetries, as it appears to be a more sensitive measure. 
Practically, the trigonometric calculation method does not require specialised equipment, is 
time efficient, and presents a simple method for calculating ankle DF ROM (Langarika-
Rocafort et al., 2017).  
 
Despite the study reported in this Chapter using the same measurement technique as 
Langarika-Rocafort et al. (2017), the data reported here shows improved reliability. It can be 
tentatively speculated that one potential reason may be due to the administration of the 
WBLT. In order to identify peak ankle DF ROM angle during the WBLT, Langarika-
Rocafort et al. (2017) relied upon participants informing the investigator of when they had 
reached maximum distance from the wall. In contrast, the measurement employed in this 
study was taken at the last successful attempt, which was defined as the furthest distance 
away from the wall where the participant could make contact between the patella and the wall 
and prior to the point of heel lift. Heel lift was carefully monitored by the investigator and 
defined as the visual lifting of the heel, where a greater surface area of the ground could be 
seen under the rearfoot. This is an important distinction, as it is questionable whether 
participants can identify at what point ankle DF ROM has terminated and compensatory 
strategies will be adopted, thus influencing the outcome measurement through a lack of 
standardisation. This may be especially problematic during the WBLT, as participants are 
unable to observe ankle motion on the test leg and thus, rely primarily on the sensorimotor 
system to provide information pertaining to when maximum ankle dorsiflexion angle has 
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been achieved. As the precision of the sensorimotor system’s ability to determine joint 
position has been shown to vary considerably during similar tasks (Proske and Gandevia, 
2012), the technique used by Langarika-Rocafort et al. (2017) for establishing end range of 
motion during the WBLT is not recommended and may explain the improved reliability 
found for the procedures in this study. 
 
Leg dominance has previously been shown to possess a relationship with inter-limb 
asymmetry in ankle DF ROM, with greater ankle DF ROM observed in the non-dominant 
limb (Rabin et al., 2015). However, the results reported in this Chapter did not identify a 
difference in ankle DF ROM during the WBLT between the dominant and non-dominant leg. 
Although it remains unclear why a similar finding was not observed in this study, a few 
possibilities exist. Firstly, Rabin et al. (2015) proposed that asymmetries in ankle DF ROM 
between the dominant and non-dominant leg may exist due to the mechanical loading placed 
on the ankle complex during habitual activities. This is based on a rationale that the ankle 
joint complex adapts to the demands imposed upon it, with the non-dominant leg being 
subjected to larger requirements for balance and stability, resulting in greater joint range of 
motion (Rabin et al., 2015). As all participants in Rabin et al. (2015) were military recruits, it 
may be that specific physical activities undertaken by the participants in preparation for basic 
military training resulted in the ankle DF ROM asymmetries identified between the dominant 
and non-dominant leg, as opposed to the sample that participated in this study, who were 
physically active but not military trained. Another more likely explanation for the lack of 
agreement may be due to difference in procedures when conducting the WBLT. Unlike the 
trigonometric calculation method for measuring ankle DF ROM that was used in this study, 
Rabin et al. (2015) used an inclinometer placed on the tibia, 15 cm below the tibial 
tuberosity. As previously discussed, intra-rater reliability for this method has been reported to 
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be inferior to the trigonometric calculation method (see Langarika-Rocafort et al., 2017). As 
an analysis of intra-rater reliability was not included in Rabin et al. (2015), it is possible that 
the procedures used may have contributed to the contrast in findings.  
 
Whether the asymmetry in ankle DF ROM observed in this investigation is clinically 
meaningful is, at present, unknown. Limitations in ankle DF ROM have been linked to 
reduced peak knee flexion angles (Fong et al., 2011) and increased peak knee abduction 
angles (Malloy et al., 2015) during landing activities and these suboptimal movement 
strategies are associated with anterior cruciate ligament injuries (Hewett et al., 2005; 
Renstrom et al., 2008). Large asymmetries in ankle DF ROM may, therefore, present as a 
modifiable variable for reducing risk factors associated with lower extremity injury during 
dynamic activities. Future studies should establish the relationship between asymmetries in 
ankle DF ROM and landing mechanics. This evidence would assist in determining the role 
asymmetries in ankle DF ROM has as a potential contributor to injury.  
 
The results reported in this Chapter indicate that clinicians should not assume ankle DF ROM 
symmetry. The assumption of symmetry in ankle DF ROM during the rehabilitation of a 
patient would be inappropriate for restoring function. Instead, it may be more reasonable to 
identify whether the patient possesses sufficient ankle DF ROM to cope with the movement 
demands placed on them by the sport and activities of daily living. As activities such as 
squatting (Kasuyama, Sakamoto and Nakazawa, 2009), landing (Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 
2000), running (Novacheck, 1998) and change of direction tasks (Riley et al., 2013) may all 
require large quantities of ankle DF ROM, ensuring an individual possesses sufficient range 





Recreationally active individuals may present with asymmetrical weight-bearing ankle DF 
ROM during the WBLT that is normal and not necessarily associated with leg dominance. 
The findings reported in this Chapter suggest the extent of asymmetry found using this 
technique is less than what has been previously reported in the literature. Furthermore, 
calculating weight-bearing ankle DF ROM for a single-limb using the trigonometric 
calculation method presents as a simple and reliable tool; however, the error associated with 
identifying asymmetries in weight-bearing ankle DF ROM may exceed the absolute inter-
limb difference. Therefore, asymmetries in weight-bearing ankle DF ROM may be error 
associated with the testing procedures and not a true inter-limb difference. Future 
investigations should look to establish the mechanical implications of ankle DF ROM 
asymmetry during functionally relevant activities such as landings. As such, Chapter 5 will 
investigate the association for between-limb differences in ankle DF ROM and asymmetries 






Reliability of kinetic and 2D kinematic variables associated with bilateral drop-landing 
performance 
 
A version of this Chapter has been published in International Journal of Physical Education, 
Fitness and Sports and Movement & Sport Sciences/Science & Motricité and the printed 
versions can be found in Appendix 8 and 9 respectively. 
 
4.1 Introduction 
The performance of bilateral landings can expose an individual to peak vGRF equivalent to 
multiples of bodyweight (Bates et al., 2013; Ortega, Bíes and de la Rosa, 2010; Yanci and 
Camara, 2016) and have been identified as a movement pattern associated with lower 
extremity injury (Hewett, Myer and Ford, 2006). Those individuals at greater risk of injury 
during landings tend to use less effective movement strategies to dissipate forces in multiple 
planes (Aerts et al., 2013; Boling et al., 2009; Hewett et al., 2005; Padua et al., 2009). For 
example, in the sagittal plane, decreased ankle plantar flexion (Rowley and Richards, 2015) 
and knee flexion (Chappell et al., 2005) angle at initial contact, reduced hip (Blackburn and 
Padua, 2009) and knee flexion angle at the lowest point of the landing (Yu, Lin, and Garrett, 
2006), and less ankle joint displacement following ground contact (Begalle et al., 2015) have 
all been shown to increase mechanical loading throughout the lower extremity. In the frontal 
and transverse plane, greater peak knee valgus angle during landing tasks has also been 
shown to increase lower extremity injury risk, secondary to greater knee abduction moments 





practitioners to pre-screen the bilateral landing strategy adopted by athletes (Bird and 
Markwick, 2016; Ludgren et al., 2015). 
 
When coordination strategies to decelerate the centre of mass over a large range of motion 
are either not accessed as a movement solution (Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000) or are 
unavailable to an athlete due to ankle DF ROM restriction (Fong et al., 2011), the result is a 
higher peak vGRF. As outlined earlier in this Chapter, athletes who are exposed to greater 
peak vGRF during landings have an increased lower extremity injury risk (Dufek and Bates, 
1991). For example, Hewett et al. (2005) showed that pre-screened female athletes who 
subsequently experienced anterior cruciate ligament injuries, produced normalised peak 
vGRF 20% higher than non-injured athletes during drop-landing tasks. Additionally, 
individuals who displayed higher peak vGRF in the 100 ms following ground contact, place 
greater strain on ligamentous structures located at the tibiofemoral joint (Norcross et al., 
2010). Given that variables such as peak vGRF, time to peak vGRF and loading rate are 
commonly reported as being associated with injury risk during landings (Bisseling et al., 
2008, Hewett et al., 2005; Radin et al., 1991), practitioners should be aware of the inherent 
error associated with testing procedures. This includes error on behalf of the athlete while 
performing a given protocol (biological error) and that of the equipment (technical error) 
(Atkinson and Nevill, 1998). Although previous investigations have reported the reliability 
for outcome measures relating to the propulsive phase of bilateral jumping tasks in various 
populations (Cormack et al., 2008; Hori et al., 2009; Markovic et al., 2004; Slinde et al., 
2008), there is limited information on the kinetic factors associated with bilateral drop-






Although 3D analysis is regarded as the gold standard in exploring lower limb kinematics, in 
practice 2D video analysis is more accessible to practitioners (Munro, Herrington and 
Carolan, 2012). However, before kinematic measurements of bilateral landing tasks can be 
used for the purpose of screening, reliability must first be established. It is therefore 
important to quantify the noise (error) of the proposed field-based measurements. As 
discussed in Section 2.13, for various landing tasks, 2D video analysis has been shown to be 
a reliable tool for measuring FPPA; a frontal plane representation of knee valgus/varus angle 
at the knee in the deepest landing position (Dingenen et al., 2014; McLean et al., 2005; 
Mizner et al., 2012; Munro, Herrington and Carolan, 2012). However, for joint angle 
measurements in the sagittal plane, only Dingenen et al. (2015) and King and Belyea (2015) 
have investigated the reliability of 2D analysis for measurements during bilateral landing 
activities. Studies investigating the reliability of 2D analysis have not considered key 
variables during landings that may be affected by ankle DF ROM restriction, such as lower 
extremity joint angles at initial contact and sagittal plane joint displacement for the ankle, 
knee, and hip joints (Dowling, McPherson and Paci, 2018; Fong et al., 2011). Furthermore, as 
the influence of drop height on the relationship between ankle DF ROM and landing 
mechanics has not been investigated, the reliability of 2D analysis from varying drop heights 
relative to an individual’s force development capacity must also be established. Additionally, 
it is currently unknown whether 2D analysis possesses the sensitivity to detect acute or 
chronic changes in landing strategies during drop-landings that can occur in response to an 
exercise-induced fatigue protocol (i.e. Chapter 6) or training programme (i.e. Chapter 7), 








An additional consideration when analysing kinetic and kinematic measures associated with 
bilateral drop-landings is inter-limb asymmetries in coordination. Asymmetries in peak vGRF 
during landings are commonly identified in healthy populations (Britto et al., 2015; Schott, 
Bates and Dufek, 1994). These asymmetries are an important consideration when working 
with an individual who performs a high volume of bilateral landings. Large asymmetry in 
peak vGRF during bilateral landings may subject the leg exposed to higher forces to 
excessive loading, thereby increasing the potential risk for overuse injury (Schot, Bates and 
Dufek, 1994). Similarly, asymmetry in landing strategies has been suggested to increase 
injury risk (Schot, Bates and Dufek, 1994) and commonly exist during bilateral landing tasks 
in uninjured (Pappas and Carpes, 2012) and injured populations (Meyer et al., 2018). 
However, the test re-test reliability for force platforms and 2D video analysis to detect inter-
limb asymmetries has not been established for mechanical parameters of drop-landings. In 
such instances, reliable identification of bilateral asymmetry and subsequent interventions to 
reduce the magnitude of the asymmetry might be warranted and thus, in the first instance, it is 
necessary to investigate the reliability of asymmetries in kinetic and kinematic variables 
during bilateral landings. Therefore, in order to identify the effect inter-limb differences in 
ankle DF ROM may have on inter-limb asymmetries in landing mechanics (i.e. Chapter 5), 
reliability for asymmetries during bilateral drop-landing must first be determined.  
 
The aim of the study reported in this Chapter was to assess the reliability of kinetic and 
kinematic variables associated with landing performance from varying drop heights. 
Furthermore, the study also aimed to assess the reliability of kinetic and kinematic measures 







4.2.1 Study Design 
A within-session repeated measures design was used to establish the reliability for all kinetic 
variables related to bilateral drop-landings. Participants were required to report to the 
laboratory for a single testing session. All test sessions were conducted between 10:00 am 
and 1:00 pm to control for circadian variation. Participants wore wearing spandex shorts and 
vest so that key landmarks were recognisable by all cameras. After familiarisation, 
participants performed three CMJ to establish maximum jump height for the landing task. 
Subsequently, participants performed five bilateral drop-landings from three heights: 50% of 
their maximum CMJ, 100% of their maximum CMJ and 150% of their maximum CMJ. The 




Thirty-nine male (n = 22; age = 22 ± 4 years; height = 1.80 ± 0.06 m; mass = 77.9 ± 14.0 kg) 
and female (n = 17; age = 20 ± 4 years; height = 1.65 ± 0.09 m; mass = 60.3 ± 9.8 kg) 
recreational athletes volunteered to participate. Recreational athletes were defined as a person 
who regularly competes 1–3 times per week in sport events involving landings activities, 
such as court, racquet or team sports (Chappell et al., 2002). Participants were excluded if 
they had a history of lower extremity surgery or had lower extremity injury six-months prior 
to testing. All participants were informed of the risks associated with the testing, prior to 
completing a pre-exercise questionnaire and providing informed written consent. Ethical 







Participants firstly performed a 5 minute standardised warm-up and three familiarisation CMJ 
attempts. CMJ were performed from a standing position with each foot placed on a portable 
force platform recording at 1000 Hz (Pasco, Roseville, CA, USA). The force platforms were 
positioned side-by-side, 0.05 m apart and embedded in custom built wooden mounts that 
were level with the force platforms, preventing any extraneous movement that could 
influence the force trace recorded. In bare feet, participants were informed to stand with their 
feet hip-width apart and with hands on their hips to eliminate the contribution of the arm 
swing. Participants were then asked to rapidly descend prior to explosively jumping as high 
as possible, with no control being placed on the depth or duration of the countermovement 
(Benjanuvatra et al., 2013). Upon landing, participants were required to ensure that full 
contact was made between each foot and the respective force platforms, with trials excluded 
if either foot made contact with the wooden mounts or neighbouring force platform. 
Following familiarisation, participants performed three CMJ for data analysis with a 60 s 
recovery between trials. Using a custom-made Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, the force-time 
data was analysed using the time in the air method to calculate vertical jump height to the 
nearest 0.01 m using the following equation (Moir, 2008):  
 
Time in the air jump height (cm) = ½ g(t/2)2 
 
where g represents the acceleration of gravity (9.81 m/s2) and t represents the time in the air 
(s). Time in the air was determined as the period where force was less than 10 N. The 







Following the performance of the CMJ, reflective markers were placed directly onto the 
participants’ skin by the same investigator using the anatomical locations for sagittal plane 
lower extremity joint movements and FPPA outlined by Dingenen et al. (2015) and Munro, 
Herrington and Carolan (2012), respectively. For sagittal plane views, reflective markers 
were placed on both left and right acromioclavicular joints, greater trochanters, lateral 
femoral condyles, lateral malleolus and 5th metatarsal heads (Dingenen et al., 2015). For 
FPPA, reflective markers were placed on both left and right centre of the knee joint (midpoint 
between the femoral condyles), centre of the ankle joint (midpoint between the malleoli) and 
on the proximal thigh (midpoint between the anterior superior iliac spine and the knee 
marker). Midpoints for the knee and ankle were measured with a standard tape measure (Seca 
201, Seca, United Kingdom), as outlined by Munro, Herrington and Carolan (2012). 
 
Participants were then familiarised with the bilateral drop-landings from drop heights of 50%, 
100% and 150% of maximum CMJ height. Bilateral drop-landings were performed with 
participants standing bare foot with their arms folded across their chest on a height-adjustable 
platform (to the nearest 0.01 m) 0.15 m away from two force platforms (Munro, Herrington 
and Carolan, 2012). Participants were then instructed to step off the platform whilst ensuring 
that they did not modify the height of the centre of mass prior to dropping from the platform. 
No feedback on landing performance was provided at any point during testing. For each drop 
height, participants performed five landings for data collection, with 60 s recovery provided 
between landings. Following the performance of the initial five landings from each drop 
height (test 1), participants rested for 10 minutes prior to repeating the standardised warm-up 





counterbalanced design for both test 1 and 2. Mean values for all variables using all five trials 
were calculated for test 1 and test 2. Five trials were used to calculate the mean based on 
previous investigations demonstrating a plateau in measures of reliability for landing kinetics 
and kinematics when > 4 trials were used for data analysis (James et al. 2007; Ortiz et al., 
2007). 
 
For 2D video analysis, sagittal and frontal plane joint movements were recorded using three 
standard digital video cameras sampling at 60 Hz (Panasonic HX-WA30). All cameras were 
set up using the procedures outlined by Payton (2007). For left and right sagittal plane joint 
movements, cameras were positioned 3.50 m from the centre of either force platform 
(Dingenen et al., 2015). To record frontal plane kinematics, a camera was placed 3.50 m in 
front of the centre of the force platforms (Dingenen et al., 2014). All cameras were placed on 
a tripod at a height of 0.60 m from the ground (Dingenen et al., 2014; Dingenen et al., 2015). 
 
4.2.4 Data analysis 
Raw vGRF data were low-pass filtered using a fourth-order Butterworth filter with a cut-off 
frequency of 50 Hz (Roewer et al., 2014). Peak vGRF, time to peak vGRF, and loading rate 
was then calculated unilaterally for the right and left leg, as well as bilaterally. For bilateral 
measures, both the left and right force data were summed prior to analysis. Peak vGRF data 
was normalised to body mass (N·kg-1). For time to peak vGRF to be determined, initial 
contact was identified as the point that vGRF exceeded 10 N for each limb and bilaterally 
(Hoch et al., 2015). Time to peak vGRF was then calculated as the time difference between 
initial contact and the time point where peak vGRF occurred. Loading rate was calculated as 






Asymmetries for peak vGRF normalised to body mass were calculated as the percentage 
difference between limbs using Microsoft ExcelTM and the method outlined by Bishop et al. 
(2018) using the following equation:  
 
(Right Limb – Left Limb) / (Right Limb + Left Limb) * 100 
 
A positive value indicated the right limb had the largest score and vice versa for a negative 
asymmetry value. 
 
All video recordings were analysed with free downloadable software (Kinovea for Windows, 
Version 0.8.15). For sagittal plane joint movements, ankle, knee and hip joint angles were 
calculated at initial contact and peak flexion for both limbs. These angles were then used to 
calculate joint displacement for each joint by subtracting the peak flexion angle from the 
initial contact angle. Initial contact was defined as the frame prior to visual impact between 
the foot and the ground that led to deformation of the foot complex. Peak flexion was 
identified visually and defined as the frame where no more downward motion occurred at the 
ankle, knee and hip joints (Dingenen et al., 2015).  
 
Hip flexion angle was calculated as the angle between a line formed between the 
acromioclavular joint and the greater trochanter and a line between the greater trochanter and 
the lateral femoral condyle. Knee flexion angle was calculated as the angle between a line 





lateral femoral condyle and the lateral malleolus. Ankle dorsiflexion angle was calculated as 
the angle between a line formed between the lateral femoral condyle and the lateral malleolus 
and a line between the lateral malleolus and the 5th metatarsal head. FPPA was calculated at 
the deepest landing position, defined as the frame corresponding to maximum knee flexion 
(Munro, Herrington and Carolan, 2012). This angle was calculated as the angle between the 
line formed between the proximal thigh marker and the knee joint marker and a line between 
the knee joint marker and the ankle joint marker (Munro, Herrington and Carolan, 2012). For 
initial contact and peak flexion, smaller values represented greater hip flexion, knee flexion 
and ankle dorsiflexion for the hip, knee and ankle joints, respectively. For FPPA, values < 
180° represented knee valgus and values > 180° represented knee varus.  
 
Inter-limb differences for sagittal plane joint displacement were calculated by subtracting the 
left value from the right value for the ankle, knee and hip joints. A positive value indicated 
the right limb had greater joint displacement for the corresponding segment and vice versa for 
a negative value. 
 
For establishing intra-rater reliability of the hip, knee and ankle joint angle at initial contact 
and at peak flexion, along with FPPA, the first trial from drop heights of 150% of CMJ height 
was examined. Additionally, intra-rater reliability was determined for the time point at which 
the moment of peak flexion occurred during a landing. Twenty randomly selected 
participants (11 males and 9 females) were examined twice by the same investigator, seven 
days apart. To determine intra-rater reliability for all variables, two-way mixed (single 
measure) ICC and SEM for the same trial was established using a customised spreadsheet 





with ICC for joint angles at initial contact ranging from 0.96 to 0.98 and all SEM values < 
1.2°. ICC for joint angles at the peak flexion ranged from 0.95 to 0.99, with all SEM values < 
1.5°. ICC for the moment of peak flexion were 0.99 and SEM were 0.01 s. 
 
4.2.5 Statistical analysis 
Descriptive statistics (means ± standard deviation) were calculated for all variables for each 
limb. Independent variables were calculated for both limbs, with all kinetic measures being 
also calculated bilaterally. Additionally, inter-limb asymmetry was calculated for peak vGRF, 
as well as inter-limb differences for ankle, knee and hip joint displacement. The assumption 
of normality was confirmed using the Shapiro-Wilk test. To examine for heteroscedastic 
errors, the relationship between the mean values between tests and the difference between 
repeat tests was evaluated using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. The within-session 
reliability for all variables was initially assessed using a paired samples t-test to calculate 
systematic bias between test 1 and test 2 from each drop height (Atkinson and Nevill, 1998). 
The α-priori level of significance was set at P < 0.05, with a Bonferroni correction applied. 
Relative reliability was determined using ICC as described by Hopkins (2016) and reported 
with 95% confidence intervals, with ICCs interpreted as follows: 0.01–0.3 poor, 0.3–0.5 
moderate, 0.5–0.7 large, 0.7–0.9 very large, and > 0.9 nearly perfect (Hopkins, 2016). 
Absolute reliability was calculated using the CV%, the 95% LOA, SEM (SD√1-ICC) 
(Atkinson and Nevill, 1998) and MDC (SEM*1.96*√2) (Riemann and Lininger, 2018). Due 
to the inter-limb differences in joint displacement and asymmetry in peak vGRF being 
interval data, CV% was not determined. ICC and CV% were calculated using a customised 





facilitate interpretation of the results by researchers and practitioners. All statistical tests were 
performed using SPSS® statistical software package (v.24; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). 
 
4.3 Results  
4.3.1 Kinetic measures associated with bilateral drop-landing performance 
The group mean for CMJ height was 0.30 ± 0.08 m. Relative and absolute values of 
reliability for all kinetic variables are presented in Tables 4.1–4.4. There was no systematic 
bias or heteroscedasticity found between test 1 and 2 for any variable for each drop height. 
For measures of peak vGRF, relative reliability was nearly perfect (ICC ≥ 0.90) for all 
variables except peak vGRF on the right extremity from the 50% CMJ drop height, which 
had very large relative reliability (ICC = 0.87). Measures of absolute reliability for peak 
vGRF are reported in Table 4.1, with CV% ranging from 7.1–13.0% for all variables. Time to 
peak vGRF demonstrated relative reliability of large to near perfect across all drop heights 
(ICC = 0.57–0.92). However, absolute reliability was improved for drop heights of 150% 
CMJ height (CV% = 6.6–9.5%) when compared to drop heights of 100% CMJ height (CV% 
= 10.5–13.1%) and 50% CMJ height (CV% = 14.9–27.6%) for time to peak vGRF (Table 
4.2). Loading rate possessed very large to near perfect relative reliability (ICC = 0.86–0.95) 
across all drop heights, and absolute reliability establishing CV% ranging between 13.0–
27.6% (Table 4.3). Measures of reliability for asymmetries in peak vGRF are shown in Table 





Table 4.1. Within-session reliability for normalised peak vGRF for bilateral drop-landing from all drop heights (n = 39). 
 Test 1 
Mean ± SD 
(N·kg-1) 
Test 2 
Mean ± SD 
(N·kg-1) 








Drop height 50% of maximum CMJ height 
Total peak vGRF 2.74 ± 0.91 2.71 ± 0.91 -0.03 -0.03 ± 0.79 0.90 (0.84 – 0.94) 9.4  0.28 0.78 
Right peak vGRF 1.76 ± 0.64 1.70 ± 0.54 -0.06 -0.06 ± 0.61 0.87 (0.78 – 0.92) 13.0  0.21 0.60 
Left peak vGRF  1.23 ± 0.41 1.22 ± 0.44 0.01 0.01 ± 0.33 0.92 (0.87 – 0.96) 10.0  0.12 0.32 
Drop height 100% of maximum CMJ height 
Total peak vGRF 3.41 ± 1.17 3.21 ± 0.95  -0.20 -0.20 ± 0.85 0.92 (0.87 – 0.95) 8.8 0.30 0.83 
Right peak vGRF 2.02 ± 0.75 1.93 ± 0.63 -0.10 -0.10 ± 0.56 0.92 (0.86 – 0.95) 10.1 0.20 0.55 
Left peak vGRF  1.62 ± 0.58 1.54 ± 0.51 -0.09 -0.09 ± 0.46 0.91 (0.86 – 0.95) 11.2 0.16 0.45 
Drop height 150% of maximum CMJ height 
Total peak vGRF 4.18 ± 1.27 3.99 ± 1.28 -0.18 -0.18 ± 0.77 0.95 (0.92 – 0.97) 7.1 0.27 0.75 
Right peak vGRF 2.43 ± 0.80 2.32 ± 0.78 -0.11 -0.11 ± 0.65 0.92 (0.86 – 0.95) 9.6 0.23 0.63 









Table 4.2. Within-session reliability for time to peak vGRF for bilateral drop-landing from all drop heights (n = 39). 
 Test 1 
Mean ± SD 
(s) 
Test 2 











Drop height 50% of maximum CMJ height 
Total time to peak vGRF 0.088 ± 0.031 0.092 ± 0.035 0.004 0.004 ± 0.038 0.84 (0.74 – 0.90) 15.9  0.013 0.037 
Right time to peak vGRF  0.077 ± 0.022 0.081 ± 0.025 0.005 0.005 ± 0.033 0.75 (0.61 – 0.85) 14.9  0.012 0.033 
Left time to peak vGRF  0.114 ± 0.057 0.108 ± 0.045 -0.006 -0.006 ± 0.094 0.57 (0.37 – 0.73) 27.6  0.034 0.093 
Drop height 100% of maximum CMJ height 
Total time to peak vGRF 0.068 ± 0.023 0.068 ± 0.022 0.004 0.004 ± 0.034 0.91 (0.84 – 0.94) 10.7 0.007 0.019 
Right time to peak vGRF 0.065 ± 0.021 0.064 ± 0.015 -0.001 -0.001 ± 0.021 0.84 (0.74 – 0.90) 10.5 0.007 0.020 
Left time to peak vGRF  0.080 ± 0.035 0.080 ± 0.035 0.000 0.000 ± 0.033 0.89 (0.82 – 0.94) 13.1 0.011 0.032 
Drop height 150% of maximum CMJ height 
Total time to peak vGRF 0.055 ± 0.014 0.056 ± 0.014 0.001 0.001 ± 0.017 0.82 (0.72 – 0.89) 9.5 0.006 0.016 
Right time to peak vGRF 0.053 ± 0.012 0.054 ± 0.012 0.001 0.001 ± 0.010 0.91 (0.85 – 0.95) 6.6 0.004 0.010 









Table 4.3. Within-session reliability for loading rate for bilateral drop-landing from all drop heights (n = 39). 
 Test 1 
Mean ± SD 
(N·s−1) 
Test 2 
Mean ± SD 
(N·s−1) 
Change in mean 
(N·s−1) 
95% LOA  
(N·s−1) 




Drop height 50% of maximum CMJ height 
Total loading rate  40.3 ± 25.3 38.7 ± 27.9 -1.6 -1.6 ± 26.3 0.88 (0.80 – 0.93) 20.9  9.3 25.7 
Right loading rate  28.1 ± 18.0 25.8 ± 16.2 -2.3 -2.3 ± 16.8 0.88 (0.80 – 0.93) 23.4  5.9 16.4 
Left loading rate  16.2 ± 11.6 16.2 ± 13.7 0.0 0.0 ± 13.4 0.86 (0.77 – 0.92) 27.6 4.7 13.2 
Drop height 100% of maximum CMJ height 
Total loading rate  61.5 ± 37.9 54.8 ± 27.3 -6.7 -6.7 ± 30.9 0.89 (0.82 – 0.94) 16.1 10.9 30.2 
Right loading rate  38.0 ± 24.0 35.0 ± 19.3 -3.0 -3.0 ± 17.3 0.92 (0.87 – 0.95) 16.7 6.1 16.8 
Left loading rate  27.1 ± 18.9 24.0 ± 14.0 -3.1 -3.1 ± 15.6 0.89 (0.82 – 0.94) 22.8 5.5 15.2 
Drop height 150% of maximum CMJ height 
Total loading rate  86.6 ± 42.5 81.1 ± 41.7 -5.5 -5.5 ± 26.7 0.95 (0.92 – 0.97) 13.0 9.4 26.0 
Right loading rate  52.0 ± 27.4 49.3 ± 27.4 -2.7 -2.7 ± 19.1 0.94 (0.90 – 0.96) 14.0 6.7 18.7 









Table 4.4. Within-session reliability for peak vGRF asymmetry for bilateral drop-landing from all drop heights (n = 39). 
 Test 1 
Mean ± SD 
(%) 
Test 2 
Mean ± SD 
(%) 
Change in mean 
(%) 
95% LOA  
(%) 






Peak vGRF asymmetry at 50% CMJ  17.4 ± 10.6 16.5 ± 11.6 -0.9 -0.9 ± 16.5 0.72 (0.57 – 0.83) 5.9 16.2 
Peak vGRF asymmetry at 100% CMJ  10.9 ± 9.8 11.3 ± 10.9 0.4 0.4 ± 14.8 0.74 (0.60 – 0.84) 5.3 14.6 





4.3.2 Kinematic measures associated with bilateral drop-landing performance 
Relative and absolute values of reliability for all kinematic variables are presented in Tables 
4.5–4.9. There was no systematic bias or heteroscedasticity found between test 1 and 2 for 
any variable for any drop height. The relative and absolute reliability values are presented in 
Table 4.5 for initial contact angles for both the right and left side for each drop height. 
Relative reliability ranged from very large to near perfect (ICC = 0.81–0.93) and CV% for 
initial contact variables ranged from 1.0–2.0% across all drop heights. 
 
Table 4.6 presents reliability measures for peak flexion angles between tests, with relative 
reliability being near perfect (ICC = 0.92–0.97) and absolute reliability ranging between 1.9–
7.9% for CV% for the hip, knee and ankle joints for all drop heights. Relative reliability for 
joint displacement ranged from very large to near perfect (ICC = 0.76–0.97) (Table 4.7). At 
drop heights of 50% CMJ height, greater absolute variability was identified for joint 
displacement values (CV% = 10.0–27.8%), but at a drop height of 100% CMJ height, joint 
displacements values all possessed CV% < 10%. However, at drop heights of 150% of CMJ 
height, joint displacement for hip exceeded CV% > 10% for both the right and left limb.  
 
Table 4.8 presents the relative and absolute reliability values for FPPA for both the right and 
left limb for each drop height. Relative reliability ranged from very large to perfect (ICC = 
0.88–0.94). CV% ranged from 1.2–2.3% across each drop height. Mean difference, 95% 
LOA, relative and absolute reliability values are presented in Table 4.9 for inter-limb 
differences in sagittal plane joint displacements for the ankle, knee and hip. Relative 
reliability for between-limb differences in sagittal-plane joint displacement ranged from large 





Table 4.5. Within-session reliability for initial contact angles for bilateral drop-landing from all drop heights (n = 39). 
 Test 1 
Mean ± SD  
(°) 
Test 2 
Mean ± SD  
(°) 








Drop height 50% of maximum CMJ height 
Right ankle  148.6 ± 6.9 147.6 ± 7.5 -0.9 -0.9 ± 6.5  0.90 (0.82 – 0.95) 1.6 2.3 6.3 
Left ankle  133.8 ± 8.3 134.6 ± 8.6 0.8 0.8 ± 7.9  0.92 (0.85 – 0.95) 1.9 2.4 6.8 
Right knee  169.4 ± 5.0 168.4 ± 5.6 -1.0 -1.0 ± 4.6  0.91 (0.83 – 0.95) 1.0 1.6 4.5 
Left knee  158.2 ± 7.4 157.9 ± 7.6 -0.3 -0.3 ± 6.0  0.92 (0.86 – 0.96) 1.4 2.1 5.8 
Right hip  161.6 ± 7.0 161.0 ± 7.7 -0.6 -0.6 ± 6.6  0.90 (0.82 – 0.95) 1.5 2.3 6.5 
Left hip  153.6 ± 8.7 153.0 ± 9.0 -0.6 -0.6 ± 6.9  0.92 (0.86 – 0.96) 1.7 2.4 6.8 
Drop height 100% of maximum CMJ height 
Right ankle  149.3 ± 7.6 148.5 ± 7.5 -0.7 -0.7 ± 5.7  0.93 (0.87 – 0.96) 1.4 2.0 5.6 
Left ankle  141.0 ± 6.9 140.7 ± 7.2 -0.4 -0.4 ± 6.9  0.88 (0.78 – 0.93) 1.8 2.4 6.8 
Right knee  167.6 ± 4.8 166.1 ± 5.3 -1.6 -1.6 ± 5.1  0.87 (0.77 – 0.93) 1.1 1.6 5.0 
Left knee  159.9 ± 5.7 158.9 ± 6.7 -0.9 -0.9 ± 7.8  0.81 (0.66 – 0.89) 1.8 2.7 7.6 
Right hip  161.5  ± 6.9 160.2 ± 7.5 -1.3 -1.3 ± 6.0  0.92 (0.85 – 0.95) 1.4 2.1 5.8 
Left hip  155.7 ± 8.0 154.4 ± 8.5 -1.2 -1.3 ± 8.4  0.87 (0.77 – 0.93) 2.0 2.9 8.2 
Drop height 150% of maximum CMJ height 
Right ankle  149.6 ± 7.0 148.7 ± 7.4 -0.9 -0.9 ± 5.2  0.93 (0.86 – 0.97) 1.3 1.8 5.1 
Left ankle  144.6 ± 6.3 143.4 ± 6.9 -1.2 -1.2 ± 5.4  0.92 (0.85 – 0.96) 1.4 1.9 5.3 
Right knee  165.4 ± 4.5 164.3 ± 5.1 -1.1 -1.1 ± 4.9  0.87 (0.77 – 0.93) 1.1 1.7 4.8 
Left knee  160.9 ± 4.8 159.0 ± 8.2 -1.8 -1.8 ± 6.8  0.80 (0.66 – 0.89) 1.6 2.4 6.6 
Right hip  160.4 ± 6.9 159.1 ± 7.1 -1.2 -1.2 ± 6.2  0.90 (0.82 – 0.95) 1.4 2.2 6.0 







Table 4.6. Within-session reliability for peak flexion angles for bilateral drop-landing from all drop heights (n = 39). 
 Test 1 
Mean ± SD  
(°) 
Test 2 
Mean ± SD  
(°) 
Change in mean 
(°) 




Drop height 50% of maximum CMJ height 
Right ankle  105.5 ± 9.7 104.7 ± 8.9 -0.7 -0.7 ± 6.7  0.94 (0.88 – 0.97) 2.3 2.3 6.5 
Left ankle  102.4 ± 8.4 102.3 ± 7.7 0.0 0.0 ± 5.7  0.94 (0.88 – 0.97) 2.1 2.0 5.6 
Right knee  117.6 ± 17.3 117.0 ± 16.7 -0.6 -0.6 ± 11.2  0.95 (0.90 – 0.97) 3.7 3.9 10.9 
Left knee  116.8 ± 16.7 116.0 ± 16.1 -0.8 -0.8 ± 11.2  0.94 (0.89 – 0.97) 3.7 3.9 10.9 
Right hip  127.1 ± 24.0 126.6 ± 24.6 -0.5 -0.5 ± 18.5  0.93 (0.87 – 0.96) 5.6 6.5 18.0 
Left hip  125.4 ± 25.0 124.4 ± 24.9 -1.3 -1.3 ± 19.9  0.92 (0.85 – 0.96) 5.9 7.0 19.4 
Drop height 100% of maximum CMJ height 
Right ankle  104.7 ± 9.1 103.5 ± 8.7 -1.2 -1.2 ± 5.5  0.95 (0.91 – 0.97) 1.9 2.0 5.5 
Left ankle  100.8 ± 7.6 99.8 ± 7.7 -1.0 -1.0 ± 6.0  0.92 (0.86 – 0.96) 2.2 2.1 5.9 
Right knee  107.5 ± 17.6 105.1 ± 16.1 -2.4 -2.4 ± 11.6  0.94 (0.89 – 0.97) 4.5 3.1 10.5 
Left knee  106.2 ± 16.9 104.6 ± 16.0 -1.6 -1.6 ± 10.8  0.95 (0.90 – 0.97) 4.1 3.8 11.3 
Right hip  114.4 ± 26.6 112.0 ± 25.6 -2.4 -2.4 ± 11.6  0.96 (0.93 – 0.98) 6.0 5.0 13.8 
Left hip  112.4 ± 26.6 111.1 ± 25.7 -1.3 -1.3 ± 12.8  0.97 (0.94 – 0.98) 5.5 4.5 12.4 
Drop height 150% of maximum CMJ height 
Right ankle  104.6 ± 8.4 103.9 ± 8.9 -0.8 -0.8 ± 7.0  0.92 (0.85 – 0.96) 2.5 2.5 6.8 
Left ankle  100.5 ± 7.7 99.7 ± 7.3 -0.7 -0.8 ± 5.5  0.94 (0.88 – 0.97) 2.0 1.9 5.3 
Right knee  101.7 ± 14.6 99.4 ± 15.2 -2.4 -2.4 ± 11.1  0.93 (0.87 – 0.96) 4.6 3.9 10.8 
Left knee  100.6 ± 14.5 99.0 ± 15.0 -1.7 -2.8 ± 14.5 0.94 (0.89 – 0.97) 4.3 3.6 10.0 
Right hip  104.6 ± 26.4 102.1 ± 25.8 -2.6 -2.6 ± 18.8 0.94 (0.88 – 0.97) 7.9 6.6 18.3 






Table 4.7. Within-session reliability for sagittal plane joint displacement for bilateral drop-landing from all drop heights (n = 39). 
 Test 1 
Mean ± SD  
(°) 
Test 2 
Mean ± SD  
(°) 
Change in mean  
(°) 
95% LOA  
(°)  




Drop height 50% of maximum CMJ height 
Right ankle  43.1 ± 7.5 42.2 ± 9.1 -1.0 -1.0 ± 11.5  0.76 (0.59 – 0.87) 15.5 4.1 11.3 
Left ankle  31.5 ± 7.9 32.3 ± 7.7 0.8 0.8 ± 9.1  0.83 (0.70 – 0.91) 13.2 3.2 8.9 
Right knee  51.8 ± 14.2 51.4 ± 14.1 -0.4 -0.4 ± 11.6 0.92 (0.85 – 0.96) 10.0 4.1 11.3 
Left knee  41.5 ± 13.7 41.9 ± 13.5 0.5 0.5 ± 11.3  0.91 (0.84 – 0.95) 12.1 4.0 11.0 
Right hip  34.4 ± 19.6 34.3 ± 20.1 -0.1 -0.1 ± 15.6  0.92 (0.86 – 0.96) 22.4 5.5 15.2 
Left hip  28.2 ± 19.6 28.6 ± 20.2 0.4 0.4 ± 14.5  0.93 (0.88 – 0.96) 27.8 5.0 13.9 
Drop height 100% of maximum CMJ height 
Right ankle  44.5 ± 7.1 45.0 ± 6.9 0.5 0.5 ± 7.3  0.86 (0.76 – 0.93) 6.8 2.6 7.1 
Left ankle  40.3 ± 5.6 40.9 ± 6.2 0.6 0.6 ± 7.0  0.82 (0.69 – 0.90) 6.4 2.5 6.8 
Right knee  60.1 ± 14.9 60.9 ± 13.0 0.9 0.9 ± 10.7  0.93 (0.86 – 0.96) 6.6 3.8 10.5 
Left knee  53.7 ± 14.1 54.4 ± 12.8 0.7 0.7 ± 10.4 0.93 (0.86 – 0.96) 7.0 3.7 10.1 
Right hip  47.1 ± 22.2 48.2 ± 20.8 1.1 1.1 ± 12.3 0.96 (0.92 – 0.98) 9.6 4.3 11.9 
Left hip  43.3 ± 22.5 43.4 ± 20.9 0.1 0.1 ± 11.5 0.97 (0.93 – 0.98) 9.9 4.0 11.2 
Drop height 150% of maximum CMJ height 
Right ankle  45.0 ± 6.4 44.9 ± 6.2 -0.1 -0.1 ± 6.1 0.88 (0.79 – 0.94) 5.3 2.2 6.0 
Left ankle  44.1 ± 5.5 43.7 ± 4.9 -0.4 -0.5 ± 6.3  0.81 (0.67 – 0.90) 5.5 2.2 6.2 
Right knee  63.6 ± 12.5 64.9 ± 12.4 1.3 1.3 ± 10.6  0.91 (0.83 – 0.95) 6.3 3.7 10.4 
Left knee  60.2 ± 12.4 60.1 ± 12.5 -0.2 -0.2 ± 10.1 0.92 (0.85 – 0.96) 6.0 3.5 9.8 
Right hip  55.7 ± 22.2 57.1 ± 21.6 1.3 1.3 ± 16.9  0.93 (0.86 – 0.96) 11.4 6.0 16.5 






Table 4.8. Within-session reliability for FPPA for bilateral drop-landing from all drop heights (n = 39). 
 Test 1 
Mean ± SD  
(°) 
Test 2 
Mean ± SD  
(°) 








Drop height 50% of maximum CMJ height 
Right FPPA 184.4 ± 10.7 184.2 ± 10.8 -0.1 -0.1 ± 7.7  0.94 (0.88 – 0.97) 1.6 2.7 7.5 
Left FPPA 184.9 ± 9.3 185.2 ± 9.3 0.3 0.3 ± 6.3  0.94 (0.89 – 0.97) 1.2 2.2 6.1 
Drop height 100% of maximum CMJ height 
Right FPPA 186.7 ± 14.0 187.8 ± 13.1 1.1 1.1 ± 9.1  0.94 (0.90 – 0.97) 1.8 3.2 8.9 
Left FPPA 186.9 ± 10.5 186.8 ± 11.1 -0.1 -0.1 ± 10.6 0.88 (0.78 – 0.93) 2.0 3.7 10.3 
Drop height 150% of maximum CMJ height 
Right FPPA 187.5 ± 14.3 188.3 ± 15.5 0.9 0.9 ± 12.3  0.92 (0.85 – 0.95) 2.3 4.3 12.0 











Table 4.9. Within-session reliability for inter-limb differences sagittal plane joint displacement for bilateral drop-landing from all drop heights 
(n = 39). 
 Test 1 
Mean ± SD 
 (°) 
Test 2 
Mean ± SD  
(°) 








Drop height 50% of maximum CMJ height 
Ankle displacement  11.7 ± 7.6 9.9 ± 10.1 -1.8 -1.8 ± 13.4 0.72 (0.56 – 0.83) 4.8 13.2 
Knee displacement  10.3 ± 6.2  9.5 ± 7.0 -0.9 -0.9 ± 8.8 0.78 (0.65 – 0.86) 3.1 8.7 
Hip displacement  6.2 ± 4.2 5.8 ± 5.3 -0.4 -0.4 ± 6.1 0.80 (0.67 – 0.80) 2.1 6.0 
Drop height 100% of maximum CMJ height 
Ankle displacement  4.4 ± 7.3 4.1 ± 6.7 -0.1 -0.1 ± 8.8  0.81 (0.69 – 0.88) 3.1 8.6 
Knee displacement  6.4 ± 5.9  6.6 ± 6.0 0.2 0.2 ± 8.8 0.73 (0.57 – 0.83) 3.1 8.7 
Hip displacement  3.9 ± 4.8 4.9 ± 4.7 1.0 1.0 ± 8.1 0.63 (0.44 – 0.77) 2.9 8.0 
Drop height 150% of maximum CMJ height 
Ankle displacement  0.8 ± 6.5 1.2 ± 6.5 0.4 0.4 ± 7.2  0.84 (0.75 – 0.91) 2.7 7.1 
Knee displacement  3.4 ± 5.3  4.9 ± 6.0 1.5 1.5 ± 7.2 0.80 (0.67 – 0.88) 2.5 7.1 





4.4 Discussion  
4.4.1 Reliability for kinetic measures associated with bilateral drop landing performance 
The first aim of the study reported in this Chapter was to establish the within-session 
reliability for force-time measures of the bilateral drop-landing from drop heights of 50%, 
100% and 150% of maximum CMJ height. The data show that kinetic measures of bilateral 
drop-landing performance have relative reliability ranging from large to near perfect, with 
absolute reliability (represented by CV%) ranging from 6.6–27.6%. Therefore, bilateral drop-
landings can be reliably used as a screening tool to determine the management of landing 
forces, although the error associated with the measure will be strongly influenced by the 
force-time variable analysed and the magnitude of change being detected (Atkinson and 
Nevill, 1998). 
 
Importantly, no systematic bias was detected between tests using the within-session design, 
indicating that no learning effect, participant bias, or acute adaptations were present between 
tests (Atkinson and Nevill, 1998). These findings suggest that the procedures used in this 
investigation are appropriate for diminishing the effects of systematic error. Practitioners 
should be aware of such considerations when designing procedures for testing an athlete’s 
landing capabilities in order to reduce error and allow for better interpretation of their data 
(Riemann and Lininger, 2018).  
 
James et al. (2007) have reported relative reliability as very large for bilateral measures of 
peak vGRF (ICC = 0.77) and loading rate (ICC = 0.87) for bilateral drop-landings from a 
0.61 m drop height. Similarly, using a within-session design, Walsh et al. (2006) reported 





following a bilateral drop-landing from a 0.31 m drop height. Collectively, the findings 
reported in this Chapter support previous investigations, whilst also extending the 
interpretation of measurement error by quantifying absolute reliability (i.e. agreement) for all 
variables, across varying drop heights for both unilateral and bilateral measures.    
 
The ICC’s for bilateral and unilateral measures of peak vGRF across each drop height ranged 
from 0.87–0.95, with CV% between 7.1–13.0% (Table 4.1). Although the ICC values 
suggested peak vGRF during bilateral landings to be arbitrarily reliable, it has been suggested 
that < 10% for CV% is the acceptable threshold for a test measure to be deemed reliable 
(Stokes, 1985). This practice for determining absolute reliability would indicate that 
unilateral measures of peak vGRF during the bilateral drop-landing from heights of 50% and 
100% of an individual’s CMJ height should be considered to lack the necessary reliability 
(Table 4.1). Similarly, CV% for time to peak vGRF ranged from 10.5–27.6% for bilateral 
drop-landings at 50% and 100% of CMJ height, both bilaterally and unilaterally (Table 4.2), 
resulting in the same arbitrary outcome of unacceptable reliability. However, the use of this 
arbitrary cut-off point has been contested on the basis that it is not based on a well-defined 
analytical goal (Atkinson and Nevill, 1998). Therefore, for this study it was purposely 
decided not to apply an arbitrary 10% threshold for CV% to determine reliability. Instead, 
practitioners should appreciate that measurements of peak vGRF and time to peak vGRF 
during bilateral drop-landings, are likely to be more variable at lower drop heights and 
evaluate this in conjunction with the anticipated or likely signal changes. For example, Vu et 
al. (2017) showed that firefighters performing bilateral drop-landings from a 0.41 m drop 
height wearing restrictive firefighting boots were exposed to 10.8% greater peak vGRF 
bilaterally, when compared to landings in athletic footwear. Based on the data presented in 





defined as ‘real’ from any drop-height between the individuals’ 50–150% CMJ height. 
However, in a study by Milner et al. (2012) investigating the effects of verbal instruction on a 
bilateral landing task, an instructional cue to land “with knees over your toes” led to a 9.0% 
mean reduction in bilateral peak vGRF across the cohort. Had this landing been performed 
from a drop height equalling 50% of each individual’s maximum CMJ height, this reduction 
in peak vGRF would reside within the boundaries of measurement error and could not be 
defined as real change. As changes in landing mechanics have been shown to invoke an 
increase in peak vGRF of up to 29.6% bilaterally (Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000), it can be 
suggested that CV% reported in this Chapter for peak vGRF may still be low enough to 
identify changes in an athlete’s capacity to successfully attenuate forces across all drop 
heights. Similarly, differences in time to peak vGRF have been previously shown to differ by 
approximately 12.3% bilaterally between gymnasts and recreational athletes from a drop 
landing of 0.30 m (Seegmiller and McCaw, 2003). If this drop height equated to the 
participants 100% CMJ height, this difference in time to peak vGRF would exceed the CV% 
of 10.7% established in this Chapter, and therefore present as a meaningful difference 
between cohorts. Therefore, it is recommended that practitioners consider the measurement 
error for kinetic measures associated with bilateral landings that is reported in this Chapter 
when interpreting an individual’s competency to attenuate landing forces. This interpretation 
must be made relative to an individuals’s maximum CMJ height, as lower drop heights 
produce greater variability in measurement error.  
 
Loading rate has been suggested to be an important mechanical variable to consider during 
landing activities, due to its association with injury risk (Mason-Mackay, Whatman and Reid, 
2017). Mean loading rates increased proportionally with drop height, however, the CV% for 





rate measured bilaterally during drop-landings from 0.61 m has been shown to acutely 
decrease by 23% following a fatigue protocol (James, Scheuermann and Smith, 2010). 
Furthermore, significant reductions in ankle plantar flexion angles at initial contact have been 
shown to increase loading rate bilaterally by 711%, rising from 47.99 N·s-1 to 341.16 N·s-1 
(Rowley and Richards, 2015). When compared to the data reported in this Chapter, such 
changes would be regarded as meaningful across all drop heights relative to the CV% 
reported in Table 4.3. With such large changes acutely observed, it is likely that differences 
in loading rate can be detected, although the magnitude of change will need to be relatively 
large from lower drop heights.  
 
The change reported herein between drop height and the reliability of landing kinetics 
supports the findings of recent investigations (Nordin and Dufek, 2017), where the variability 
(CV%) in lower-limb joint moments were reduced as a function of drop height, which ranged 
from 20% to 180% of CMJ height. It was suggested that the reduced variability in joint 
moments observed with increased landing heights indicated a more consistent, yet potentially 
harmful, reliance on selected joint structures during more demanding tasks, which may 
increase injury risk (Nordin and Dufek, 2017). The data reported in this Chapter has 
expanded upon these findings by reporting the reduced variability of kinetic drop-landing 
profiles at greater drop heights. More specifically, the results indicate that the relative 
variability for peak vGRF, time to peak vGRF, and loading rate measured both bilaterally and 
unilaterally, all decreased with greater drop heights.  
 
To support the interpretation of findings from this thesis, the MDC values for all force-time 





intervention has resulted in ‘meaningful’ change (Riemann and Lininger, 2018). An example 
of this could be a reduction in the peak vGRF an individual is exposed to during bilateral 
drop-landings. An athlete performing a bilateral drop-landing from a drop height of 50% 
CMJ height with the bilateral peak vGRF of 2.5 N·kg-1 would need to reduce peak vGRF by > 
0.78 N·kg-1 for the change to be defined as meaningful. Likewise, if the same athlete 
presented with bilateral peak vGRF of 4.8 N·kg-1 from a drop height of 150% CMJ height, a 
reduction of > 0.75 N·kg-1 would be required for the intervention to be deemed successful. 
These MDC values represent changes in peak vGRF of 31% and 16% from drop heights 
equating to 50% and 150% of CMJ height, respectively. These examples further illustrate the 
need to identify drop heights for screening landing mechanics relative to the athlete’s CMJ 
height when interpreting force-time data. However, practitioners should be aware that the use 
of MDC values to define a change as meaningful for an individual remains somewhat 
arbitrary and is based on a number of assumptions, such as data being distributed normally 
(Atkinson and Nevill, 1998).  
 
Asymmetries during athletic activities have been suggested to impair performance outcomes 
(Bishop, Turner and Read, 2018) and increase injury risk (Pappas and Carpes, 2012; Schot, 
Bates and Dufek, 1994). This study has shown that a large amount of variability in peak 
vGRF asymmetry exists during the bilateral drop-landings, with MDC values larger than, or 
approaching, the mean asymmetry observed in participants across all drop heights (Table 
4.4). This is similar to previous findings (Schot, Bates and Dufek, 1994), with the 
asymmetries in peak vGRF during bilateral landings appearing to vary greatly between tests. 
Inter-limb asymmetries in force profiles during bilateral landings are particularly important 





group of female athletes, who had returned to sport two years after anterior cruciate ligament 
reconstructive surgery demonstrated side-to-side vGRF asymmetries during a drop vertical 
jump. These asymmetries were in favour of the uninvolved limb and resulted in a mean 
difference of 0.5 x bodyweight in peak vGRF, representing a mean asymmetry index score of 
14.3% (Paterno et al., 2007). If this magnitude of asymmetry was found during the 
performance of a bilateral drop-landing task, based on the MDC values presented in Table 
4.4, this asymmetry value would not present as meaningful, regardless of drop height. 
Therefore, when screening for asymmetries during bilateral drop-landings, the findings 
reported in this Chapter suggest that peak vGRF should be analysed with caution due to the 
error associated with this outcome variable.  
 
4.4.2 Reliability of kinematic measures associated with bilateral drop landing performance 
A second aim of this Chapter was to determine the within-session reliability of kinematic 
variables using 2D video analysis during bilateral drop-landings from drop heights equating 
to 50%, 100%, and 150% of an individual’s maximum CMJ height. No systematic bias was 
identified, indicating no evidence of a learning effect, participant bias, or acute adaptations in 
movement strategies between tests using a within-session design (Atkinson and Nevill, 
1998). The large to near perfect ICC values and CV% ranging between 1.0–27.8% found in 
this study suggest that kinematic variables can be reliably measured in both the sagittal and 
frontal plane for bilateral drop-landings from all heights. The findings therefore indicate that 
2D video analysis is a reliable method for establishing coordination strategies during bilateral 
drop-landings, although variability in error will be influenced by the kinematic measurement 
analysed and the drop height. Previously, 2D video analysis has been validated against 3D 





landing tasks (Dingenen et al., 2014; Dingenen et al., 2015; Holden et al., 2017; McClean et 
al., 2005; Mizner et al., 2012; Myer et al., 2011). The findings reported in this Chapter, 
alongside these previous investigations, mean 2D video analysis can be considered a viable 
and affordable tool for practitioners to use when assessing injury risk during bilateral drop-
landings.   
 
The findings reported in this Chapter have shown that initial contact angles for both limbs 
can be reliably measured using 2D video analysis, with ICCs ranging from 0.80–0.93 and 
CV% between 1.0–2.0% across all drop heights (Table 4.5). These findings are similar to the 
absolute reliability values previously reported for measures of knee and hip joint angles at 
initial contact during drop jumps using 2D analysis, with SEM values ranging between 1.4–
4.1˚ and 1.2–1.3˚, respectively (King and Belyea, 2015).  To identify a preferred landing 
strategy, initial contact angles provide valuable information regarding the athlete’s efficiency 
for attenuating vGRF. Rowley and Richards (2015) showed that when participants 
consciously increased their ankle plantar flexion angle from 10˚ to 30˚ at initial contact, peak 
vGRF and loading rates significantly reduced during a bilateral drop-landing from 100% of 
maximum CMJ height. These findings are supported by that of Kovács et al. (1999), who 
demonstrated that bilateral landings with reduced ankle plantar flexion at initial contact led to 
greater force dissipation via the knee and hip joint during the landing phase of a drop jump. 
Furthermore, following ankle injury, Delahunt et al. (2013) showed that individuals with 
chronic ankle instability landed with 8.6% less plantar flexion following ankle mobilisation. 
Based on the absolute reliability values presented in Table 4.5, the data from this study 
indicates that regardless of drop height, such subtle changes in ankle, knee, and hip joint 





of this kinematic measure. Therefore, this test can be used to assess discrete kinematic 
changes that may influence landing mechanics. 
 
Peak flexion angles for the ankle, knee and hip joints demonstrated nearly perfect relative 
reliability across all drop heights, with ICCs ranging from 0.92–0.97 and CV% between 1.9–
7.9% (Table 4.6). Similar to these findings, Beardt et al. (2018) reported ICC values for 
measuring peak hip and knee flexion angles using 2D analysis during bilateral drop jumps as 
0.98 and 0.92, respectively. Likewise, King and Belyea (2015) reported comparable SEM 
values for peak flexion angles for the knee (SEM = 3.1˚) and hip joint (SEM = 2.4˚) to that of 
this investigation. Individuals with limited sagittal plane flexion strategies throughout the 
lower extremity have been suggested to lack the necessary shock absorption to safely 
attenuate vGRF during landing tasks (Blackburn and Padua, 2009; Sigward, Pollard and 
Powers, 2012; Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000). Zhang, Bates and Dufek (2000) showed that a 
5.9°, 22.1° and 25.4° reduction in peak ankle dorsiflexion, knee and hip flexion angles, 
respectively, between normal and ‘stiff’ landings, resulted in significantly greater peak vGRF 
during bilateral drop-landings from drop heights of 0.62 m. With greater peak vGRF during 
landing tasks potentially increasing lower extremity injury risk (Hewett et al., 2005; Zadpoor 
and Nikooyan, 2011), individuals using a stiff landing strategy should be identified and an 
intervention provided to attenuate injury risk (Lopes et al., 2018). Based on CV% presented 
in Table 4.6, the findings from this study indicate that changes in landing strategies for peak 
angles of ankle dorsiflexion, knee and hip flexion such as that shown by Zhang, Bates and 
Dufek (2000), may be reliably identified using 2D video analysis. The findings presented in 
this Chapter provide clinicians with practically relevant information that may guide the 
interpretation of bilateral landing tasks, with margins for error in the test measures presented 






Sagittal plane joint displacement provides a general overview of the contribution from each 
joint towards force attenuation during landing tasks (Decker et al., 2003). The results 
presented in this Chapter indicate that measurements of joint displacement are reliable to 
detect differences between- and within-participants in joint contribution from drop heights of 
100% and 150% of maximum CMJ height, with ICCs ranging from 0.81–0.97 and CV% 
between 5.3–11.4%. For example, when investigating gender differences in joint 
displacement angles during bilateral drop-landings from a 0.60 m drop height, mean 
differences between male and female participants for the ankle, knee and hip joints were 
28.3%, 16.4% and 13.0%, respectively (Decker et al., 2003). Similarly, with the application 
of a prophylactic ankle brace to provide external support, Cordova et al., (2010) found ankle 
joint displacement reduced by 19.5% during a drop-landing task. Based on the absolute 
reliability established in this study (Table 4.7), such differences can be detected using 2D 
video analysis from drop heights equating to 100% and 150% of an individual’s maximum 
CMJ height. However, absolute reliability for joint displacement angles at the ankle, knee and 
hip were much greater from drop heights of 50% of maximum CMJ height, with CV% 
ranging between 10.0–27.8%. It is possible that at lower drop heights, the lower mechanical 
demand, and thus relative ease of the task, increases degrees of movement freedom for 
participants, facilitating greater variability in joint displacement angles for all segments 
(Nordin and Dufek, 2017). The findings reported in this Chapter suggest that greater change 
is required for joint displacement angles at the ankle, knee, and hip following an intervention 
when lower relative drop heights are used for assessing differences in coordination strategies 






As a result of an individual displaying limited sagittal plane contribution to attenuating load, 
compensation may occur through excessive frontal and/or transverse plane lower extremity 
motion to lower their centre of mass for energy dissipation (Sigward, Pollard and Powers, 
2012). The development of compensation strategies most likely results in greater external 
knee valgus or varus moments occurring (Kernozek et al., 2005). External knee valgus 
moments and peak angles have been shown to identify athletes at greater risk for anterior 
cruciate ligament injury (Hewett et al., 2005). With peak FPPA measured using 2D video 
analysis during landing tasks correlating with 3D measures of peak knee abduction angle and 
knee abduction moment (Mizner et al., 2012), the findings from this study indicate that 
individuals at greater risk of anterior cruciate ligament injury may be reliably identified 
during bilateral drop-landings across various drop heights. For this investigation, CV% and 
SEM for FPPA across all drop heights ranged from 1.2–2.3% and 2.7–4.3˚, respectively 
(Table 4.8). These results are similar to the SEM values reported by Munro et al. (2012) for 
FPPA during single-leg drop-landings (SEM = 2.7–2.9˚) and bilateral drop jumps (SEM = 
3.0˚) performed from a 0.28 m drop height. Therefore, using 2D video analysis for 
identifying peak FPPA is a reliable means for assessing frontal-plane lower extremity 
kinematics during bilateral drop-landings from heights ranging between 50–150% of 
maximum CMJ height. 
 
Inter-limb differences in coordination strategies during bilateral drop-landing have been 
identified in healthy (Harry et al., 2017; Niu et al., 2011; Pappas and Carpes, 2012) and 
previously injured populations (Meyer et al., 2018). The relative reliability for inter-limb 
asymmetries in sagittal plane joint displacements in this study was determined as large to 
very large (ICC = 0.50–0.84). However, the absolute reliability values observed in this study 





limb asymmetries in ankle, knee and hip joint displacement across each drop height ranged 
from 7.1–13.2°, 7.1–8.7° and 6.0–9.3°, respectively (Table 4.9). Pappas and Carpes (2012) 
investigated gender differences for inter-limb joint kinematics during bilateral drop-landings 
from a 0.40 m drop height in healthy recreational athletes. Inter-limb differences for sagittal 
plane joint displacement at the ankle (male = 3.4°, females = 3.8°), knee (male = 3.6°, females 
= 3.8°) and hip joints (male = 5.6°, females = 5.6°) would not exceed the MDC values 
presented in this Chapter. This is similar for inter-limb differences observed in injured 
populations. Using 3D analysis, Meyer et al. (2018) examined side-to-side differences during 
the landing phase of a bilateral drop vertical jump from a 0.40 m drop height in 17 patients 
who had undergone unilateral anterior cruciate ligament reconstructive surgery. For sagittal 
plane knee joint displacement, a 2.5° difference was found between the involved and 
uninvolved limb. Based on the findings reported in this Chapter, it is likely that this 
difference would not be detectable using 2D video analysis, irrespective of drop height. On 
the basis of the findings from this Chapter, it is suggested that measurements of inter-limb 
differences in sagittal plane joint displacement during bilateral drop-landings cannot be used 
to detect smaller, yet clinically meaningful, changes.  
 
4.5 Conclusion 
During bilateral landings, individuals are exposed to very high loads with the potential for 
injury. As such, it is imperative that tests to identify coordination strategies during bilateral 
landings are reliable across a range of loads. With portable force platforms and 2D video 
analysis equipment being affordable and accessible to practitioners, the reliability of kinetic 
and kinematic variables related to landing performance has been presented in this Chapter. 





relative reliability values ranging from large to near perfect. Similarly, this Chapter has 
demonstrated that the use of 2D video analysis is a reliable tool for measuring kinematic 
variables associated with lower extremity joint angles at initial contact and peak flexion in 
both limbs during bilateral drop-landings. However, the signal to noise values suggest that 
drop height will likely influence the variability observed in kinetic and kinematic measures of 
bilateral landing performance. As such, kinetic and kinematic data for landing mechanics 
from drop heights equating to 100% and 150% of maximum CMJ are associated with reduced 
measurement error. Additionally, the error reported in this Chapter for inter-limb 
asymmetries in peak vGRF and sagittal plane joint displacement during bilateral drop-
landings likely hinders detection of clinically relevant changes following interventions. 
Therefore, the results of subsequent studies presented within this thesis will be interpreted 







Ankle dorsiflexion range of motion is associated with kinematic but not kinetic 
variables related to bilateral drop-landing performance at various drop heights 
 
A version of this Chapter has been published in Human Movement Science and the printed 
version can be found in Appendix 10. 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Bilateral landings are performed by athletes in training and competition (Bloomfield, Polman 
and O'Donoghue, 2007; McClay et al., 1994) and are also part of daily life during leisure 
activities (Maté-Muñoz et al., 2017) and occupational tasks (Knapik et al., 2003). To manage 
the large vertical forces that can equate to multiples of body weight, the ankle, knee and hip 
joints must be coordinated to provide a movement strategy that facilitates effective energy 
dissipation (Yeow, Lee and Goh, 2011). In athletic populations, the forces experienced during 
landings have been identified as a cause for acute (Hewett, Myer and Ford, 2006) and chronic 
(Dierks et al., 2011) lower extremity injuries. When suboptimal coordination strategies are 
adopted during landing tasks, higher peak vGRF (Fong et al., 2011) and greater risk of injury 
may occur (Herrington, 2014; Hewett et al., 2005). For example, sagittal plane initial contact 
angles (Rowley and Richards, 2015), peak flexion angles (Blackburn and Padua, 2009; Yu, 
Lin and Garrett, 2006) and sagittal plane joint displacement (Begalle et al., 2015; Podraza 
and White, 2010) at the ankle, knee and hip joints have all been associated with greater peak 
vGRF. Likewise, in the frontal and transverse plane, greater peak knee valgus angle during 





One modifiable factor able to cause suboptimal landing mechanics is restriction in ankle DF 
ROM, which is inversely related to peak vGRF during bilateral jump-landings (Fong et al., 
2011). The relationship between ankle DF ROM and peak vGRF is likely to be the result of 
limitations in ankle DF ROM inhibiting knee flexion joint displacement during the shock 
absorption phase of landing (Fong et al., 2011). This results in a stiffer landing strategy 
known to increase peak vGRF (Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000) and undesirable load being 
placed on passive structures of the knee (Yu and Garrett, 2007). Furthermore, restrictions in 
ankle DF ROM have been shown to correspond with frontal plane kinematic compensations 
throughout the lower extremity during both unilateral (Whitting et al., 2011) and bilateral 
landings (Malloy et al., 2015; Sigward, Ota and Power, 2008). For example, Malloy et al. 
(2015) observed that soccer players with restricted ankle DF ROM performed a bilateral 
landing task with greater peak knee abduction angles. Given that increased peak knee 
abduction angle during landings has been highlighted as a risk factor for anterior cruciate 
ligament injury (Hewett et al., 2005) and patellofemoral pain syndrome (Holden et al., 2017), 
reduced ankle DF ROM can be an important risk factor for injury. However, there is little 
evidence of other compensatory strategies that may be adopted to manage vGRF when ankle 
DF ROM is limited, such as increasing ankle plantar flexion at initial contact (Rowley and 
Richards, 2015) and peak hip flexion angle (Blackburn and Padua, 2009) during bilateral 
landings. 
 
Although ankle DF ROM has been shown to influence coordination strategies during bilateral 
landings (Fong et al., 2011; Malloy et al., 2015), little data exists regarding the functional 
consequences of inter-limb asymmetries in ankle DF ROM during such tasks. With inter-limb 
asymmetries in ankle DF ROM being present among uninjured populations (Hoch and 





ankle DF ROM causes asymmetries in landing mechanics for healthy individuals. During all 
movement phases of bilateral squatting, unilateral restrictions in ankle DF ROM have been 
shown to decrease force production in the hypomobile limb (Crowe et al., 2019). As the 
bilateral squat possesses similar mechanical features to bilateral landings, potential exists for 
inter-limb asymmetries in ankle DF ROM to produce inter-limb asymmetries in peak vGRF 
and lower extremity kinematics. However, the relationship between inter-limb asymmetries 
in ankle DF ROM and bilateral landing performance is yet to be investigated.  
 
Many jumping activities involve landing from a variety of heights that are significantly lower 
or higher than an individual’s standard CMJ height, such as when eliminating the 
countermovement phase (i.e. squat jump) (Young, Wilson and Byrne, 1999), jumping with an 
arm swing (Slinde et al., 2008) or performing a run-up immediately prior to the jump (Young, 
Wilson and Byrne, 1999). As greater initial contact velocities produce elevated peak vGRF 
and directly influences the coordination strategies adopted (Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000), 
research is required to determine how restrictions in ankle DF ROM alter the movement 
demands of these tasks at varying drop heights. With peak knee flexion angle increasing 
when landing from a higher drop height (Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000), it may be that 
restricted ankle DF ROM has an increased effect on landing mechanics when performing 
landings from greater elevations. Therefore, the aim of this investigation was to determine the 
relationship between ankle DF ROM and both kinetic and kinematic variables measured 
during bilateral drop-landings from a range of heights individualised to CMJ performance. A 
further aim was to establish the relationship between inter-limb differences in ankle DF ROM 
and asymmetries in landing mechanics. It was hypothesised that: i) reduced ankle DF ROM 
would correlate with greater peak vGRF caused by reduced ankle dorsiflexion and knee 





compensations in coordination strategies at other time points (i.e. initial contact) and separate 
joint segments (i.e. the hip), iii) inter-limb differences in ankle DF ROM would correlate with 
inter-limb asymmetries in kinetic and kinematic variables associated with bilateral drop-
landing performance, iv) landings from higher drop heights would strengthen the relationship 
between ankle DF ROM and the compensatory strategies in coordination patterns.  
 
5.2 Methods 
5.2.1 Study design 
Using a cross-sectional design, participants reported for a single test session wearing spandex 
shorts and vest to evaluate the relationship between ankle DF ROM and the performance of 
bilateral drop-landings from drop heights of 50%, 100% and 150% of maximum CMJ height. 




Using the findings of Fong et al. (2011), a representative analysis was performed to 
determine the appropriate sample size based on measures of ankle DF ROM and its 
relationship with peak vGRF (r = -0.41). Calculations indicated that to achieve 80% 
statistical power, a minimum of 32 participants was required to detect a significant (P < 0.05) 
correlation between ankle DF ROM and peak vGRF. Thirty-nine recreational athletes (22 
men, 17 women, age = 22 ± 4 years, height = 1.74 ± 0.15 m, body mass 70.2 ± 15.1 kg) 
volunteered to participate in this study. Recreational athletes were defined as a person who 





court, racquet or team sports (Chappell et al., 2002). Any participant with a history of lower 
extremity surgery or who had lower extremity injury six-months prior to testing was 
excluded. All participants were informed of the risks associated with the testing, prior to 
completing a pre-exercise questionnaire and providing informed written consent. Ethical 
approval was provided by the University of Cumbria Research Ethics Panel (Appendix 1). 
 
5.2.3 Procedures 
Following the recording of height and body mass, ankle DF ROM was measured for both the 
right and left limb in barefoot using the WBLT (see Chapter 3). This procedure was repeated 
three times, with the mean value for the right limb from the three attempts used for data 
analysis. For asymmetries in ankle DF ROM, between-limb difference was calculated as the 
mean WBLT for the right limb minus the mean value for the left limb. A positive value 
indicated the right limb had the largest score and vice versa for a negative asymmetry value. 
 
Following a standardised warm-up, participants were familiarised with the CMJ (see Chapter 
4) to determine drop height for the performance of bilateral drop-landings. For data 
collection, three maximal effort CMJs were performed, with 60 s recovery between attempts. 
The maximum value of the three attempts was then used to calculate box height for the 
bilateral drop-landings. 
 
Following the performance of the CMJ, reflective markers were placed on each participant by 
the same investigator (see Chapter 4). Participants were then familiarised with the bilateral 





Bilateral drop-landings were performed as described in Chapter 4. For each drop height, 
participants performed five landings for data collection, with 60 s recovery provided between 
landings. Participants completed each block of five bilateral drop-landings from the same 
drop height in succession, with drop height order randomised using a counterbalanced design. 
For 2D video analysis, lower extremity sagittal and frontal plane joint movements were 
recorded using the same methods as detailed in Chapter 4 of this thesis.  
 
5.2.6 Data analysis  
Raw vGRF data for both legs were low-pass filtered using a fourth-order Butterworth filter 
with a cut-off frequency of 50 Hz (Roewer et al., 2014). Peak vGRF, time to peak vGRF and 
loading rate was then calculated. Peak vGRF data were normalised to body mass and initial 
contact velocity (N·kg-1·m·s−1). To normalise peak vGRF to drop height, initial contact 
velocity was calculated using the following equation (Niu et al., 2014): 
 
Initial contact velocity (m·s−1) = !2# ∙ %& 
 
where g is the gravitational acceleration and DH is drop height. Time to peak vGRF, loading 
rate and asymmetries in peak vGRF was calculated as described Chapter 4. For asymmetries 
in peak vGRF, a positive value indicated the right limb had the largest score and vice versa 
for a negative asymmetry value. 
 
All video recordings were analysed using the methods described in Chapter 4. For hip 





ankle dorsiflexion. For FPPA, values < 180° represented knee valgus and values > 180° 
represented knee varus. Inter-limb asymmetries for sagittal plane joint displacement were 
calculated by subtracting the left value from the right value for the ankle, knee and hip joints. 
A positive value indicated the right limb had greater joint displacement for the corresponding 
segment and vice versa for a negative value. 
 
5.2.7 Statistical analysis  
Descriptive statistics (means ± standard deviation) were calculated for all dependent 
variables. The assumption of normality was checked using the Shapiro-Wilk test and 
confirmed. Pearson bivariate correlation analysis were used to examine the relationship 
between right ankle DF ROM and kinetic and kinematic dependant variables associated with 
bilateral drop-landing performance for the right limb for each drop height. Correlations for 
between-limb differences in ankle DF ROM with inter-limb asymmetries in peak vGRF and 
sagittal plane joint displacement were also examined. Pearson bivariate correlations were 
interpreted as trivial (0.0–0.1), small (0.1–0.3), moderate (0.3–0.5), large (0.5–0.7), very 
large (0.7–0.9), nearly perfect (0.9–1.0) and perfect (1.0) (Hopkins, 2016). 95% confidence 
intervals were calculated for all bivariate correlations to determine the influence of drop 
height on the relationship between ankle DF ROM and landing mechanics. The α-priori level 
of significance was set at P < 0.05. All statistical tests were performed using SPSS® 







Mean ankle DF ROM for the right WBLT was 36.3 ± 3.9°, whilst mean inter-limb 
differences for the WBLT were -0.9 ± 3.0°. Descriptive statistics for dependent variables 
associated with bilateral drop-landing performance from each drop height, along with 
correlation coefficients and probability statistics are presented in Table 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, 
respectively. Normalised peak vGRF, time to peak vGRF and loading rate for all drop heights 
was not related to ankle DF ROM, with values ranging from trivial to small (Table 5.1, 5.2 
and 5.3).  
 
From a drop height of 50% (0.15 ± 0.04 m) of maximum CMJ height, a significant negative 
moderate relationship was found between ankle DF ROM and peak knee flexion angle. 
Significant positive moderate relationships were found for FPPA and sagittal plane knee joint 
displacement (Table 5.1). From drop heights of 100% (0.30 ± 0.08 m) and 150% (0.44 ± 0.12 
m) of maximum CMJ height, ankle DF ROM was negatively related (moderate to large) to 
knee flexion angle at initial contact, peak ankle dorsiflexion and peak knee flexion angle. 
Positive moderate associations were found for FPPA and sagittal plane knee joint 
displacement (Table 5.2 and 5.3). Ankle DF ROM showed a negative moderate relationship 
to initial contact angles at the ankle at 100% of maximum CMJ height (Table 5.2). 95% 
confidence intervals for all bivariate correlations demonstrated overlap across all drop 
heights. All other relationships were not significant. Relationships for inter-limb differences 
in ankle DF ROM and inter-limb asymmetries in peak vGRF and sagittal plane joint 
displacement were non-significant (Figure 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3). Correlations between asymmetry 





Table 5.1. Descriptive and correlational statistics for the relationship between ankle DF 
ROM and kinetic and kinematic variables from drop heights of 50% of maximum CMJ 
height. 
Variable Mean ± SD r 95% Confidence 
intervals 
P value 
Peak vGRF, N·kg-1· m·s−1 1.06 ± 0.39 -0.28 -0.55, 0.04 0.08 
Time to peak vGRF, s 0.077 ± 0.022 -0.12 -0.42, 0.20 0.47 
Loading rate, N·s−1 28.1 ± 18.01 0.01 -0.31, 0.32 0.95 
Initial contact angle, °    
 Ankle  148.6 ± 6.9 -0.18 -0.47, 0.14 0.28 
 Knee  169.4 ± 5.0 -0.15 -0.44, 0.17 0.37 
 Hip  161.6 ± 7.0 -0.06 -0.37, 0.26 0.73 
Peak angle, °    
 Ankle  105.5 ± 9.7 -0.27 -0.54, 0.05 0.10 
 Knee  117.6 ± 17.3 -0.37* -0.61, -0.06 0.02 
 Hip  127.1 ± 24.0 -0.23 -0.51, 0.09 0.16 
 Frontal plane projection  184.4 ± 10.7 0.40* 0.10, 0.64 0.01 
Sagittal plane joint displacement, °    
 Ankle 43.1 ± 7.5 0.18 -0.14, 0.47 0.26 
 Knee 51.8 ± 14.2 0.39* 0.08, 0.63 0.01 
 Hip 34.4 ± 19.6 0.26 -0.06, 0.53 0.11 








Table 5.2. Descriptive and correlational statistics for the relationship between ankle DF 
ROM and kinetic and kinematic variables from drop heights of 100% of maximum CMJ 
height. 
Variable Mean ± SD r 95% Confidence 
intervals 
P value 
Peak vGRF, N·kg-1· m·s−1 0.85 ± 0.30 -0.15 -0.44, 0.17 0.36 
Time to peak vGRF, s 0.065 ± 0.021 -0.18 -0.47, 0.14 0.27 
Loading rate, N·s−1 38.0 ± 24.0 0.10 -0.22, 0.40 0.55 
Initial contact angle, °    
 Ankle  149.3 ± 7.6 -0.34* -0.59, -0.03 0.03 
 Knee  167.6 ± 4.8 -0.37* -0.61, -0.06 0.02 
 Hip  161.5 ± 6.9 -0.07 -0.38, 0.25 0.69 
Peak angle, °    
 Ankle  104.7 ± 9.1 -0.44* -0.66, -0.14 0.01 
 Knee  107.5 ±17.6 -0.42* -0.65, -0.12 0.01 
 Hip  114.4 ±26.6 -0.26 -0.53, 0.06 0.10 
 Frontal plane projection  186.7 ± 14.0 0.37* 0.06, 0.61 0.02 
Sagittal plane joint displacement, °    
 Ankle 44.5 ± 7.1 0.19 -0.13, 0.48 0.24 
 Knee 60.1 ± 14.9 0.39* 0.08, 0.63 0.02 
 Hip 47.1 ± 22.2 0.30 -0.02, 0.56 0.07 









Table 5.3. Descriptive and correlational statistics for the relationship between ankle DF 
ROM and kinetic and kinematic variables from drop heights of 150% of maximum CMJ 
height. 
Variable Mean ± SD r 95% Confidence 
intervals 
P value 
Peak vGRF, N·kg-1· m·s−1 0.83 ± 0.24 -0.11 -0.41, 0.21 0.53 
Time to peak vGRF, s 0.053 ± 0.012 -0.21 -0.49, 0.11 0.19 
Loading rate, N·s−1 52.0 ± 27.4 0.15 -0.17, 0.44 0.36 
Initial contact angle, °    
 Ankle  149.6 ± 7.0 -0.31 -0.57, 0.01 0.06 
 Knee  165.6 ± 4.5 -0.40* -0.64, -0.10 0.01 
 Hip  160.4 ± 6.9 -0.07 -0.38, 0.25 0.67 
Peak angle, °    
 Ankle  104.6 ± 8.4 -0.43* -0.66, -0.13 0.01 
 Knee  101.7 ± 14.6 -0.52* -0.72, -0.24 0.001 
 Hip  104.6 ± 26.4 -0.28 -0.55, 0.04 0.08 
 Frontal plane projection  187.5 ± 14.3 0.37* 0.06, 0.61 0.02 
Sagittal plane joint displacement, °    
 Ankle 45.0 ± 6.4 0.22 -0.10, 0.50 0.17 
 Knee 63.6 ± 12.5 0.47* 0.18, 0.68 0.003 
 Hip 55.7 ± 22.2 0.32 0.00, 0.58 0.05 







Figure 5.1. Relationships between inter-limb differences in ankle DF ROM and inter-limb 
asymmetries in A) peak vGRF, B) sagittal plane ankle joint displacement, C) sagittal plane 
knee joint displacement and D) sagittal plane hip joint displacement from drop heights 






Figure 5.2 Relationships between inter-limb differences in ankle DF ROM and inter-limb 
asymmetries in A) peak vGRF, B) sagittal plane ankle joint displacement, C) sagittal plane 
knee joint displacement and D) sagittal plane hip joint displacement from drop heights 






Figure 5.3 Relationships between inter-limb differences in ankle DF ROM and inter-limb 
asymmetries in A) peak vGRF, B) sagittal plane ankle joint displacement, C) sagittal plane 
knee joint displacement and D) sagittal plane hip joint displacement from drop heights 






The primary aim of this study was to evaluate the relationship between ankle DF ROM and 
bilateral drop-landing performance from different drop heights. It was hypothesised that 
restricted ankle DF ROM would result in greater peak vGRF and altered coordination 
strategies. However, this hypothesis was only partially supported, as relationships between 
ankle DF ROM and kinematic variables were found during bilateral drop-landings, without 
changes in kinetic variables linked to peak vGRF across all drop heights. Ankle DF ROM 
was mostly moderately related to a number of kinematic variables at the ankle and knee 
joints, indicating a large amount of unexplained variance in the relationship between ankle 
DF ROM and kinematic variables associated with landing performance. In addition, the 
relationship between ankle DF ROM and some kinematic variables was only apparent at drop 
heights of 100% and 150% of CMJ height, indicating that greater mechanical loads may 
exaggerate the demands for compensatory strategies in coordination during landings. 
However, there was no association between ankle DF ROM and hip joint kinematics during 
landings. Therefore, ankle DF ROM is related only to kinematic variables of the ankle and 
knee joints during drop-landings, with some relationships becoming significant only at higher 
drop-landing heights.  
 
The main finding of this investigation was that ankle DF ROM did not correlate with peak 
vGRF, time to peak vGRF or loading rate during landings for all drop heights. In some 
previous studies, negative relationships between ankle DF ROM and peak vGRF in both 
healthy (Fong et al., 2011) and previously injured (Hoch et al., 2015) participants have been 
found during landing tasks. However, consistent with the results reported in this Chapter, 





DF ROM and peak vGRF during landing tasks. One possible reason may be the different 
compensatory movement patterns observed between studies. For example, participants with 
limited ankle DF ROM have been shown to compensate in the frontal plane, with increased 
peak rearfoot eversion (Whittling et al., 2013) and knee abduction angles (Malloy et al., 
2015). However, no such relationships were reported by Fong et al. (2011), with knee valgus 
displacement during a bilateral jump-landing task sharing a non-significant small relationship 
with ankle DF ROM (r = -0.29, P = 0.091). It has been suggested that during landing tasks, 
frontal and transverse plane compensations in the lower extremity caused by restrictions in 
ankle DF ROM may enable individuals to access a movement strategy that allows for the 
continued lowering of the centre of mass to attenuate peak vGRF and maintain landing forces 
at a tolerable level (Mason-Mackay, Whatman and Reid, 2017). As participants with 
restricted ankle DF ROM in Fong et al. (2011) did not demonstrate frontal plane 
compensations in lower extremity landing strategy, peak vGRF was higher for individuals 
with ankle hypomobility. The disadvantage of a compensation strategy relying on greater 
frontal plane compensations would be greater injury risk as the potential rises for excessive 
loading on the passive structures supporting the knee joint as valgus alignment increases (Yu 
and Garrett, 2007). Thus, in this Chapter, the trivial to small relationships found between 
vGRF and ankle DF ROM are likely to be explained by an altered kinematic profile during 
landing. 
 
It was also hypothesised that restrictions in ankle DF ROM would correlate with reduced hip 
joint displacement, decreasing the hip joint’s capacity to support the attenuation of vertical 
forces during bilateral drop-landings. The findings from this Chapter reject this hypothesis, 
although a statistical trend was present. The hip joint has been shown to possess an important 





relationship with knee flexion during bilateral landings (Yeow, Lee and Goh, 2011). 
Additionally, when individuals adopt stiffer landing strategies during bilateral drop-landings, 
decreased peak flexion angles at both the knee and hip joint result in significant elevations in 
peak vGRF (Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000). Collectively, this evidence indicates that the hip 
joint supports the knee joint in the dissipation of vGRF during bilateral landing tasks. The 
findings from this Chapter suggest restrictions in ankle DF ROM diminishes knee joint 
contribution to lowering the centre of mass during landings, with ankle DF ROM 
significantly correlated with peak knee flexion angle and sagittal plane knee joint 
displacement at all drop heights (Table 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3). With no significant relationships 
found between ankle DF ROM and peak vGRF, it may be expected that the hip joint would 
increase its contribution through greater sagittal plane joint displacement to offset reduced 
knee joint involvement. If this were the case, then one would expect a negative relationship to 
have been present between ankle DF ROM and sagittal plane hip joint displacement in this 
study. However, although these correlations only demonstrated a trend towards significance 
(P values ranging between 0.05 to 0.07), the moderate relationships between ankle DF ROM 
and sagittal plane hip joint displacement from drop heights equating to ≥ 100% of CMJ 
height were positive (r = 0.30–0.32). These findings indicate that individuals with restricted 
ankle DF ROM may land with reduced sagittal plane hip joint displacement, though this 
suggestion should be interpreted with caution due to the lack of statistical significance. 
Similar to the magnitude of relationships presented in this Chapter, Dowling, McPherson and 
Paci (2018) found a moderate positive relationship between WBLT performance and sagittal 
plane hip joint displacement during single-leg drop jumps among 73 male recreational 
athletes (r = 0.30). Furthermore, Leporace et al. (2018) reported no relationship between 
WBLT scores and knee-to-hip flexion ratio at the moment of peak flexion during a single-leg 





coupling between the knee and hip joints remains stable irrespective of ankle DF ROM.  
Although the study reported in this Chapter did not find a significant relationship for ankle 
DF ROM and any variable associated with sagittal plane hip joint kinematics, the trend 
towards significance suggests that the hip joint may be limited in its ability to compensate for 
restricted ankle DF ROM during bilateral drop-landings from drop heights of ≥ 100% of CMJ 
height. This would occur as the hip joint shares a stable relationship with the knee joint to 
maintain sagittal plane coupling during landings. Further research is required to determine the 
effect ankle DF ROM may have on hip joint mechanics during bilateral drop-landings. 
 
An alternative explanation for the findings reported in this Chapter may be the negative 
relationships found between ankle DF ROM and initial contact angles at the ankle (r = -0.31 
– -0.34) and knee (r = -0.37 – -0.40) joints. These relationships indicate that individuals with 
reduced ankle DF ROM compensate during landing tasks by altering their posture at initial 
contact, with reduced ankle dorsiflexion (i.e. greater ankle plantar flexion) and knee flexion. 
Altering initial contact angles at the lower extremity have previously been highlighted as a 
strategy for force dissipation, with greater ankle plantar flexion and reduced knee flexion at 
initial contact resulting in lower peak vGRF and loading rates during landings (Rowley and 
Richards, 2015). Landing with greater ankle plantar flexion at initial contact potentially 
offsets deficits in dorsiflexion at peak flexion to maintain total sagittal plane joint 
displacement. This strategy offers individuals with reduced ankle DF ROM a solution to 
maintaining peak vGRF at a manageable level. In support of this suggestion, no relationship 
was observed between ankle DF ROM and initial contact angles at drop heights of 50% of 
maximum CMJ height. As elevated drop height results in greater peak vGRF (Zhang, Bates 
and Dufek, 2000), it is likely that compensatory strategies incorporating increased ankle 





landings from greater drop heights. However, landing with greater ankle plantarflexion at 
initial contact has been shown to result in greater risk for ankle ligament injury (Wright et al., 
2000). Additionally, landing with reduced knee flexion at initial ground contact would 
maximise anterior cruciate ligament elevation angle (defined as the angle between the 
longitudinal axis of the anterior cruciate ligament and the tibia plateau), resulting in increased 
anterior cruciate ligament loading (Yu and Garrett, 2007) with the shear forces associated 
with landing in this position (Chappell et al., 2002). Therefore, the findings reported here 
indicate that deficits in ankle DF ROM elicit movement compensations at initial contact 
during landings, which could result in increased injury risk (Aerts et al., 2013; Delahunt et 
al., 2013). 
 
Ankle DF ROM was negatively associated with peak flexion angles for the ankle and knee 
joint at all drop heights. Restrictions in ankle DF ROM have been associated with reduced 
peak ankle dorsiflexion (Dowling, McPherson and Paci, 2018) and knee flexion (Dowling, 
McPherson and Paci, 2018; Fong et al., 2011; Hoch et al., 2015; Malloy et al., 2015) during 
various landing tasks. The relationship between ankle DF ROM and peak knee flexion angle 
during landings is particularly relevant during rehabilitation, or for management of injury risk 
among populations who regularly perform landing activities. Limited knee flexion during 
landings has been shown to result in greater peak vGRF (Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000), 
quadriceps activity (Blackburn and Padua, 2009), frontal plane knee abduction moments 
(Pollard, Sigward and Powers, 2010) and increased patellofemoral joint stress (calculated by 
dividing patellofemoral joint reaction force by patellofemoral contact area) (Olbrantz et al., 
2018). The combined increase in these variables is associated with increased risk of anterior 





al., 2009). As such, limitations in ankle DF ROM may be a modifiable risk factor for knee 
joint injuries.  
 
A positive relationship between ankle DF ROM and FPPA was found during bilateral drop-
landings at all drop heights, suggesting that participants with reduced ankle DF ROM had 
greater knee valgus at the moment of peak flexion. This is consistent with previous research 
that limited ankle DF ROM is associated with medial knee displacement during a number of 
functional closed kinetic chain activities (see Lima et al., 2018). It has been suggested that 
this compensation occurs in order to allow the proximal tibia to continue its forward rotation 
over the foot via a pronation strategy at the foot complex (Dill et al., 2014). This strategy for 
managing vGRF during landings is related to increased lower extremity injury risk (Renstrom 
et al., 2008) and might be avoidable when interventions are employed to improve ankle DF 
ROM.  
 
An additional aim in this Chapter was to establish the relationship between asymmetries in 
ankle DF ROM and landing mechanics. Asymmetries in peak vGRF (Schot, Bates and Dufek, 
1994) and sagittal plane ankle, knee and hip joint displacement (Pappas and Carpes, 2012) 
have been reported during bilateral drop-landings in healthy populations. The findings of this 
Chapter revealed inter-limb asymmetries in ankle DF ROM were not significantly related to 
any of these variables. Although there are a number of possible explanations for these null 
relationships, it is possible that the variability associated with performance of bilateral drop 
landings is responsible (Schot, Bates and Dufek, 1994). This suggestion is consistent with the 
findings reported in Chapter 4, where MDC values for asymmetries in peak vGRF, as well as 





9.3°, respectively. As these values exceed those reported in studies that have identified 
asymmetries in landing mechanics (see Harry et al., 2018; Pappas and Carpes, 2012; Schot, 
Bates and Dufek, 1994), it appears any influence asymmetries in ankle DF ROM may have 
on landing mechanics is undetectable using the procedures outlined in this thesis.  
 
It was hypothesised that relationships between ankle DF ROM and landing mechanics would 
increase in magnitude at greater drop heights. This was based on reports that landings from 
greater drop heights increased peak flexion angles for the ankle, knee and hip joints (McNitt-
Gray, 1991; Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000). Therefore, it was hypothesised that participants 
with reduced ankle DF ROM would utilise less ankle dorsiflexion when dropping from 
greater heights, displaying exaggerated compensations in their coordination strategies in 
order to safely attenuate vGRF. While the significant relationships found were descriptively 
different between drop heights, there was considerable overlap of 95% CIs, thereby inferring 
no statistical differences. As overlap was present in all relationships, the study reported in this 
Chapter did not identify a clear influence of drop height on the association between ankle DF 
ROM and landing strategy. 
 
5.5 Conclusion 
Ankle DF ROM did not relate to peak vGRF during bilateral drop-landings. This appears to 
be due to the compensations in coordination strategies developed by individuals with reduced 
ankle DF ROM. In particular, findings indicate that individuals with limited ankle DF ROM 
land with greater ankle plantar flexion and knee extension at initial contact to support the 
attenuation of GRF and compensate for reduced ankle dorsiflexion and knee flexion at the 





factors beyond ankle DF ROM likely influence the landing strategy adopted by an individual. 
Although a significant association between ankle DF ROM and ankle and knee joint 
kinematics during landings was consistently identified across drop heights ≥ 100% of CMJ 
height, the relationship between ankle DF ROM and hip kinematics during bilateral drop-
landings remains unclear. Further investigation is required to identify the influence ankle DF 
ROM may have on the hip joint during bilateral drop-landings and will be addressed in 
Chapter 6 of this thesis. Furthermore, frontal plane compensations were also observed, with 
ankle DF ROM also being related with FPPA. Although these alterations in movement 
strategies allow individuals to manage the vertical forces experienced during landings, they 
may also lead to a greater injury risk during landing activities. Lastly, due to the considerable 
overlap of 95% CIs for all of significant relationships between different drop heights, the 
findings in this Chapter indicate that drop height does not influence the relationship between 
ankle DF ROM and landing mechanics. Based on the findings from Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, 
no distinguishable differences can be made for the reliability data and the relationships 
established between ankle DF ROM and measures of landing performance for drop heights 
equating to 100% and 150% of CMJ. As such, drop heights for the remaining investigations 
of this thesis will use 150% of CMJ to further develop an understanding for the effect 







Restrictions in ankle dorsiflexion range of motion alter landing kinematics but not 
movement strategy when fatigued 
 
6.1 Introduction 
To support the dissipation of high peak vGRF during landings, simultaneous flexion at the 
ankle, knee and hip joints following ground contact must occur (Yeow, Lee and Goh, 2011; 
Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000). Thus, movement strategies that assist in safely attenuating 
landing forces and enhancing mechanical efficiency are advantageous for reducing injury risk 
(Hewett et al., 2005). For example, sagittal plane ankle, knee and hip joint alignment at initial 
contact (Chappell et al., 2002; Rowley and Richards, 2015; Blackburn and Padua, 2009) and 
at peak flexion (Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000) influence the magnitude of peak vGRF 
during landings, while greater angular joint displacement for the ankle, knee and hip joint 
supports the load sharing of peak vGRF across each joint segment (Begalle et al., 2015). 
Failure to adopt a movement strategy that efficiently maintains peak vGRF below a 
manageable threshold may result in the development of acute (Hewett, Myer and Ford, 2006) 
and chronic (Dierks et al., 2011) injuries to the lower extremity. 
 
The knee and hip joints have been identified as primary segments for shock absorption during 
bilateral drop-landings (Yeow, Lee and Goh, 2011). However, as shown in Chapter 5, 
restrictions in ankle DF ROM can negatively influence the coordination of the proximal 
segments during landings by imposing a mechanical organismic constraint that can limit an 
individual’s capacity to adopt effective movement strategies. It is therefore possible that 





throughout the lower extremity in an attempt to prevent increases in peak vGRF beyond a 
tolerable threshold (see Chapter 5). Consistent with this suggestion, several studies have 
reported no relationship between ankle mobility and landing forces (Malloy et al., 2015; 
Whitting et al., 2011). However, Chapter 5 found ankle DF ROM measured using the 
WBLT, is negatively related to knee flexion angles at initial contact, indicating individuals 
with restricted ankle DF ROM contact the ground with reduced knee flexion during bilateral 
drop-landings from drop heights equating to 100% and 150% of CMJ height. Significant 
negative relationships were also found between ankle DF ROM and peak ankle dorsiflexion, 
knee flexion and FPPA at the moment of peak flexion. Collectively, the findings of Chapter 5 
suggest restrictions in ankle DF ROM cause a stiffer landing strategy through limiting knee 
flexion, necessitating compensations at initial ground contact and the moment of peak flexion 
to prevent excessive peak vGRF. 
 
Landing tasks can also be affected by exercise-induced fatigue (defined as the inability for 
the neuromuscular system to maintain mechanical work for a given task (Fousekis, Tsepis 
and Vagenas, (2012)), which has been shown to increase injury risk (Borotikar et al., 2008). 
This may occur as prolonged activities such as repetitive jumping, result in exercise-induced 
fatigue that reduces lower extremity force producing capabilities (Zadpoor and Nikooyan, 
2012). In order to maintain the effective attenuation of peak vGRF, altered movement 
strategies are required to compensate for diminished muscular force production. When 
fatigue is present, ankle plantar flexion angle acutely increases while knee flexion angle 
decreases during bilateral drop-landings at the moment of initial ground contact (Weinhandl, 
Smith and Dugan, 2011). These alterations in coordination strategies likely help to prevent 
fatigue-induced elevations in peak vGRF by increasing angular displacement at the ankle and 





compensations are similar to those demonstrated at initial contact by individuals with 
restrictions in ankle DF ROM (see Chapter 5). It may be that during a fatigued state, 
individuals with limited ankle DF ROM are unable to alter joint alignment at initial contact as 
a strategy to manage peak vGRF due to the mobility restriction already requiring this 
compensation. 
 
It is also feasible that restrictions in ankle DF ROM reduce degrees of movement freedom 
across key lower-limb segments at the moment of peak flexion during landings, which might 
be necessary for individuals to effectively control peak vGRF in a fatigued state. Weinhandl, 
Smith and Dugan (2011) found that greater peak ankle dorsiflexion occurred at maximum 
knee flexion following a fatigue protocol that resulted in an acute decline in CMJ 
performance. Similarly, Madigan and Pidcoe (2003) found peak knee flexion angles 
increased during landings when participants were acutely fatigued. James, Scheuermann and 
Smith (2010) also detected increased sagittal plane joint displacement for the knee during 
bilateral drop-landings after fatiguing exercise. Collectively, these studies show that when 
individuals are fatigued, attenuation of peak vGRF is achieved by increasing the vertical 
displacement of their centre of mass. For individuals whose movement is constrained by a 
restriction in ankle DF ROM, this compensatory strategy may not be fully available and their 
ability to cope with the addition of fatigue may be compromised.  
 
Therefore, the aims of the study presented in this Chapter were: i) to examine differences in 
landing performance between individuals with restricted and normal ankle DF ROM and ii) 
identify the effect of fatigue on the compensations in landing strategies for individuals with 





ankle DF ROM will present with detectable differences in landing mechanics and ii) 
individuals with restricted ankle DF ROM would fail to adopt compensatory strategies during 
landings in an exercise-induced fatigue state that would result in greater peak vGRF. 
 
6.2 Methods 
6.2.1 Study design 
A mixed study design was employed in which participants were assigned to independent 
groups (based on ankle DF ROM) who all performed landing tasks in both a non-fatigued and 
fatigued state. Participants were classified as either having restricted ankle DF ROM 
(restricted group) or normal ankle DF ROM (normal group) according to performance on the 
overhead squat and forward arm squat tests (Rabin and Kozol, 2016). Briefly, participants 
were required to complete the overhead squat test and forward arm squat test for six and three 
repetitions, respectively. This screen was employed as combined, the overhead squat test and 
forward arm squat test possesses perfect sensitivity (1.00) and fairly high specificity (ranging 
between 0.84 and 0.88) for detecting individuals with functional limitations in ankle DF 
ROM (Rabin and Kozol, 2017). Performance was graded in real-time against the criteria 
rating outlined by Rabin and Kozol (2016). Participants who demonstrated a negative 
overhead squat test were invited to take part in a testing session and assigned to the normal 
group. Participants who displayed a positive finding for both the overhead squat test and 
forward arm squat test were invited to participate in a testing session and assigned to the 
restricted group. Participants who presented with a positive overhead squat test and negative 







After completing the tests for group allocation, participants attended a single-test session 
wearing spandex shorts and vest, where ankle DF ROM was measured bilaterally using the 
WBLT. Participants then performed three maximal CMJ to establish drop height for the 
bilateral drop-landings and the threshold for establishing the onset of fatigue. Five bilateral 
drop-landings were then completed from a drop height of 150% CMJ height, both before and 
after the performance of a fatiguing protocol. All participants were informed of the risks 
associated with the testing prior to completing a pre-exercise questionnaire and providing 
informed written consent. Ethical approval was provided by the University of Cumbria 
Research Ethics Panel (Appendix 1). All test sessions were conducted between 10:00 am and 
1:00 pm to control for circadian variation. 
 
6.2.2 Participants 
Using the ES of 0.47 presented by James, Scheuermann and Smith (2010) for differences in 
sagittal plane knee joint displacement during landings following the performance of a fatigue 
protocol, a representative analysis was performed using G*power to determine the 
appropriate sample size. With an alpha of 0.05, calculations indicated that to achieve 80% 
statistical power, a minimum of eight participants per group were required to determine 
differences in landing mechanics following the fatigue protocol. All participants were 
required to meet the following inclusion criteria: (1) between the ages of 18–40; (2) no lower 
extremity injury six-months prior to testing; (3) no history of lower extremity surgery; (4) 
regularly compete 1–3 times per week in sport events involving landings activities, such as 






Twenty-eight participants volunteered to take part in the experiment. Following the initial 
screening session using the criteria previously described, four participants were excluded 
from the analysis, with 12 participants assigned to the restricted group (6 males, 6 females; 
age = 21 ± 1 years, height = 1.73 ± 0.10 m, body mass 72.4 ± 10.7 kg) and 12 participants to 
the normal group (6 males, 6 females; age = 23 ± 5 years, height = 1.70 ± 0.07 m, body mass 
63.7 ± 8.0 kg).  
 
6.2.3 Procedures 
Following the recording of height and body mass during the test session, ankle DF ROM was 
measured bilaterally using the WBLT (see Chapter 3). This procedure was repeated three 
times for each limb. To ascertain that inter-limb differences did not exist, an independent t-
test was used to compare the mean of the three trials for left and right WBLT scores. Mean 
inter-limb differences (1.3 ± 1.4° and 2.1 ± 1.7° for the restricted and normal group, 
respectively) were not significant (P > 0.05) and the right limb was used for data analysis. 
 
Following a standardised warm-up, participants were then familiarised with the performance 
of a CMJ. For the CMJ, participants stood bare feet with a hip-width stance with their hands 
placed on their hips. Participants were then asked to rapidly descend prior to explosively 
jumping as high as possible, with no control being placed on the depth or duration of the 
countermovement. Jump height was measured using photoelectric cells (Optojump System, 
Microgate, Bolzano, Italy). Three maximal effort CMJs were performed, with 60 s recovery 
between attempts. The maximum value of the three attempts was used to calculate drop 
height for the bilateral drop-landings as well as to establish the onset of fatigue during the 






Reflective markers were then placed directly onto the participants’ skin by the same 
investigator using the anatomical locations previously outlined (see Chapter 4). For both 
sagittal and frontal plane views, markers were placed on the participants’ right side only. 
Participants were then familiarised with the bilateral drop-landings. Bilateral drop-landings 
were performed as described in Chapter 4 from a drop height of 150% of CMJ height only. 
For each condition (baseline and post fatigue protocol), participants performed five bilateral 
drop-landings for data collection. Baseline testing allowed for 60 s recovery between 
landings, while following the fatigue protocol, no recovery was provided between landings 
beyond the time it took to ascend the height-adjustable platform. For 2D video analysis, 
sagittal and frontal plane joint movements were recorded as described in Chapter 4. 
 
The fatigue protocol consisted of participants performing 30 successive CMJ, while 
maintaining the same technique as described above. Participants were instructed to keep their 
hands on their hips and repeatedly jump as high as possible for 30 repetitions, while spending 
minimal time on the ground between repetitions. Verbal encouragement was provided to 
ensure participants demonstrated maximal effort throughout. Following the 30th repetition, 
participants rested 30 s before performing a maximal CMJ for testing purposes. Participants 
then repeated the protocol until a > 20% decline in CMJ jump height during testing was 
demonstrated (Weinhandl, Smith and Dugan, 2011). Once participants were unable to reach > 
80% of their maximum CMJ height, five bilateral drop-landings were immediately performed 
using the procedures previously described, with no recovery between landings so as to 





percentage of fatigue calculated as CMJ height post fatigue protocol divided by CMJ height 
pre fatigue protocol, multiplied by 100. 
 
6.2.7 Data analysis  
Raw vGRF data were low-pass filtered using a fourth-order Butterworth filter with a cut-off 
frequency of 50 Hz (Roewer et al, 2014). Peak vGRF data were calculated for each leg and 
an independent t-test was performed between mean values of peak vGRF for the right and left 
leg for each participant, which revealed no difference between limbs (t(46) = 0.657, P = 
0.515). As such, peak vGRF, time to peak vGRF and loading rate were independently 
calculated for the right leg and used for data collection. Peak vGRF data were normalised to 
body mass and initial contact velocity (N·kg-1·m·s−1). Initial contact velocity was calculated 
using the following equation (Niu et al., 2014): 
 
Initial contact velocity (m•s−1) = !2# ∙ %& 
 
where g is the gravitational acceleration and DH is drop height. Time to peak vGRF and 
loading rate was calculated as described in Chapter 4.  
 
All video recordings were analysed as described in Chapter 4 of this thesis. For sagittal plane 
joint movements, ankle, knee and hip joint angles were calculated at initial contact and the 
point of peak flexion for the right limb. These angles were then used to calculate joint 
displacement for each joint by subtracting the peak flexion angle from the initial contact 





flexion and ankle dorsiflexion. For FPPA, values < 180° represented knee valgus and values 
> 180° represented knee varus.  
 
6.2.8 Statistical analysis 
Descriptive statistics (means ± standard deviation) were calculated for each kinetic and 
kinematic variable. Normality was confirmed for all dependent variables using the Shapiro-
Wilk test. Independent t-tests were employed to determine between group differences for 
WBLT scores, maximum CMJ height and percentage of fatigue for CMJ height following the 
fatigue protocol. To test the first hypothesis, between-group differences at baseline for 
landing performance were examined using an independent t-test for kinetic and kinematic 
measures. ES were calculated as the difference between the means divided by the pooled 
standard deviation for all baseline measures and interpreted using the following criteria: 0.20, 
a small difference; 0.50, a moderate difference; 0.80, a large difference (Cohen, 1988). 
 
A one-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was performed to test the second hypothesis 
for between-group differences for landing performance following the fatigue protocol. This 
statistical analysis was chosen so as to provide greater statistical power and reduce 
variability, while accounting for between-group differences at baseline caused by the 
procedures for group allocation (Zhang et al., 2014; de Boer et al., 2015). Values for kinetic 
and kinematic variables associated with landing performance following the fatigue protocol 
were used as the dependent variable, with baseline (pre) values used as the covariate. The α-
priori level of significance was set at P < 0.05, with a Bonferroni correction applied post-hoc 
in order to reduce the likelihood of Type I errors. Partial eta squared (η2) values were 





fatigue protocol using the following criteria: 0.02, a small difference; 0.13, a medium 
difference; 0.26, a large difference (Cohen, 1988). All statistical tests were performed using 
SPSS® statistical software package (v.24; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). 
 
6.3 Results 
6.3.1 Between-group differences at baseline 
There was a main effect of group on WBLT scores, with the normal group demonstrating 
12.6˚ more ankle DF ROM (t(22) = -10.19, P < 0.001). However, there was no effect of group 
on baseline differences in CMJ height (t(22) = -1.96, P = 0.062). Table 6.1 presents baseline 
differences between groups for kinetic and kinematic measures associated with landing 
performance. There was no effect of group on kinetic measures associated with landings 
between groups at baseline (P > 0.05).  
 
At initial contact, there was a main effect of group on knee alignment, with the restricted 
group landing with less knee flexion (t(22) = 3.12, P = 0.005). A main effect of group was also 
found for peak flexion angles for all joints in the sagittal plane, with the restricted group 
displaying less ankle dorsiflexion (t(22) = 4.10, P < 0.001), knee flexion (t(22) = 5.34, P < 
0.001) and hip flexion (t(22) = 2.28, P = 0.033). Sagittal plane joint displacement for the ankle 
(t(22) = -4.35, P < 0.001), knee (t(22) = -4.35, P < 0.001) and hip (t(22) = -2.35, P = 0.028) were 







Table 6.1. Between-group differences at baseline for kinetic and kinematic measures 










 Mean ± SD Mean ± SD 
Weight-bearing lunge test 
(°) 
32.0 ± 3.3 44.6 ± 2.7 -12.6 (-15.1–-10.0) 4.17 <0.001* 
Countermovement jump 
height (m) 
0.30 ± 0.08 0.37 ± 0.10 -0.07 (-0.14–0.00) 0.80 0.06 
Kinetic variables     
 Peak force (N·kg-1· 
m·s−1) 
0.068 ± 0.021 0.064 ± 0.011 0.004 (-0.010–0.018) 0.24 0.568 
 Time to peak force (s) 0.058 ± 0.011 0.055 ± 0.010 0.003 (-0.005–0.012) 0.31 0.450 
 Loading rate (N·s−1) 38.7 ± 21.3 38.0 ± 11.3 0.7 (-13.7–15.2) 0.04 0.916 
Initial contact angles     
 Ankle (°) 153.1 ± 3.7 150.4 ± 4.8 2.9 (-0.8–6.5) 0.67 0.116 
 Knee (°) 170.2 ± 3.1 164.7 ± 5.3   5.5 (1.9–9.3) 1.27 0.005* 
 Hip (°) 161.8 ± 4.9 160.3 ± 5.8 1.6 (-3.0–6.1) 0.29 0.486 
Peak flexion angles     
 Ankle (°) 110.8 ± 7.6 96.8 ± 9.0 14.0 (6.9–21.1) 1.67 <0.001* 
 Knee (°) 102.1 ± 6.4 79.2 ± 13.4 22.8 (13.8–31.9) 2.18 <0.001* 
 Hip (°) 95.0 ± 17.1 78.7 ± 17.9 16.3 (1.5–31.1) 0.93 0.033* 
 Frontal plane 
projection angles (°) 
200.0 ± 20.8 207.1 ± 19.2 -7.1 (-24.1–9.8) 0.36 0.392 
Joint displacement     
 Ankle dorsiflexion (°) 42.5 ± 5.9 53.6 ± 6.6 -11.1 (-16.4–-5.8) 1.78 <0.001* 
 Knee flexion (°) 68.2 ± 5.9 85.5 ± 12.8 -17.3 (-25.5–-9.1) 1.78 <0.001* 
 Hip flexion (°) 66.9 ± 14.0 81.6 ± 16.5 -14.7 (-27.7–-1.7) 0.96 0.028* 





6.3.2 Effects of fatigue 
Figure 6.1 presents between-group differences for post-test kinematic measures of bilateral 
drop-landing performance. All participants achieved a > 20% decline in CMJ height 
following the performance of the fatigue protocol (restricted group = 68.2 ± 9.8%; normal 
group = 71.0 ± 6.9%), with no difference between groups for scores of percentage of fatigue 
(t(22) = -0.99, P = 0.333). There were no main effects of group on post-test normalised peak 
vGRF (F(1,21) = 0.59, P = 0.451, η2 = 0.03), time to peak vGRF (F(1,21) = 1.17, P = 0.291, η2 = 
0.05) and loading rate (F(1,21) = 0.42, P = 0.523, η2 = 0.02). Furthermore, the ANCOVA 
revealed no effect of group on post-test ankle (F(1,21) = 0.03, P = 0.868, η2 = 0.00), knee 
(F(1,21) = 0.00, P = 0.965, η2 = 0.00) or hip joint angles (F(1,21) = 2.12, P = 0.160, η2 = 0.09) at 
initial contact. There was a main effect of group on peak flexion for ankle dorsiflexion (F(1,21) 
= 5.80, P = 0.025, η2 = 0.22). Changes from baseline showed that the restricted group 
displayed less ankle dorsiflexion (mean difference = 0.3˚) than the normal group (mean 
difference = 2.7˚) following the fatiguing protocol. There were no main effects of group on 
peak knee flexion angle (F(1,21) = 0.60, P = 0.809, η2 = 0.00), peak hip flexion angle (F(1,21) = 
0.20, P = 0.661, η2 = 0.01) and FPPA (F(1,21) = 1.92, P = 0.180, η2 = 0.08). There was a main 
effect of group on ankle joint displacement following the fatiguing protocol (F(1,21) = 7.88, P 
= 0.011, η2 = 0.27). Pairwise comparisons revealed greater ankle joint displacement for the 
normal group (mean difference = 2.4°) relative to the restricted group (mean difference = 
0.1°). There was no main effect of group on knee joint displacement (F(1,21) = 0.66, P = 0.427, 






Figure 6.1. Group differences for kinematic measures of bilateral drop-landing performance 
following the fatigue protocol A) initial contact, B) peak flexion and C) sagittal plane joint 
displacement. Values represent differences from baseline testing. Means ± SD. * Significant 





6.4 Discussion  
This study had two main aims; first this Chapter examined the kinetic and kinematic 
characteristics of landing performance among recreational athletes with either functional 
restrictions or no restrictions in ankle DF ROM. Secondly, this Chapter assessed the effects 
of acute fatigue on landing performance between these two groups. It was hypothesised that 
the restricted group would show reduced sagittal plane joint displacement at the ankle, knee 
and hip joints relative to the normal group. Further, it was hypothesised that this would affect 
their ability to compensate for reduced force production capability whilst fatigued, resulting 
in greater disparities in landing mechanics between groups. Consistent with the first 
hypothesis, the results revealed that individuals with limited ankle DF ROM landed with less 
knee flexion at initial contact and reduced ankle, knee and hip flexion at the moment of peak 
flexion. This resulted in the restricted group displaying significantly less ankle, knee and hip 
sagittal plane joint displacement relative to the normal group. However, despite these 
disparities in kinematic patterns, there were no differences in kinetic variables during landing 
(Table 6.1). Furthermore, these findings show that recreational athletes with limited ankle DF 
ROM were incapable of utilising greater ankle joint motion when landing in an exercise-
induced fatigued state, which was in contrast to the normal group (Figure 6.1). However, this 
movement compensation did not result in differences between groups for any other kinematic 
or kinetic variable analysed, meaning that the functional relevance of this finding is 
uncertain.  
 
A primary finding of the current study was that participants with ankle DF ROM restriction 
modified their landing mechanics at initial contact and at peak flexion, resulting in significant 





at initial contact, participants with restricted ankle DF ROM landed with 5.5° less knee 
flexion. This is consistent with the findings of Dowling, McPherson and Paci (2018) and 
those of Chapter 5, where relationships between ankle DF ROM and knee flexion angles at 
initial contact during single-leg (r = 0.33) and double-leg landings (r = -0.31) were reported, 
respectively. Furthermore, this value exceeds the 4.8° MDC value presented in Chapter 4 of 
this thesis for this measure. Collectively, these results suggest that individuals compensate for 
restrictions in ankle DF ROM (as measured using the WBLT) by landing with greater knee 
extension prior to contacting the ground. It is likely that this movement strategy occurs in an 
attempt to maintain knee joint displacement, as peak knee flexion angles are significantly 
reduced by restrictions in ankle DF ROM. The majority of acute non-contact knee injuries 
occur close to the point of initial contact during landings (Krosshaug et al., 2007). Landing 
with greater knee extension at initial contact has been associated with increased tibia anterior 
shear forces (Chappell et al., 2002) and is a known mechanism for anterior cruciate ligament 
injury (Boden et al., 2010). Therefore, reduced ankle DF ROM may expose the knee to 
greater shear forces during landings, with the potential to increase injury risk. 
 
Compensations at initial contact for restricted ankle DF ROM did not occur at the ankle joint 
itself. This was an unexpected finding, given that moderate negative relationships were 
reported between ankle DF ROM and ankle plantar flexion angles at initial contact during 
bilateral drop-landings from 100% of CMJ height in Chapter 5. Increasing ankle plantar 
flexion at initial contact provides a functional strategy for managing vGRF (Rowley and 
Richards, 2015), resulting in preservation of ankle joint displacement (Begalle et al., 2015). 
However, the relationship between ankle DF ROM and ankle plantar flexion angle at initial 
contact is not always consistent. Dowling, McPherson and Paci (2018) found no such 





bilateral drop-landings from drop heights equalling 150% of CMJ height is reported in 
Chapter 5. As the study reported here found no difference in ankle plantar flexion angles at 
initial contact between groups, it is suggested that the ankle does not provide a significant 
means of movement compensation at this stage of the landings for those with restrictions in 
ankle DF ROM. 
 
In the current study, ankle DF ROM restriction significantly reduced baseline measures of 
peak flexion angles and joint displacement for the ankle, knee and hip joints, with large ES 
found between groups. This is consistent with previous findings presented in this thesis (see 
Chapter 5), where ankle dorsiflexion and knee flexion angles at peak flexion, along with knee 
joint displacement, have each been related to WBLT performance. Additionally, between-
group differences for peak flexion and sagittal plane joint displacement at the ankle and knee 
exceeded the MDC values presented in Chapter 4. The current finding is, therefore, in 
keeping with the sagittal plane coupling observed between the ankle and knee joints, whereby 
dorsiflexion at the ankle complex facilitates flexion at the knee joint during landings (Yeow, 
Lee and Goh, 2011). This coordination pattern allows for greater shock absorption (Devita 
and Skelly, 1992; Yeow, Lee and Goh, 2011), supporting the management of peak vGRF 
when loading is greater due to task constraints. Manipulating the demand of a bilateral drop-
landing by increasing drop height from 0.32 m to 1.03 m was reported to increase ankle and 
knee joint peak flexion angles by 4.2˚ and 11.6˚, respectively (Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 
2000). Reduced peak knee flexion angle has been shown to increase peak vGRF (Zhang, 
Bates, and Dufek, 2000), quadriceps muscle activity (Blackburn and Padua, 2009) and frontal 
plane knee abduction moments (Pollard, Sigward, and Powers, 2010). Each of these variables 
has been associated with increased anterior cruciate ligament injury risk (Griffin et al., 2000; 





limitations in ankle DF ROM may cause individuals to adopt landing strategies that could 
potentially cause knee ligament injury. 
 
This is the first investigation, to the author’s knowledge, that has shown restrictions in ankle 
DF ROM significantly reduces hip flexion angles at peak flexion and sagittal plane hip joint 
displacement during bilateral landings in a healthy population. During bilateral drop-
landings, the study reported in Chapter 5 found ankle DF ROM to have a small and non-
significant negative relationship with peak hip flexion angle across all drop heights (r = -0.23 
to -0.28). In this study, it was found that the restricted group had lower peak hip flexion 
angles, with a mean difference of 16.3º compared to the normal group. Furthermore, mean 
hip joint displacement was 14.7˚ less for the restricted group. The hip joint has been shown to 
provide an important contribution to the dissipation of forces during landing tasks (Yeow, 
Lee, and Goh, 2011), with a vital role for managing vGRF when landing from higher drop 
heights (Zhang, Bates, and Dufek, 2000). As a result, restrictions in ankle DF ROM 
potentially limit the hip joint’s capacity to contribute to vGRF attenuation during landings, 
particularly from greater drop heights. Of note, while the between-group differences 
exceeded the SEM values reported in Chapter 4 for these measures, neither surpassed the 
MDC values. Therefore, these results should be interpreted with caution. 
 
The study reported in this Chapter found no difference for kinetic measures of landing 
performance between the restricted and normal group. Studies exploring the relationship 
between ankle DF ROM and kinetic variables have been inconclusive. Consistent with the 
findings presented in Chapter 5, a number of studies have found no significant relationship 





al., 2015; Whitting et al., 2011). However, Fong et al. (2011) did identify a moderate negative 
relationship between ankle DF ROM and peak vGRF during a jump-landing task. It has been 
proposed that the frontal plane compensations in the lower extremity reported by Whitting et 
al. (2011) and Malloy et al. (2015) may provide a strategy that assists in preserving the 
descent of the centre of mass to allow for vGRF attenuation (Mason-Mackay, Whatman and 
Reid, 2017). However, the data reported here challenges this suggestion, with FPPA for both 
groups showing no significant difference. The present findings indicate kinetic variables 
associated with landing performance are unlikely to be regulated exclusively by angular joint 
displacement or postures at specific time points (i.e. peak flexion) in the lower extremity. 
Peak vGRF has been negatively correlated with angular velocity for the knee (r = -0.60) and 
hip joint (r = -0.45) at initial contact during a stop-jump task (Yu, Lin and Garrett, 2006). 
Similarly, increased eccentric work performed by the knee and hip extensors (Zhang, Bates 
and Dufek, 2000) and increased muscular activity prior to initial contact (Devita and Skelly, 
1992) also contributes to energy dissipation and aids in the reduction of peak vGRF. 
Therefore, variables such as knee and hip angular velocity at initial contact and the eccentric 
work performed by the knee and hip extensor musculature may compensate for the reduced 
lower extremity joint displacement caused by restrictions in ankle DF ROM, resulting in the 
management of peak vGRF during landings. 
 
The second major aim of this study was to investigate the effect of exercise-induced fatigue 
on landing mechanics in individuals with restricted ankle DF ROM. In this regard, another 
primary finding was the difference found between groups in ankle joint coordination during 
landings after an acute bout of exercise-induced fatigue. Moderate and large effects were 
found for post-intervention ankle joint angle at peak flexion and sagittal plane ankle joint 





access additional ankle dorsiflexion when performing landings in a fatigued state (Figure 
6.1). This was in contrast to the normal group, who increased peak ankle dorsiflexion by 2.7˚ 
and ankle joint displacement by 2.4˚ when acutely fatigued. Whether such small differences 
in peak flexion angles and joint displacement at the ankle are functionally relevant is 
unknown. However, no differences were found when comparing groups and the effect of 
fatigue for the knee or hip joints for any kinematic measure associated with landing 
performance. Furthermore, no differences between groups were identified for any kinetic 
variable analysed following the fatigue protocol. As both groups were still able to access 
greater joint displacement at the knee and hip during landings, it seems that the additional 
ankle joint displacement used by the normal group played no role in the management of peak 
vGRF through the facilitation of proximal joint segments.  
 
Another consideration is whether 2D video analysis is able to detect such differences in 
landing strategy. Chapter 4 reported on the reliability of using 2D video analysis for bilateral 
drop-landings from drop heights equating to 150% of maximum CMJ height and reported 
MDC values for ankle dorsiflexion angle at peak flexion and ankle joint displacement were 
6.8˚ and 6.0˚, respectively. As differences for the normal group following the fatigue protocol 
did not exceed these thresholds it is unlikely that the change in joint kinematics for this group 
can be defined as ‘real’. Therefore, individuals with restrictions in ankle DF ROM are no 
more constrained in their ability to adjust their landing strategy when fatigued than 
individuals with normal ankle mobility. These findings suggest the presence of ankle DF 








Individuals who have restricted ankle DF ROM, based on their performance of closed-chain 
activities, adopt different landing strategies compared to non-restricted controls. In particular, 
individuals with functional limitations in ankle DF ROM use less ankle motion relative to 
controls during bilateral drop-landing landings. This is further exaggerated with the addition 
of fatigue, although these differences must be interpreted with caution due to the sensitivity 
of 2D video analysis for detecting changes in landing kinematics. At the knee, individuals 
compensate for reduced peak knee flexion angles by landing in a more extended posture at 
initial contact, in an attempt to maintain sagittal plane knee joint displacement and preserve 
peak vGRF below a tolerable level. This is the first investigation to demonstrate that 
restrictions in ankle DF ROM affect sagittal plane hip kinematics during bilateral landings, 
with reduced peak flexion angles and sagittal plane joint displacement at the hip. As 
restrictions in ankle DF ROM appear to promote landing strategies that are more extended 
and stiffer in nature, injury risk may be increased during landing tasks for individuals with 
limited ankle DF ROM. As the findings presented in this Chapter have provided a clearer 
understanding for how ankle DF ROM impacts bilateral landing strategies, Chapter 7 will 
investigate the effects of an intervention to improve ankle DF ROM on landing mechanics in 
restricted individuals. As the findings of this Chapter demonstrated limited influence of 








Improved ankle mobility following a 4-week training programme affects landing 
mechanics: a randomised controlled trial 
A version of this Chapter has been accepted for publication in The Journal of Strength and 
Conditioning Research and the printed version can be found in Appendix 11.  
 
7.1 Introduction  
During bilateral landings, ankle dorsiflexion aids in attenuating vGRF (Zhang, Bates and 
Dufek, 2000), whilst facilitating knee and hip flexion via sagittal plane coupling mechanisms 
to reduce the impact of landing (Yeow, Lee and Goh, 2011). Restrictions in ankle DF ROM 
is recognised as a modifiable injury risk factor for athletes who perform a high volume of 
landing activities (Backman and Danielson, 2011). This is likely due to compensations 
caused by ankle DF ROM restriction during landing tasks, resulting in less effective 
strategies being used. For example, Chapter 6 of this thesis showed restricted ankle DF ROM 
reduces peak flexion angles at the ankle, knee and hip joints. Additionally, during landings 
where individuals with restricted ankle DF ROM demonstrate reduced sagittal plane joint 
displacement at the knee, a negative relationship between ankle DF ROM and peak vGRF 
during bilateral landings has been reported (Fong et al., 2011). These findings suggest that 
individuals with ankle DF ROM restrictions land using a stiffer strategy that may result in 
greater landing forces.  
 
Increased ankle mobility may improve landing mechanics by increasing sagittal plane joint 
displacement at the ankle, knee and hip (Dowling, McPherson and Paci, 2018; Fong et al., 





diminished injury risk (Hewett et al., 2005). Ankle DF ROM can be improved in relatively 
short time periods as significant gains in ankle DF ROM have been shown in ≤ 4-weeks when 
adhering to interventions designed to increase flexibility of the ankle plantar flexors (Aune et 
al., 2019; Nakamura et al., 2017) and improve joint arthrokinematics (Jeon et al., 2015). 
However, little is known regarding the functional consequences of developing ankle mobility 
as currently no studies have investigated the effect of increasing ankle DF ROM on landing 
mechanics in individuals identified with a mobility restriction at the ankle joint. 
 
In practice, individuals with restrictions in ankle DF ROM will likely be identified during a 
pre-exercise screening session prior to initiating a strength and conditioning programme 
(Howe, Waldron and Read, 2017). When deficits in ankle DF ROM are found, a corrective 
programme to restore ankle mobility would be prescribed. This would likely be performed as 
a supplementary intervention alongside a strength-training programme designed to develop 
relevant physical qualities that will improve athletic performance. However, whether a 
corrective programme aimed at restoring ankle mobility results in greater sagittal plane ankle, 
knee and hip joint displacement, which in turn results in reduced peak vGRF during landing 
tasks is unknown.  Therefore, the primary aim of this investigation was to determine the 
effects of a 4-week ankle mobility programme combined with a strength-training programme 
on landing mechanics among participants with pre-established ankle restrictions. It was 
hypothesised that increased ankle mobility would transfer to improved landing mechanics 
relative to exclusively performing a general strength-training programme. This would occur 
as a result of the mobility restriction being reduced, allowing for greater sagittal plane joint 
displacement at the ankle, knee and hip, enhancing shock absorption capacity and rendering 







7.2.1 Study design 
For this investigation, a randomised control trial with an independent groups design was used 
to investigate the efficacy of a 4-week intervention aimed at improving ankle DF ROM and 
its associated effects on landing mechanics. The independent variable distinguishing groups 
was the ankle mobility intervention, with participants either performing a strength-training 
and ankle mobility programme, or a strength-training programme exclusively. During an 
initial screening session, participants were required to perform the overhead squat test and 
forward arm squat test and were graded in real-time against the criteria rating outlined by 
Rabin and Kozol (2017). Participants with a positive finding for both the overhead squat test 
and forward arm squat test were identified as those demonstrating restricted ankle DF ROM 
and invited to participate in the study.  
 
Participants that met the inclusion criteria were tested, both before and following the 
completion of a 4-week intervention, for their performance on the WBLT, maximal CMJ and 
bilateral drop-landings. Participants were randomly assigned to one of two groups: strength 
and mobility training; or strength-training only. Group allocation was performed following 
the initial screening session via an online randomisation system (www.sealedenvelope.com), 
using stratified randomisation, matched for gender, WBLT scores on the right limb and 
maximal CMJ height. Both groups performed the same strength-training programme for the 
lower extremity and trunk musculature, while the strength and mobility group concurrently 
completed a programme using exercises known to improve ankle DF ROM. Post-testing was 





sessions were conducted between 10:00 am and 1:00 pm to control for circadian variation. 
For all testing sessions, participants wore spandex shorts and vest. All participants were 
informed of the risks associated with the testing and training intervention prior to completing 
a pre-exercise questionnaire and providing informed written consent. Ethical approval was 
provided by the University of Cumbria Research Ethics Panel (Appendix 1). 
  
7.2.2 Participants 
Using the data from Jeon et al. (2015) who examined differences in ankle DF ROM during 
the WBLT following self-mobilisation, we performed a representative analysis using 
G*power to determine the appropriate sample size. With an alpha of 0.05, calculations 
indicated that to achieve 80% statistical power, a minimum of eight participants per group 
were required. All participants were required to meet the following inclusion criteria: (1) 
between the ages of 18–40; (2) no lower extremity injury six-months prior to testing; (3) no 
history of lower extremity surgery; (4) regularly compete 1–3 times per week in sport events 
involving landings activities, such as court, racquet or team sports; (5) no previous 
experience adhering to a structured strength-training programme (6) present with a positive 
overhead squat and forward arm squat test during the initial screening session, as outlined by 
Rabin and Kozol (2017). The screen was employed as combined, the overhead squat test and 
forward arm squat test possesses perfect sensitivity (1.00) and fairly high specificity (ranging 
between 0.84 and 0.88) for detecting individuals with functional limitations in ankle DF 
ROM (Rabin and Kozol, 2017). To prevent sport training and competition from influencing 
outcome measures, data collection and the intervention were completed in the competitive 
off-season for each participant. Fifty-three participants volunteered for the investigation, with 





and mobility group (6 males, 5 females; age = 21 ± 1 years, height = 1.74 ± 0.10 m, body 
mass 75.7 ± 15.4 kg) and 12 participants assigned to the strength-training only group (6 
males, 6 females; age = 20 ± 1 years, height = 1.72 ± 0.10 m, body mass 71.4 ± 6.8 kg). 
 
7.2.3 Procedures 
Testing sessions were structured so that following the recording of height and body mass, 
ankle DF ROM was measured bilaterally using the WBLT (see Chapter 3). This procedure 
was repeated three times for each limb, with the mean value for the right limb across the three 
attempts used for data analysis. The greatest inter-limb difference during the WBLT across 
all participants was 1.1˚, with a mean inter-limb difference of 0.3 ± 0.5° and 0.1 ± 0.4° for the 
strength and mobility and strength-training only group, respectively.  
 
To establish bilateral drop-height for each participant, three maximal CMJ were performed 
using the procedures described in Chapter 6. The maximum value of the three attempts was 
used for data analysis and the maximum value from the first test session used to calculate 
drop height for the bilateral drop-landings for both testing sessions. 
 
Reflective markers were then placed directly onto the participants’ skin by the same 
investigator (see Chapter 4). For both sagittal and frontal plane views, markers were placed 
on the participants right side only. Participants were then familiarised with the bilateral drop-
landings from a drop height of 150% of maximum CMJ height (see Chapter 4). Participants 





landings. For 2D video analysis, sagittal and frontal plane joint movements were recorded as 
outlined in Chapter 4 of this thesis.  
 
For the interventions, all participants were required to attend three separate training sessions 
per week for 4-weeks. Sessions involved performing a strength-training programme 
supplemented with either an intervention to increase ankle DF ROM (strength and mobility 
group) or the strength-training programme exclusively (strength-training only group). The 
strength-training programme was designed to develop lower limb and trunk force 
development capacities (Table 7.1). For all strengthening exercises, loading was progressed 
on a session-by-session basis depending on participants’ individual responses. This was 
achieved by maintaining the sets and repetition structure for each exercise, while increasing 
load so that each set was performed 2–3 repetitions from failure whilst maintaining desirable 





Table 7.1. Strength-training programme performed by all participants. 
 
 Exercise Sets Reps Rest (s) 
Dynamic warm-up 
 Pole squats 2 6 30 
 Squats with arms forward 2 10 30 
 Split squats 2 6 30 
 Single leg box squats 2 6 30 
 Countermovement jumps  3 6 120 
Session 1 
 Pause front squat 3 8–10 120 
 Single-leg box squat 3 10–12 120 
 Nordic leg curls 3 6–9 120 
Session 2 
 Romanian deadlifts 3 10–12 120 
 Reverse lunges 3 8–10 120 
 Prone bridge 3 30–60 s  60 
Session 3 
 Pause front squats 3 8–10 120 
 Step ups 3 10–12 120 





The intervention to increase ankle DF ROM was performed by the strength and mobility 
group on the same days as the strength-training programme, with exercises completed prior to 
the dynamic warm-up or following the strength-training programme (Table 7.2). The ankle 
mobility intervention exercises have previously been shown to increase ankle DF ROM and 
included self-mobilisation (Jeon et al., 2015), self-massage (Halperin et al., 2014), eccentric 
strength-training (Aune et al., 2019), and static stretching (Youdas et al., 2003). A brief 
description is provided for each exercise in Table 7.2 and demonstrated in Figure 7.1. 
Prescription of all acute variables for the self-mobilisation exercise, self-massage and static 
stretching exercise remained the same throughout the 4-week intervention. The loading for 
the eccentric strength-training exercise was progressed using the same format as described for 
all other strength exercises. 
 
Each training session was separated by at least 48-hours and supervised by a UK Strength 
and Conditioning Association accredited coach. All participants were consistently provided 
with coaching to improve movement quality for each exercise. Participants were asked to 





Table 7.2. Ankle mobility exercises completed by participants in the strength and mobility training group. 
 
 Exercise Sets Reps/Duration Performance 
Pre-training session  




20 s  Participant positions their front foot on a 10˚ incline board (length = 0.30 m, width = 0.10 m) and their rear 
foot behind the front foot in a short lunge position. A non-elastic looped strap (approximately 0.30 m in 
length) is positioned so the front of the strap is on the anterior aspect of the talus on the front leg and the back 
of the strap loops over the medial arch of the rear leg. Participants lunge forward until end ankle DF ROM is 
achieved for the front leg, whilst both feet remain flat on their respective surfaces. This position is held for 
the prescribed time, with strap tension modulated by manipulating the distance between the feet (Jeon et al., 
2015). 
 





30 s Participant assumes a seated position, with one knee flexed to 90° and the ankle slightly plantar flexed 10˚ 
using a heel support. From this position, participants massage the plantar flexors using a roller massager. The 
cadence is 1 s to roll the length of the calf muscles, with intensity set at 7/10 using the rate of perceived pain 
(Halperin et al., 2014). 
Post-training session  




12–15 reps The participant places their hands on a wall to maintain balance, whilst standing with their heels hanging off 
a 0.30 m box. Participants plantar flex at both ankles to their end range, then remove one leg off the box 
before lowering their centre of mass by fully dorsiflexing the ankle on the weight-bearing limb until the point 
of maximal perceived stretch. The descent phase is performed at a cadence of 6 s and is self-timed (Aune et 
al., 2019). To load the movement, participants hold a load in one hand. Loading is progressed on a session-
by-session basis and is achieved by maintaining the sets and reps structure, while increasing load so that each 
set is performed 2–3 repetitions from failure. 
 





1 min The participant places their hands on a wall to maintain balance, whilst standing with one heel (the limb 
being stretched) hanging off a 0.30 m box. The other foot is positioned so the whole of the foot is on the box. 
With the knee bent to approximately 30˚ on the back leg, the participant dorsiflexes the ankle on the stretched 
















Figure 7.1. Exercises used to increase ankle DF ROM for the strength and mobility group. A) 
Ankle stretch using a strap; B) Ankle plantar flexors self-massage; C) Single-leg heel drop; 







7.2.5 Data analysis 
Raw vGRF data were low-pass filtered using a fourth-order Butterworth filter with a cut-off 
frequency of 50 Hz (Roewer et al., 2014). Peak vGRF data were calculated for each leg and 
normalised to body mass (N·kg-1). An independent t-test was performed between mean 
values of peak vGRF for the right and left leg for each participant, with no difference found 
(t(38) = -0.847, P = 0.402). Based on these findings, force-time data was chosen from the right 
leg to represent kinetic measures of bilateral drop-landing performance. As such, peak vGRF, 
time to peak vGRF and loading rate were independently calculated for the right leg (see 
Chapter 4).  
 
All video recordings were analysed using the procedures described in Chapter 4 of this 
thesis. For sagittal plane joint movements, ankle, knee and hip joint angles were calculated at 
initial contact and the point of peak flexion for the right limb. These angles were then used to 
calculate joint displacement for each joint by subtracting the peak flexion angle from the 
initial contact angle. For hip flexion, knee flexion and ankle dorsiflexion, smaller values 
represented greater flexion and ankle dorsiflexion. For FPPA, values < 180° represented knee 
valgus and values > 180° represented knee varus.  
 
7.2.6 Statistical analysis 
Descriptive statistics (mean ± standard deviation) were calculated for each kinetic and 
kinematic variable. The assumption of normality was checked for all dependent variables 
using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Independent t-tests were employed to determine between-group 





covariance (ANCOVA) was used to evaluate difference in WBLT and CMJ performance and 
between-group differences for landing performance following the training intervention. A 
one-way ANCOVA was chosen as a statistical tool so as to increase power, reduce variability 
and account for between-group differences at baseline caused by the procedures for group 
allocation (de Boer et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2014). Values for kinetic and kinematic 
variables associated with landing performance following the training intervention were used 
as the dependent variable, with baseline values used as the covariate to control for group 
differences. The α-priori level of significance was set at P < 0.05, with a Bonferroni 
correction applied post-hoc in order to reduce the likelihood of Type I errors. ES were 
calculated for each comparison, with 0.20 being considered small, 0.50 moderate and 0.80 or 
greater large (Cohen, 1988). All statistical tests were performed using SPSS® statistical 
software package (v.24; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). 
 
7.3 Results 
Three participants from the strength-training only group withdrew from the study (for reasons 
unrelated to the study), resulting in 20 participants completing both testing sessions (strength 
and mobility, n = 11; strength-training only, n = 9). Attendance for the training sessions was 
100% for participants included in the data analysis.  
 
At baseline, there was no difference between groups for CMJ height (t(18) = -0.25, P = 0.282) 
or WBLT scores (t(18) = 0.26, P  = 0.153). However, there was a main effect of group on 
WBLT at the post intervention time point (F(1,17) = 13.94, P = 0.002) (Figure 7.2), with the 
strength and mobility group (mean difference = 4.1 ± 1.4˚, ES = 1.00) demonstrating greater 





0.18). There was no difference in CMJ height between the strength and mobility (mean 
difference = 0.04 ± 0.02 m, ES = 0.52) and strength-training only group (mean difference = 




Figure 7.2. WBLT values for both groups (error bars indicate the SD). † indicates a 























Figure 7.3. CMJ test values for both groups (error bars indicate the SD).  
 
Differences for kinematic and kinetic measures of bilateral drop-landing performance before 
and after the training intervention are presented in Table 7.3. At initial ground contact a main 
effect of group was found following the training intervention (F(1,17) = 4.68, P = 0.045), with 
the strength and mobility group (mean difference = 1.4 ± 2.0˚, ES = 0.46) having less ankle 
dorsiflexion than the strength-training only group (mean difference = 1.0 ± 2.7˚, ES = 0.22). 
At peak flexion, there was a main effect of group on ankle dorsiflexion (F(1,17) = 19.14, P < 
0.001) and hip flexion (F(1,17) = 4.87, P = 0.041). The strength and mobility group (mean 
difference = 6.3 ± 2.9˚, ES = 0.74) displayed greater ankle dorsiflexion at peak flexion 
compared to the strength-training only group (mean difference = -0.4 ± 3.7˚, ES = 0.06), 
while the strength-training only group showed greater hip flexion at peak flexion (mean 
difference = 14.4 ± 11.0˚, ES = 0.70) in comparison to the strength and mobility group (mean 
difference = 4.3 ± 9.0˚, ES = 0.16). Joint displacement for the ankle was significantly greater 
for the strength and mobility group (mean difference = 7.7 ± 4.0˚, ES = 1.00) than for the 
























training intervention (F(1,17) = 25.33, P < 0.001). Significant between-group differences were 
identified post-intervention for hip joint displacement (F(1,17) = 6.13, P = 0.024), with the 
strength-training only group showing greater hip joint displacement (mean difference = 8.0 ± 
6.6˚, ES = 0.44) than the strength and mobility group (mean difference = 0.7 ± 6.6˚, ES = 
0.03). No other between-group differences were found for kinematic measures associated 
with bilateral drop-landing performance. No significant between-group differences were 





Table 7.3. Pre- and post-intervention differences for both groups for kinematic and kinetic measures associated with landing performance. 
 Variable Strength and mobility (n = 11) Strength-training only (n = 9)  
 Pre-
intervention 
(mean ± SD) 
Post-
intervention 
(mean ± SD) 







(mean ± SD) 
Post-
intervention 
(mean ± SD) 





Kinetic variables         
 Peak force (N·kg-1) 2.07 ± 0.69 2.01 ± 0.69 -0.06 (-0.19, 0.08) 0.08 1.86 ± 0.34 1.88 ± 0.48 0.02 (-0.19, 0.15) 0.05 
 Time to peak force (s) 0.058 ± 0.018 0.058 ± 0.019 0.000 (-0.003, 0.003) 0.01 0.058 ± 0.010  0.064 ± 0.016 0.006 (-0.006, 0.017) 0.41 
 Loading rate (N·s−1) 41.1 ± 22.9 40.5 ± 23.6 -0.6 (-4.4, 5.6) 0.03 34.6 ± 11.8 34.3 ± 14.5 -0.3 (-6.1, 6.8) 0.02 
Initial contact angles         
 Ankle (°)* 152.2 ± 2.9 153.6 ± 3.1 1.4 (-0.1, 2.8) 0.46 154.1 ± 4.0 153.1 ± 5.2 -1.0 (-2.6, 0.6) 0.22 
 Knee (°) 169.5 ± 2.3 167.9 ± 2.9 -1.6 (-4.0, 0.9) 0.60 172.0 ± 3.8  168.0 ± 4.1 -3.9 (-6.6, -1.2) 1.00 
 Hip (°) 161.7 ± 6.4 158.0 ± 6.5 -3.7 (-7.7, 0.3) 0.58 162.8 ± 4.5 156.4 ± 8.5 -6.4 (-10.8, -1.9) 0.94 
Peak flexion angles         
 Ankle (°)* 108.4 ± 9.0 102.0 ± 8.2 -6.3 (-8.4, -4.3) 0.74 105.8 ± 6.8 106.2 ± 7.3 0.4 (-1.9, 2.7) 0.06 
 Knee (°) 100.4 ± 16.0 97.0 ± 14.7 -3.4 (-7.7, 0.9) 0.22 99.4 ± 15.6  95.1 ± 15.8 -4.3 (-9.0, 0.5) 0.27 
 Hip (°)* 96.1 ± 27.0 91.7 ± 28.1 -4.3 (-10.6, 1.9) 0.16 99.4 ± 23.3 85.0 ± 17.7 -14.4 (-21.3, -7.4) 0.70 
 Frontal plane 
projection angles (°) 
199.3 ± 22.7 204.9 ± 22.3 5.6 (0.0, 11.2) 0.25 195.5 ± 13.2 198.4 ± 14.1 2.8 (-3.3, 8.9) 0.21 
Joint displacement         
 Ankle dorsiflexion (°)* 43.9 ± 7.3 51.6 ± 8.1 7.7 (5.4, 10.1) 1.00 48.3 ± 5.6 46.9 ± 6.8 -1.4 (-4.0, 1.2) 0.23 
 Knee flexion (°) 69.1 ± 15.0 70.9 ± 13.8 1.8 (-1.8, 5.5) 0.13 72.6 ± 15.7  72.9 ± 14.8 0.3 (-3.7, 4.4) 0.02 
 Hip flexion (°)* 65.7 ± 23.6 66.3 ± 23.0 0.7 (-3.6, 4.9) 0.03 63.4 ± 20.2 71.4 ± 16.2  8.0 (3.3, 12.7) 0.44 






The primary aim of this investigation was to identify the effects of a corrective training 
programme on landing mechanics among participants with restricted ankle DF ROM. It was 
hypothesised that increasing ankle DF ROM alongside a strength-training programme would 
transfer to the execution of a landing task when compared to performing a strength-training 
programme alone. Specifically it was hypothesised that those receiving an intervention to 
increase ankle DF ROM and a strength-training programme would demonstrate greater 
sagittal plane joint displacement at the ankle, knee and hip following the removal of the ankle 
restriction. The findings, however, failed to support this hypothesis, with changes in landing 
movement strategies during bilateral drop-landings identified for both groups. Specifically, 
relative to the strength-training only group, increases in ankle DF ROM in the strength and 
mobility group also resulted in greater ankle plantar flexion at initial ground contact, ankle 
dorsiflexion at peak flexion, and ankle joint displacement. In contrast, between-group 
comparisons following the completion of the 4-week programme revealed that the strength-
training only group adapted their coordination strategy by increasing hip flexion angle at the 
moment of peak flexion, resulting in increased sagittal plane hip joint displacement (Table 
7.3). As such, it appears that changes in landing strategies following the performance of a 
strength-training programme are specific to whether restrictions in ankle mobility are 
considered as part of the design of the intervention. 
 
This is the first investigation to demonstrate that landing mechanics can be altered among 
individuals who initially present with ankle DF ROM restrictions. Following the intervention, 
the strength and mobility group increased peak ankle dorsiflexion and ankle joint 





significantly greater than those observed for the strength-training only group (-0.4 and 1.4˚, 
respectively) and exceed the SEM for both of these kinematic variables previously reported 
using the same procedures in Chapter 4. Along with contributing to shock absorption at 
initial ground contact (Rowley and Richards, 2015), the ankle joint contributes significantly 
to angular displacement of the knee joint in the sagittal plane during landings (see Chapters 5 
and 6). Knee flexion is vital for absorbing shock (Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000), with 
reduced knee flexion diminishing knee extensor power output during landings (Devita and 
Skelly, 1992). As a result, reduced sagittal plane knee joint displacement may lead to 
suboptimal landing strategies that increase peak vGRF (Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000). 
Given that the ankle restriction was reduced (i.e. ankle DF ROM increased) following the 4-
week intervention, improvements in ankle mobility may facilitate the knee joint’s capacity to 
dissipate vertical forces. In partial support of this suggestion, the strength and mobility group 
increased their knee flexion at peak flexion by 3.4˚ (Table 7.3). However, this value is less 
than the SEM of 3.9˚ reported in Chapter 4 for this variable during bilateral drop-landings 
using 2D video analysis and should not be interpreted as real change following the 
intervention. Furthermore, as peak vGRF did not change for the strength and mobility group 
beyond the error associated with this measure, the modest increase in peak knee flexion angle 
is unlikely to have provided any functional benefit, as landing forces remained unaffected 
(Table 7.3). 
 
The findings in this Chapter demonstrate that the strength and mobility group landed with 
greater ankle plantar flexion at initial ground contact during post-intervention testing. This 
strategy may be desirable when individuals are attempting to reduce loading associated with a 
landing task, as 10˚ increases in plantar flexion at initial contact have been shown to decrease 





showed greater plantar flexion at initial contact increased ankle joint contribution to peak 
support moments. Although this Chapter did not measure changes in plantar flexion strength 
following the intervention, it may be that elevated strength levels following the performance 
of the single-leg heel drops allowed the ankle to contribute further to energy dissipation. 
Although this is possible, the mean difference from baseline for ankle joint angle at initial 
contact for the strength and mobility group following the intervention was 1.4˚ (Table 7.3). 
This value is far less than the conscious adjustments in ankle joint alignment used by Rowley 
and Richards (2015), explaining the lack of difference in kinetic measurements following the 
intervention. Furthermore, this value is also less than the SEM of 1.8˚ reported in Chapter 4. 
Therefore, the between-group difference for ankle alignment at initial contact could be 
explained by systematic error and should be interpreted with caution. 
 
Another unexpected finding was the changes at the hip joint for the strength-training only 
group. These findings show that peak hip flexion angle and hip joint displacement increased 
by 14.4˚ and 8.0˚, respectively. These values were significantly greater than the 4.3˚ increase 
in peak hip flexion angle and 0.7˚ for sagittal plane hip joint displacement observed for the 
strength and mobility group. This finding was surprising, as individuals with functional 
limitations in ankle DF ROM have been shown to land with reduced peak hip flexion angles 
and less hip joint displacement when compared to individuals with greater ankle DF ROM 
(Dowling, McPherson and Paci, 2018). However, this may be beneficial for individuals with 
limited ankle DF ROM to offset the stiffer landing strategy associated with the presence of an 
ankle restriction. Increasing hip flexion during bilateral landings has been shown to reduce 
peak vGRF and quadriceps muscle activity, while increasing peak knee flexion angle 
(Blackburn and Padua, 2008). Previously, recreational athletes with restrictions in ankle DF 





following the performance of a hip-strengthening programme (Kondo and Someya, 2016). As 
the strength-training only group in the current study did not increase ankle DF ROM beyond 
the error associated with the test (see Chapter 3), it seems that an increased involvement of 
the hip occurred to support the knee in attenuating loading during the bilateral drop-landings. 
This is likely to have occurred because the strength-training only group were unable to rely 
on greater ankle joint contribution during landings due to the remaining ankle restriction. 
Thus, the landing strategy of both groups was altered but in different ways. This finding 
could be of practical significance to individuals with conditions resulting in chronic (less 
modifiable) restrictions in ankle DF ROM, such as anterior ankle impingement (Ogilvie-
Harris, Mahomed and Demaziere, 1993). Increased hip flexion during landings is associated 
with increased hip extensor activity, which acts to resist the elevated external flexion moment 
(Shimokochi et al., 2009). As a result, practitioners working with individuals with a non-
modifiable ankle restriction should consider that hip-dominant strategies will be adopted and 
that training interventions placing greater emphasis on development of the hip musculature 
could help to tolerate the additional loading that is likely to occur. 
 
In this investigation, no between-group differences were found for any kinetic measure of 
bilateral drop-landing performance following the 4-week training interventions. Furthermore, 
neither group demonstrated changes outside of the error previously associated with these 
measures (Chapter 4). Although a number of reasons may exist for these findings, the most 
likely explanation is the limited evidence for ankle DF ROM influencing landing forces. At 
present, only Fong et al. (2011) has found a significant correlation between ankle DF ROM 
and peak vGRF (r = -0.41) in healthy participants. Alternatively, similar to the findings 
presented in Chapters 5 and 6, numerous studies have shown no association between ankle 





such, it is likely that other factors influence peak vGRF, such as angular velocity for the knee 
and hip joints at initial ground contact (Yu, Lin and Garrett, 2000) and the eccentric work 
performed by the knee and hip extensor musculature (Zhang, Bates and Dufek, 2000). 
Therefore, the findings presented in this study provide further support for the lack of 
association between ankle DF ROM and peak vGRF. 
 
In Chapter 5, ankle DF ROM was associated with FPPA during landing tasks, indicating that 
reduced ankle DF ROM increases knee abduction angle. This is suggested to occur as a 
compensation mechanism for limited ankle DF ROM, whereby increased pronation of the 
foot complex allows for the continued forward rotation of the proximal tibia (Dill et al., 
2014). However, this finding is not consistently reported, with Fong et al. (2011) showing no 
relationship between ankle DF ROM and knee valgus displacement, while no between-group 
differences were found in Chapter 6 for FPPA when comparing individuals with and without 
ankle DF ROM restriction. In this Chapter, no between-group differences for FPPA were 
found following the 4-week intervention, with the strength and mobility group and the 
strength-training only group increasing FPPA angle (increasing knee varus) by 5.6˚ and 2.8˚, 
respectively (Table 7.3). Both of these values are below the 12.0˚ MDC value previously 
reported in Chapter 4 and, consequently, should not be interpreted as a genuine change in 
frontal plane knee alignment. A possible explanation for why ankle DF ROM did not result in 
significant reductions in knee valgus (increases in FPPA angle) may be that meaningful 
medial knee displacement was not found for either group at baseline (strength and mobility 
group = 199.3 ± 22.7˚; strength-training only group = 195.5 ± 13.2˚). Therefore, 
supplementing a strength-training programme with an intervention to improve ankle DF 





relative to exclusively performing the strength-training programme in individuals who 
present with no apparent medial knee displacement. 
 
7.5 Conclusion 
This Chapter demonstrated that individuals with a functional restriction in ankle DF ROM 
were able to change their DF ROM and landing mechanics following a 4-week ankle mobility 
and strength-training programme. Specifically, those individuals exposed to a strength and 
mobility training programme significantly improved their ankle mobility, resulting in greater 
ankle dorsiflexion at peak flexion and increased sagittal plane ankle joint displacement when 
landing relative to those who received a strength-training intervention exclusively. 
Furthermore, these changes in joint alignment exceeded the error associated with the testing 
procedures. Conversely, the strength-training only group compensated for their restriction in 
ankle DF ROM by employing more hip flexion during landings following the strength-
training only programme. This is the first investigation to show that improved ankle DF 
ROM leads to changes in landing mechanics, whereby the newly developed mobility can be 










Ankle DF ROM restriction affects landings mechanics in healthy populations during single- 
(Dowling, McPherson and Paci, 2018; Whitting et al., 2011) and double-leg landing tasks 
(Fong et al., 2011; Malloy et al., 2015; Sigward, Ota and Powers, 2017). Following an 
extensive review of the literature, Chapter 2 highlighted that these changes occurred at initial 
ground contact (Dowling, McPherson and Paci, 2018) and peak flexion (Malloy et al., 2015; 
Sigward, Ota and Powers, 2017; Whitting et al., 2011), resulting in reduced angular joint 
displacement at the ankle, knee and hip joints during landings (Dowling, McPherson and 
Paci, 2018; Fong et al., 2011). Consistent with evidence that reduced joint displacement at 
these joint segments is associated with higher peak vGRF during bilateral landings (Zhang, 
Bates and Dufek, 2000), restrictions in ankle DF ROM have been shown to increase peak 
vGRF (Fong et al., 2011). However, Chapter 2 identified a number of areas requiring further 
research. Specifically, it was not known whether inter-limb asymmetries in ankle DF ROM 
cause asymmetries in landing mechanics. Furthermore, the influence of drop height or 
exercise-induced fatigue on compensations in landing mechanics, derived from restrictions in 
ankle DF ROM, had not been established. Lastly, there was no evidence to support the notion 
that ankle DF ROM is a modifiable factor for changing landing mechanics following a 
corrective training programme. Based on the limited evidence identified within the existing 
body of literature, the programme of work presented in this thesis was designed to provide 
original insight into the effects of restricted ankle DF ROM on landing mechanics and the 
influence of acute and chronic constraints (such as exercise-induced fatigue or long-term 





research aims were developed to investigate the effects of ankle DF ROM on bilateral drop-
landing performance. This Chapter will provide a review of these aims and present the key 
findings of the current thesis, along with limitations that may direct future research in this 
area. 
 
Aim 1: Establishing a reliable method for identifying ankle DF ROM. Special 
consideration was also provided towards determining the reliability for inter-limb 
asymmetries in ankle DF ROM. 
The findings in Chapter 3 demonstrated that single-limb measures of WBLT performance 
using the trigonometric calculation method to establish tibia angle provided superior 
reliability to methods previously described (Powden, Hoch and Hoch, 2015). Therefore, the 
findings of Chapter 3 demonstrated that a single-limb measure of WBLT performance using 
the trigonometric calculation method could be reliably used to identify ankle DF ROM for 
subsequent investigations in this body of work.  
 
Although there is evidence that inter-limb asymmetries in ankle DF ROM affect the 
performance of functional activities, such as squatting (Crowe et al., 2019) and change of 
direction tasks (Gonzalo-Skok et al., 2015), few studies have confirmed the prevalence of 
inter-limb asymmetries in ankle DF ROM among healthy populations. As identified in 
Chapter 2, there is also limited evidence for the reliability of measuring inter-limb 
asymmetries in ankle DF ROM using the WBLT. The results of Chapter 3 revealed that inter-
limb asymmetries were less prevalent than previously reported among healthy young adults, 
with only 8% of participants demonstrating ankle DF ROM asymmetry > 5˚. Although a 





measuring asymmetries in ankle DF ROM during the WBLT. The findings presented in 
Chapter 3 showed MDC values for measures of inter-limb asymmetry were higher than a 
single measure. Therefore, studies reporting high prevalence and magnitude of asymmetries 
in ankle DF ROM using less reliable measurement methods during the WBLT (e.g. Rabin et 
al., 2015), could be confounded by variability in the adopted measurement technique. As a 
result, the prevalence and magnitude of asymmetries in ankle DF ROM for healthy young 
adults was much lower than expected and therefore, may not be as common as previously 
reported.  
 
Aim 2: Examining the reliability of kinetic and kinematic measures associated with 
bilateral drop-landing performance from varying drop heights. The reliability of inter-limb 
asymmetry measurements during landings was also established. 
Chapter 4 investigated the reliability of kinetic and kinematic variables associated with 
bilateral drop-landing performance at drop heights equating to 50%, 100% and 150% of 
maximal CMJ height. For force-time variables, bilateral and unilateral measures of peak 
vGRF, time to peak vGRF and loading rate demonstrated sufficient reliability, predominantly 
from drop heights ≥ 100% of CMJ height. As such, these variables were used to measure 
landing performance in the studies that form this thesis. However, regardless of drop height, 
between-limb asymmetries in peak vGRF demonstrated a high level of measurement noise 
(i.e. error), with MDC values ranging between 14.6–16.2%. This value far exceeds what is 
commonly reported in healthy (Yanci and Camara, 2016) and injured populations (Paterno et 
al., 2007). Therefore, it was reasoned that this measure potentially lacks the necessary 
sensitivity to detect meaningful changes in landing mechanics or kinetic measures of 





influence of asymmetries in ankle DF ROM on landing mechanics had not been investigated 
prior to this programme of work, it remained feasible that a relationship (of sufficient 
strength) between ankle DF ROM and kinetic measures could be detected. Consequently, 
Chapter 5 investigated the relationship of between-limb differences in ankle DF ROM and 
asymmetries in kinetic measures during landing performance. 
 
Using 2D video analysis, initial contact and peak flexion angles for the ankle, knee and hip 
joints on both limbs produced reliable measures with sufficient sensitivity to identify the 
association between ankle DF ROM and these variables (Chapter 5), along with detecting 
changes following the acute (Chapter 6) and chronic (Chapter 7) interventions employed. 
Sagittal plane joint displacement for all joint segments possessed very large to near perfect 
reliability, yet demonstrated high variability at a drop height of 50% of CMJ height when 
compared to greater drop heights. MDC values for between-limb differences in sagittal plane 
joint displacement for the ankle, knee and hip joints far exceeded what has been reported in 
the literature for healthy (Pappas and Carpes, 2012) and injured (Meyer et al., 2018) 
populations. However, it may be that between-limb asymmetries in ankle DF ROM influence 
between-limb differences in landing mechanics to such a degree that a relationship may be 
detectable for these variables. The relationship between ankle DF ROM and asymmetries in 
landing kinematics was investigated in Chapter 5. 
 
Aim 3: Determining the relationship between ankle DF ROM and landing mechanics 
during bilateral drop-landings from varying drop heights. 
Ankle DF ROM has been associated with initial contact angles, peak flexion angles and 





tasks (Dowling, McPherson and Paci, 2018; Fong et al., 2011; Malloy et al., 2015; Sigward, 
Ota and Powers, 2017). Although it has not been consistently reported in the literature 
(Malloy et al., 2015), ankle DF ROM has also been correlated with peak vGRF during 
landings (Fong et al., 2011). Chapter 5 advanced our understanding of these relationships, 
investigating the influence of drop height on these associations. During bilateral drop-
landings from 50%, 100% and 150% of CMJ height, no significant correlations were found 
between WBLT performance and normalised peak vGRF, time to peak vGRF and loading 
rate. This likely occurred due to compensations in coordination strategies used by individuals 
with restricted ankle DF ROM, with relationships found between ankle DF ROM and lower-
extremity initial contact angles, peak flexion angles and sagittal plane joint displacement. 
Specifically, at drop height ≥ 100% of CMJ height, moderate to large correlations were found 
between ankle DF ROM and ankle and knee joint angles at initial contact and peak flexion, as 
well as sagittal plane joint displacement for the knee. It was proposed in Chapter 5 that these 
associations highlight coordination strategies that occur as a compensation for restricted 
ankle DF ROM, allowing peak vGRF to be maintained below a tolerable threshold. This may 
also explain why additional significant relationships were found at drop heights ≥ 100% of 
CMJ height, where peak vGRF increase as a result of elevated drop heights (Zhang, Bates 
and Dufek, 2000). However, while a greater number of significant correlations were 
identified at greater drop heights, there was considerable overlap for 95% confidence 
intervals between these relationships. Therefore, Chapter 5 did not identify a clear effect for 
drop height on the relationship between ankle DF ROM and landing mechanics. Based on 
these findings and that of Chapter 4, clear differences were not found for the reliability data 
or the relationships established between ankle DF ROM and bilateral drop-landing 





heights for Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 of this thesis used 150% of CMJ to further investigate 
the effect restrictions in ankle DF ROM have on landing mechanics. 
 
Lastly, no relationship was found between asymmetries in ankle DF ROM and between-limb 
differences in landing mechanics. Although a number of reasons may be possible for the lack 
of association, the most likely explanation is the variability related to measures of 
asymmetries during bilateral landings. This was possibly compounded by the negligible inter-
limb differences found in this population for the WBLT (-0.9 ± 3.0°). Therefore, based on the 
findings described here and that of preceding chapters, the remainder of the thesis excluded 
further analysis for measures of asymmetry. 
 
Aim 4: Evaluating the effect of acute fatigue on landing mechanics for individuals with 
limited ankle DF ROM. 
Chapter 6 of the current thesis was the first investigation to study the differences in landing 
mechanics between individuals with functional restrictions in ankle DF ROM and normal 
ankle DF ROM, as well as the effect of fatigue on landing mechanics in individuals with 
restricted ankle DF ROM. The results reported in Chapter 6 showed that in a non-fatigued 
state, the restricted group had less knee flexion at initial contact relative to the normal group. 
Peak flexion and sagittal plane joint displacement for the ankle, knee and hip joints were also 
significantly reduced for the restricted group at baseline when compared to the normal group, 
with large ES (ranging between 0.9 to 2.2) reported for each variable. Additionally, between-
group differences for knee flexion angle at initial contact and peak flexion angles for the 
ankle and knee joints exceeded the MDC values reported in Chapter 4. Force-time measures 





results reported in Chapter 5 and suggests no significant association between ankle DF ROM 
and peak vGRF, time to peak vGRF and loading rate during bilateral drop-landings. These 
data develop the understanding of how landing mechanics are altered among individuals 
identified with restrictions in ankle DF ROM. Furthermore, these results demonstrate the 
effect of restrictions in ankle DF ROM on sagittal plane hip joint mechanics during bilateral 
drop-landings. As such, this is the first investigation to establish the role of restrictions in 
ankle DF ROM in limiting hip joint contribution to vertically lowering the centre of mass 
during bilateral landing tasks.  
 
No difference was found between-groups for FPPA. As the correlations reported in Chapter 5 
for FPPA were moderate, factors beyond ankle DF ROM likely influence frontal plane knee 
joint mechanics during landings. Such factors may include suboptimal neuromuscular control 
of the trunk and hip musculature during landings (Myer et al., 2008) and poor eccentric 
strength of the hip abductor and external rotator muscles (Boling and Padua, 2013). As such, 
individuals presenting with high peak knee abduction angles during bilateral landings should 
be screened for deficits in the magnitude and timing of force production around the trunk and 
hip muscles as a priority ahead of assessing ankle DF ROM. 
 
In summary, the findings presented in Chapter 6 provide greater insight into the effects of 
ankle DF ROM restriction on landing mechanics. Specifically, when compared to participants 
with no functional hypomobility at the ankle joint, individuals with restricted ankle DF ROM 
perform bilateral drop-landings with less knee flexion at initial ground contact. Additionally, 
during the descent phase of the landing, individuals with restricted ankle DF ROM display 





counterpart. As a result, individuals with restricted ankle DF ROM demonstrate kinematic 
strategies that are associated with an elevated injury risk during landing tasks (Aerts et al., 
2013).  
 
For landings following the performance of a fatiguing protocol, Chapter 6 found only peak 
ankle dorsiflexion angle and sagittal plane ankle joint displacement differed between groups. 
For the normal group, peak ankle dorsiflexion angle increased by 2.7°, resulting in 2.4° 
greater ankle joint displacement. Conversely, the restricted group increased peak ankle 
dorsiflexion angle and ankle joint displacement by 0.3° and 0.1°, respectively. Although the 
between-group comparisons for ankle kinematics following the fatigue protocol were found 
to be significant using the one-way ANCOVA with moderate to large differences (η2 = 0.22–
0.27), the mean changes reported did not exceed the MDC values presented for these 
variables in Chapter 4. Therefore, between-group differences reported in this Chapter may 
represent measurement error and should not be interpreted as ‘real’ change. Additionally, as 
no between-group differences were found for any other measure of landing performance 
under fatigue, such small changes in ankle kinematics are unlikely to provide functional 
relevance. Consequently, following the acute onset of exercise-induced fatigue, individuals 
with restricted ankle DF ROM show no difference in landing strategy when compared to 
individuals with normal ankle mobility. 
 
Aim 5: Investigating the effects of improved ankle DF ROM on landing mechanics 
following the performance of an intervention aimed to increase ankle mobility. 
Chapter 7 presented the first investigation to demonstrate that individuals with restricted 





part of a general strength-training programme. Following the ankle mobility intervention, the 
strength and mobility group increased their WBLT score by 4.1 ± 1.4˚, compared to 1.0 ± 
2.1˚ for the strength-training only group. With the addition of an ankle mobility intervention 
to a strength-training programme, increased peak ankle dorsiflexion angle (mean difference = 
6.3 ± 2.9˚) and ankle joint displacement (mean difference = 7.7 ± 4.0˚) during bilateral drop-
landings were found for the strength and mobility group. The mean differences for the 
strength and mobility group in ankle kinematics exceeded the SEM values reported in 
Chapter 4, with increases in ankle joint displacement surpassing the MDC established for this 
variable. As such, the significant differences in peak ankle dorsiflexion angle and ankle joint 
displacement were likely to be meaningful based on the error previously found for each 
measure. This is the first study to demonstrate that restrictions in ankle DF ROM that reduce 
ankle joint contribution during landings are modifiable following the performance of a 
corrective programme. 
 
Although participants who received the strength and ankle mobility intervention had 
significantly greater ankle joint contribution during landings, peak knee and hip flexion 
angles increased by only 3.4° and 4.3°, respectively. Although these increases in knee and hip 
flexion may be meaningful, they are less than MDC values reported in Chapter 4 for each 
variable and may possibly represent error. Furthermore, changes in peak vGRF, time to peak 
vGRF and loading rate following the corrective programme were all negligible and lower 
than the MDC values previously reported in Chapter 4. Therefore, although improved ankle 
mobility resulted in greater ankle joint displacement for the strength and mobility group, it 
did not result in measurable kinematic changes in landing strategy at the knee and hip joints, 
resulting in no differences in kinetic measures of landing performance. In the future, 





landing performance following improvements in ankle DF ROM in individuals with 
restricted ankle mobility.  
 
In contrast to the strength and mobility group, individuals with restricted ankle DF ROM 
performing a strength-training programme exclusively, demonstrated little change during 
bilateral drop-landings in peak ankle dorsiflexion angle (mean difference = -0.4 ± 3.7˚) and 
ankle joint displacement (mean difference = = -1.4˚ ± 3.3˚). However, peak hip flexion angle 
and hip joint displacement increased by 14.4˚ and 8.0˚, respectively. These findings indicate 
that when ankle DF ROM is not improved, individuals with ankle hypomobility undertaking 
a strength-training programme adapt their landing strategy by increasing hip joint 
contribution to support the attenuation on landing forces. This likely occurs as the ankle DF 
ROM restriction remains, limiting the forward displacement of the knee joint and 
constraining the individual to rely more on hip joint involvement to lowering the centre of 
mass during the descent phase of the landing.  
 
8.2 Limitations and future recommendations for research 
The programme of work presented in this thesis provides an original and significant 
contribution to the literature by establishing the effects of ankle DF ROM on landing 
mechanics across various conditions. However, this research is not without limitations, which 
are important to acknowledge and which should be addressed in future investigations. Key 
limitations are addressed below: 
• Selection of mechanical measures used for analysing landing performance: A 
consideration for future research using laboratory-based testing equipment is the 





of work, measures were selected based on their association with injury risk and the 
practicality for data collection and analysis in a clinical or coaching setting. Across 
the available literature, force-time measures (Boling et al., 2009; Hewett et al., 2005; 
Leppänen et al., 2016) and lower extremity joint angles at initial ground contact 
(Boling et al., 2019; Hewett et al., 2005) and peak flexion (Boling et al., 2009; Hewett 
et al., 2005; Holden et al., 2017; Leppänen et al., 2016; Leppänen et al., 2017) have 
been consistently associated with injury risk during bilateral landings using 
prospective study designs. Furthermore, force-time data and joint angles at critical 
time points during landings take just minutes to process using custom-built 
spreadsheets and free video analysis software respectively. Consequently, these 
measures were selected for this programme of work to accomplish the principal 
objective previously described. However, investigations for the effects of ankle DF 
ROM on additional kinetic and kinematic variables associated with landing 
performance would also provide practical significance. For example, identifying the 
effects of ankle DF ROM restriction on lower extremity joint moments, muscle 
activation strategies and joint angular velocities would be potentially informative 
when determining injury risk during landing tasks and developing corrective 
strategies. Future research establishing the interaction between ankle DF ROM and 
landing technique should attempt to develop the depth of the analysis to provide 
greater insight for how ankle DF ROM may influence landing strategies. 
 
• Population used for analysis: This thesis aimed to establish the effects of ankle DF 
ROM in healthy individuals with a history of performing landing tasks via sport 
participation. For inclusion into data collection, participants were required to present 





prior to data collection. As such, the findings presented in this thesis are not 
applicable to injured populations, but rather, serve as useful information for such 
population as well as a ‘proof of concept’ and an impetus for future research in 
injured populations. 
 
Patients that have undergone lower extremity surgery (Yamazaki et al., 2010) or have 
history of recurrent injury (Hertel et al., 2006) have been shown to differ in their 
functional movement patterns relative to healthy populations. Specific to landings, 
kinematic and kinetic differences have been reported between healthy and previously 
injured populations (Decker et al., 2002; Haddas, James and Hooper, 2015). As such, 
individuals with limited ankle DF ROM and a recent history of injury may display 
compensations that differ to those reported in this thesis. Therefore, the findings of 
this thesis should not be applied to injured populations that present with restricted 
ankle DF ROM. 
 
• The influence of gender on landing performance: This thesis investigated the 
relationship between ankle DF ROM and landing mechanics using a convenience 
participant sample including both male and female recreational athletes. Fundamental 
biomechanical disparities exist between males and females, owing to differences in 
neuromuscular control (Landry et al., 2009), resulting in higher incidence rates for 
non-contact ligament injuries in female athletes (Arendt and Dick, 1995). Differences 
in landing strategies between males and females are a common finding (Decker et al., 
2003; Kernozek et al., 2005; McLean et al., 2007). For example, females have been 
shown to land with 10.0° greater ankle plantar flexion and 7.2° less knee flexion 





16.4° greater joint displacement for the knee and ankle joints, respectively, have also 
been found in female recreational athletes (Decker et al., 2003). Additionally, 
Kernozek et al. (2005) reported 19.4° greater knee valgus, a risk factor for ACL injury 
(Hewett et al., 2005), in females performing bilateral drop-landings from a 0.60 m 
drop height. Although the use of an arbitrary drop height questions the external 
validity of these findings, gender differences still exist in landing strategy when drop 
height is normalised to maximal CMJ height (Weinhandl, Joshi and O’Connor, 2010). 
Although differences may exist in landing strategies between genders, the magnitude 
of these disparities has been shown to be less apparent during bilateral landings 
(Pappas et al., 2007). Nonetheless, the degree to which ankle DF ROM impacts 
landing mechanics for each gender is currently unknown and warrants further 
investigation. Therefore, caution should be shown when generalising the results 
presented in this thesis to both genders.  
 
Another limitation associated with gender was that this thesis did not consider 
menstrual cycle status for female participants, which has been shown to influence 
tendon stiffness and joint laxity (Cesar et al., 2011). As menstrual cycle affects some 
of the landing variables measured as part of this thesis (Bell et al., 2014), it is possible 
that the association found in this investigation between ankle DF ROM and landing 
performance may be influenced by the menstrual cycle. As such, researchers may 
wish to examine the influence of menstrual cycle on the relationship between ankle 
DF ROM and landing performance in future research. 
 
• Footwear: Another consideration for interpreting the findings of this thesis is the 





design in an attempt to control for rearfoot to forefoot elevation that is offered by 
footwear. For logistical purposes, standard shoes could not be provided for all 
participants during data collection. Therefore, it was decided that allowing 
participants to use their own footwear would potentially act as a confounding 
variable, negatively affecting internal validity.  
 
Landing mechanics during bilateral drop-landings have been shown to differ between 
shod and barefoot, with significantly greater sagittal plane knee joint displacement 
observed during shod conditions (Yeow et al., 2011). As such, the findings of this 
thesis should be interpreted with caution where landings are performed in shod. 
However, the relationships presented in Chapter 5 are similar to those reported in 
studies that have used footwear (Dowling, McPherson and Paci, 2018; Fong et al., 
2011; Malloy et al., 2015). Therefore, it is questionable if the use of footwear would 
have significantly affected the results reported in this thesis.  
 
8.3 Practical applications 
The findings from this thesis provide applied practitioners with reliability data that will 
support their interpretation of results following the assessment of individuals with restricted 
ankle DF ROM. When measuring ankle DF ROM, the trigonometric calculation method can 
be used to produce a reliable measure of tibia angle during the WBLT for a single-limb, as 
well as between-limb differences. Using the methods presented in this thesis, practitioners 
can identify interventions that successfully improve ankle DF ROM when changes in single-
limb measures of WBLT performance surpass the MDC value of 1.7° presented in this thesis 





mobility by establishing what exercises and the associated prescription create ‘real’ 
improvements in ankle DF ROM. 
 
Likewise, this thesis supports the use of portable force platforms and 2D video analysis for 
measuring kinetic and kinematic variables associated with bilateral drop-landing 
performance. Data from this equipment derived from the performance of bilateral drop-
landings takes minutes to process and provides practitioners insight into an individual’s 
movement skill during this task. Importantly, practitioners screening landing mechanics using 
bilateral drop-landings should account for drop height when interpreting the findings, as both 
kinetic and kinematic variables demonstrate greater variability from lower drop heights. As a 
consequence, it is recommended that practitioners use a drop height of 100% to 150% of 
maximum CMJ height when designing screening protocols for bilateral drop-landing 
performance. 
 
The findings presented in this thesis suggest that irrespective of drop height, individuals with 
restricted ankle DF ROM will likely demonstrate compensatory coordination strategies 
during bilateral drop-landings so to maintain landing forces below a tolerable threshold. As a 
consequence of this, injury risk may increase as the strategy adopted mirrors those associated 
with mechanisms of injury during landings for ankle and knee ligaments (Aerts et al., 2013). 
Therefore, individual’s performing bilateral drop-landings with increased ankle plantar 
flexion and reduced knee flexion at initial ground contact, reduced ankle, knee and hip 
flexion angles at peak flexion, and diminished sagittal plane joint displacement throughout 
the lower extremity, should be assessed for ankle DF ROM restriction using the WBLT. 





structured training programme should be carefully considered in an attempt to minimise 
injury risk whilst the ankle DF ROM restriction is addressed through a corrective programme. 
This may mean that for individuals with restricted ankle DF ROM, landings should at least 
initially be performed sparingly as part of a conditioning programme.  
 
Ankle DF ROM can be significantly improved through the prescription of corrective 
exercises designed to improve ankle plantar flexor flexibility and joint arthokinematics over a 
4-week period. Exercise modalities shown to improve ankle DF ROM include static 
stretching, self-massage, eccentric strength-training and self-mobilisation. When these 
modalities are performed in combination with a general strength-training programme for the 
lower extremity and trunk musculature, chronic gains in ankle DF ROM increase ankle joint 
contribution during bilateral drop-landings. However, greater ankle joint contribution does 
not lead to increased knee or hip joint contribution and as a result, minimal effect on kinetic 
measures of bilateral drop-landing performance should be expected. As such, it is suggested 
methods that have been shown to enhance landing technique by facilitating greater knee and 
hip joint contribution during landings should be considered following chronic improvements 
in ankle DF ROM. These may include cueing specific coordination strategies such as flexing 
at the hip prior to initial ground contact (Blackburn and Padua, 2008), providing real-time 
feedback on landing performance (Myer et al., 2011) and manipulating task constraints such 
as arm position during landings (Masters, Johnstone and Hughes, 2016) to facilitate landing 
mechanics that lower peak vGRF and consequently, minimise injury risk.  
 
Lastly, practitioners may encounter individuals with structural limitations in ankle DF ROM 





ankle impingement secondary to an osteophyte formation on either the distal tibia or talar 
neck, will likely demonstrate limited ankle DF ROM that is non-modifiable with non-surgical 
interventions (Vaseenon and Amendola, 2012). In such instances where individuals with 
structural limitations in ankle DF ROM routinely perform landing tasks as part of their sport 
or activities of daily living, practitioners should attempt to help the performer develop 
strategies that allow them to successfully and safely attenuate landing forces. Similar to what 
was discussed in the previous paragraph, this would likely involve manipulating constraints 
during the practice of landings, allowing the individual to self-organise their coordination 
pattern to minimise injury risk. Based on the findings of this thesis, this may include seeking 
strategies that support greater hip joint contribution, which should be supplemented with the 
prescription of strength-training exercises for the hip extensor musculature to support the 
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Participant Information Sheet 
Research Project: Development and variability of compensatory movement strategies 
during athletic activities in healthy subjects with side-to-side asymmetry of ankle dorsiflexion 
range of motion 
 
About the study 
This research project is investigating the effects of ankle dorsiflexion range of motion (ROM) 
restrictions on movement strategies during bilateral drop landings. The purpose is to identify if ankle 
joint restrictions cause compensations in movement. 
 
Some questions you may have about the research project: 
 
Why have you asked me to take part and what will I be required to do?  
You have been asked to participate in this research project due to your training history/physical 
activity level and your injury-free status. 
 
At the beginning of each session, you will have your ankle dorsiflexion ROM measured on both sides 
and will be required to perform three countermovement jumps for maximal height. Then, you will be 
asked to perform five bilateral drop landings from box heights of 50%, 100% and 150%. As an 
example, if you can perform a maximal countermovement jump of 30cm, you will be required to 
perform drop landings after stepping off a box of 15, 30 and 45cm high.  
 
Across each testing session, you will be required to perform five drop-landings. In the first session, 
you will have the opportunity to practice the bilateral drop landings with the ankle braces from each 
box height. 
 
What if I do not wish to take part or change my mind during the study? 
Your participation in the study is entirely voluntary. You are free to withdraw from the study at any 
time without having to provide a reason for doing so. 
 
What happens to the research data? 
The data will be used for presentations and publication. Your data will at all times remain anonymised. 
Your data will be stored using a coded system to protect your identity and will be saved in password 
protected systems. Upon request, your data will be made available to you at any time.  
 
How will the research be reported? 
The research will be reported as part of a PhD thesis. This may result in conference presentations 
and journal publications. If requested, you will be provided to access any research that your 
participation in this project has contributed to.  
 
How can I find out more information? 
Please contact the principle researcher (Louis Howe) directly via email: louis.howe@cumbria.ac.uk  
 
What if I want to complain about the research? 
Initially you should contact the researcher directly. However, if you are not satisfied or wish to make a 
more formal complaint you should contact Diane Cox, Director of Research Office, University of 










Participant Information Sheet 
Research Project: The impact of an ankle conditioning intervention on unfatigued and 
fatigued movement strategies during bilateral drop-landings 
 
About the study 
This research project is investigating the impact of ankle dorsiflexion range of motion (ROM) on 
coordination strategies during bilateral drop-landings before and after an ankle conditioning 
intervention.  
 
Some questions you may have about the research project: 
 
Why have you asked me to take part and what will I be required to do?  
Your participation for this study will require you to complete a familiarisation session, 4 test sessions 
and potentially a training intervention lasting 6-weeks. The testing sessions will be distributed either 
side of a 6-week period (i.e. test sessions 1 and 2 before and test sessions 3 and 4 after the 6-week 
period). 
 
Familiarisation session: For this session, you will have your ankle dorsiflexion ROM measured on 
both sides and will be required to perform 3 countermovement jumps (CMJ) for maximal height. 
These tests will be repeated again at the beginning of test session 3. Then, you will be asked to 
perform 3 bilateral drop-landings from a drop heights of 150% of your CMJ. As an example, if you can 
perform a maximal countermovement jump of 30cm, you will be required to perform drop-landings 
from a box height of 45cm.  
 
Test sessions: Across each test session, you will be required to perform 5 bilateral drop-landings from 
a drop height of 150% of your CMJ (established in the familiarisation session). In test sessions 1 and 
3, this will be performed directly after a warm-up. In test session 2 and 4, you will be asked to perform 
a warm up, then complete an exercise circuit, before performing 5 bilateral drop-landings. The circuit 
will be stopped once your CMJ height declines by 20% of your maximum height. The exercise circuit 
will be: 
• Bodyweight squats x 30 
• Repeat CMJ x 30 
• Jump lunges x 30 (15 each side) 
 
Intervention: You may be part of one of two intervention groups, or part of the control group. The 
intervention will be performed 2-5 times per week and will last up to 6-weeks. The exercises included 
in the intervention will be general flexibility and lower extremity resistance training exercises. For all of 
the exercises performed as part of the intervention, you will be coached by an accredited strength and 
conditioning coach with >10 years of practical experience. Some of the exercises may be performed 
in your own time, while some will require you to attend the Rehabilitation Gym on the University of 
Cumbria, Lancaster campus at specific times.  
 
Your performance will be recorded through the landing forces and video analysis of your landings. 
 
What if I do not wish to take part or change my mind during the study? 
Your participation in the study is entirely voluntary. You are free to withdraw from the study at any 
time without having to provide a reason for doing so. You will not be disadvantaged by doing so in any 
way. 
 
What happens to the research data? 
The data will be used for presentations and publications. Your stored data will at all times remain 
anonymised. Your data will be stored using a coded system to protect your identity and will be saved 






How will the research be reported? 
The research will be reported as part of a PhD thesis. This may result in conference presentations 
and journal publications. If requested, you will be provided access to any research that your 
participation has contributed to. No individual will be identified by the data presentation. 
 
How can I find out more information? 
Please contact the principle researcher (Louis Howe) directly via email: louis.howe@cumbria.ac.uk  
 
What if I want to complain about the research? 
Initially you should contact the researcher directly. However, if you are not satisfied or wish to make a 
more formal complaint you should contact Diane Cox, Director of Research Office, University of 
























Participant Consent Form 
 
Research Project: The effect of an ankle conditioning intervention on unfatigued and 
fatigued movement strategies during bilateral drop-landings 
 
 
Please answer the following questions by circling your responses: 
 
 
Have you read and understood the information sheet about this study?   YES   NO 
 
 
Have you been able to ask questions and had enough information?   YES   NO 
 
 
Do you understand that you are free to withdraw from this study at any time, and without 
having to give a reason for withdrawal?   YES   NO 
 
 
Please sign here if you wish to take part in the research and feel you have had enough 
information about what is involved: 
 
 
Signature of participant:........................................... Date:................. 
 
 
Name (block letters):............................................................................ 
 
 
Signature of investigator:........................................... Date:................. 
 
 








Appendix 4: Physical activity readiness questionnaire  





Appendix 5: Practical approach to problem-solving movement tasks limited by 












Appendix 7: Within-session reliability for inter-limb asymmetries in ankle dorsiflexion 







Appendix 8: Reliability of independent kinetic variables and measures of inter-













Appendix 10: Ankle dorsiflexion range of motion is associated with kinematic 
but not kinetic variables related to bilateral drop-landing performance at 






Appendix 11: Improved ankle mobility after a 4-week training program affects 
landing mechanics: a randomized control trial 
 
